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FOREWORD
This report documentsthe presentatlonsat the NASA Global Scale Atmos-
pheric Processes Research Program Review held at the Goddard Space Fllght
Center 8-10 August 1984. The purpose of the Review was to provldea forum for
the evaluation of the Global Scale AtmospherlcProcessesResearch Program by
NASA Headquartersmanagement. The ongolngin-houseresearchprogramat Goddard
prlmarilyin the Global Modeling and Simulation Branch of the Laboratory for
AtmosphericSciences, as well as NASA-supportedresearch at unlversltlesand
other Institutionswas revlewed.
A synopsis of each research topic presented at the Revlew is contalned in
this document. The format has been standardized to highlight the research
objectives, signlflcant accompllshments, future plans, and relevant publlcatlons
of each Investigator. It is hoped that this report w111 provide a useful
reference for the material presented at the Revlew.
EugenlaKalnay
Head, GlobalModelingand SlmulatlonBranch
GoddardSpace FllghtCenter
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GLAS FOURTHORDERMODEL
(E. Kalnay-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
To develop and malntain a general circulation model for numerical weather
predictlon, analysis and forecast impact experlments, stratospheric analysls
and extended range weather forecasting.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
One of the two general circulation models (GCM's) presently available at
the Global Modeling and Simulation Branch Is the GLASFourth Order Model,
originally described in Kalnay-R1vas et al. (1977) and Kalnay and Holtsma
(1979). The UCLAmodel, developed by--A-rak-awa,Suarez, Randall and collaborators
is also available at GLAS.
The GLAS Fourth Order Model has been extensively used in the GLASAnalysis/
Forecast System, in satelllte data assimilation and weather forecast impact
studies. It has proven to be a reasonably accurate forecast model even at the
coarse resolution of four degrees latitude by five degrees longitude and nine
vertical levels, because of its higher order horizontal differences; its repro-
duction of the circulation of the atmosphere is comparable to some of the best
currently used general clrculation models. Figs. 1-6 present the average of
the last 30 days of 45 days winter and summer integratlons, started from ECMWF
analysls for 15 December 1978 and 15 June 1979 respectively. For comparison,
observed and climatologlcal fields are also presented.
The model reproduces most of the atmospheric stationary circulatlons, both
at sea level and at 500 mb, and In some cases, as could be expected, is closer to
climatology than to the observed monthly averages for 1979. Somedeflclencies
In the simulations are also apparent. In January, we note excesslve westerlies
at sea level over western Europe and Canada, at 500 mb there is a gross under-
estimation of the Atlantic ridge, and the precipltation rate (hatched wherever
it is larger than 4 mm/day) tends to be somewhat excessive and extends too
much Into the Saharan and Australian deserts. In the July integration the
model has too intense surface lows over Labrador, central Europe and north of
Japan. On the other hand, at 500 mb, the model has captured rather well the
most important anomaly of the July 79 circulation: the intense blocklng over
central Europe and Scandinavia. In the summer precipitation, there is agaln
some overestlmatlon, especlally in the extenslon of convective preclpltation
south of the equator over South Amerlca and Africa.
Thls basellne model used In the forecast experlments and in the above
cllmatology, has been thoroughly documented (NASATechnical Memorandum86064),
including not only detailed descriptions of the hydrodynamics and physics
formulations, but, equally Important, sections devoted to user's guide and
code management procedures. A "user friendly" system guides a new user Into the
procedures for running the model and modifylng its code for experlmental runs.
The documentation also includes a thorough description of input cllmatologlcal
flelds and the default output flelds, both prognostic and diagnostlc, and an
Indication on how to modify the choice of output dlagnostic fields.
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CURRENTRESEARCHAND FUTURE PLANS:
The model is also undergoingmajor developments: 1) A 2° x 2.5° x 9 level
versionhas been developedby J. Pfaendtnerand collaboratorsand the impactof
severaldefinitionsof the orographyis being studied. This versionwill be
used for high resolutionanalysis/forecastexperiments;2) A new model of the
PBL with higher vertical resolutionand a Monin-Obukhovparameterizationof
surfacefluxes and a second order closurescheme to describeturbulentvertical
flux has been developedand is undergoingimplementationby M. Helfandand
collaborators;3) A stratospheric-troposphericversionof the model has been
developedby Geller, Chao, Takano and collaborators. It is used in the stratos-
pheric-troposphericanalysiscycle and is presentlybeing convertedto the
Cyber 205 computer.
The model describedin the documentationis availableto outsideinvesti-
gators who may want to use it for atmosphericdynamicsresearch. NASA has
recently funded a proposalto allow membersof universitiesto take advantage
of this opportunityand come to NASA for a period of up to a few months in order
to become familiarwith the model and its use. Examplesof possibleresearch
are climate sensitivitystudies, in which the boundaryforcing is modified,
changes in the parameterization,changes in the numericalschemes,weather
predictionexperiments,etc. Some of the studiesof this type are already
being performed,both within the branch and outside, and will be discussedat
the meeting.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS:
Kalnay, E., R. Balgovind,W. Chao, D. Edelmann,J. Pfaendtner,L. Takacs and
K. Takano, 1983: Documentationof the GLAS FourthOrder GeneralCirculation
Model. 3 volumes. NASA Tech. Memo. 86064.
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Fig. 1
Simulated Sea Level Pressure (mb) - January
Observed Sea Level Pressure (mb) - January 1979
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Fig. 3
Simulated Precipitation Rate (mm/day) - January
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Simulated Sea Level Pressure (mb) - July
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Simulated 500 mb Geopotential Height (m) - July
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Climatological 500 mb Geopotent_al Height (m) - July
(no data between 20°N and I0°S)
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Fig. 6
Simulated Precipitation Rate (mm/day) - July
I
Climatological Precipitation Rate (mm/day) - July
I0
OROGRAPHICEFFECTSIN ATMOSPHERICCIRCULATION
(D. G. Duffy-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objectiveof thls investlgatlonis to study the role of o ographyon the
large-scaleand regionalatmosphericcirculatlon,wlth speclalemphas!son lee
cyclogenesis. These studies includeeffectsobserved In the actual etmosnhere
as well as in numericalweather predictionand generalclrculatlonmede s.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Using a new orographic fleld at a resolutlon of I0' by I0', several ,,e
topography fields have been generated for numerical experiments wlth i h_ GLAS
fourth-order GCM. These topographlc fields differ In the manner in wh _q _fnal_-
scale fluctuations have been elimlnated. Several five-day numerlcal forecasts
with different topographles have been made and slgnlflcant dlfferences ha'e tee_
observed. Currently, we are trylng to determlne whlch form of the topography
gives the best forecasts and the reason it does so.
Despite the tardiness of the data from the speclal experlment run ocer the
Alps during March and April 1982 (ALPEX), we have completed formatting the
special aircraft data and have begun to test thls data in our analysis _ys_em.
Furthernw)re, we have begun to calculate GLAStemperature sounds for the ALPEf
region. These will be included in our analysis of ALPEXevents.
FUTUREPLANS:
We plan to develop a reglonal SCM(successive correctlon method) analys1_
so that we can perform an analysis of the ALPEX reglon with these enhanced d_a.
These wi11 be used as initial condltlons for several short (up to 48 h) forecasts
over the ALPEXregion. By shutting off several different physical parameterlza-
tions, we will determlne what physical processes are Important In lee cyclogenesls.
We intend to create envelope topographies for experlments with the 4th-order
GCM. Wehave had dlfflculties in formulatlng one of these envelopes because '.h_
standard deviations of the flne-scale topography over the Andes Mountalns _s _o'-
large to produce a reallstic envelope topography In that reglon. Wew,ll _
working to eliminate this problem.
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SPECTRALGENERALCIRCULATIONMODEL DEVELOPMENT
(S.A. Orszag,R. L. McCrory,C. P. Verdon-CambridgeHydrodynamics,Inc.,
Cambridge,MA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
We are developinga spectralgeneralcirculationmodel to run on the Cyber
205 computersystem installedat the NASA GoddardSpace FlightCenter. Th_s
model should enhancethe utilityof satellite-basedobservationsystemsfor
accurate long-rangenumericalweatherprediction.
SIGNIF CANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The presentcode solvesthe primitiveequationsas formulatedin the GLAS
FourthOrder GeneralCirculationModel (NASATechnicalMemorandum86064) and has
been written to be compatiblewith the historyfiles for the model which employs
equally space g- and _-locations. The code is compatiblewith the physical
processpackagesdevelopedfor the GLAS fourth-orderGCM, so that newly improved
physics packagesshould be 'plug-compatible'with our spectralGCM. The high
resolutionspectralGCM we have developedfor the Cyber 205 incorporatesvector
sphericalharmonictransforms (McCrory,Orszag and Verdon, 1984) which treat the
pole problem (Orszag,1974) in a completelynaturalway. The vector spherical
harmonictransform packageshave been vectorizedfor the Cyber 205 and use the
FFT77 codes (multiplefast real periodicFouriertransforms)developedby
Tempertonfor the Cyber 205. The code has been written in both in-coreand
out-of-coreversions,the latter involvingmultiple bufferingof 'super-layers'
betweencentral and secondarymemory. This multiplybuffered versionhas been
deslgned to run with up to about 64 x 128 modes in each of up to about 40
horizontallayers.
Accuracy of the code, includingthe interpolationroutinesrequiredto
load the equally-spacedhistory file data, has been verifiedusing normalmodel
Initialconditions (Chao and Geller 1982; Kasahara,1976). Hough function
initializationtests have been used to comparespectral-and pseudospectral-
models for the code. We have determinedthat the pseudospectralmodel will
probablygive the most efficientGCM.
FUTUREPLANS:
Our next step is to use the spectralcode in comparisonruns with the GLAS
FourthOrder GCM. A final determinationof the desirabilityof 32 vs 64-blt
arlthmetlcand pseudospectralmethodswill be made for the hlgh-resolutloncode.
In additionto tests of the code on real data, severaladdlt_onalaspects
of th_s developmentwork are now under way. First, spectralmethodsto improve
the verticalresolutionfor the GCM are under study. Second,we have shown how
to use spectralpatchingand element methodsto accompllshefflc_entllmlted
area modeling. These techniqueswill be tested on speclflcatmospherlcal
applications. Finally,a complete set of user docume.nt_t_onfor both the in-
core and out-of-corespectralGCMs will be completedov " the nextyear.
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TECHNICALPUBLICATION:
McCrory, R. L., S. A. Orszag and C. P. Verdon, 1984: Pseudospectral and spectral
general circulation models based on vector harmonics, CHI Report No. 84.
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BIOSPHERE/ATMOSPHEREINTERACTIONS
(Y. M1ntz-Unlv.of Maryland)
The startlngpolnt, In this collaborativeresearcheffort by i. M1ntz,
P. J. Sellers,Y. C. Sud and C. J. Willmott,was the recognitlonthat vegetation
Influencesthe energy,mass and momentumexchange betweenland-surfaceand
atmosphereand, in that way, may significantlyaffect weather and cllmate.
The morphologyand physiologyof the vegetationdeterminethe surfacealbedo,
preclpltatloninterceptionand interceptionloss, stomatal controlof transpir-
atlon, moisture storagein the root zone and, throughthe vegetatlonroughness
height,the aerodynamicresistanceto the transfersof latent and sensible
heat and momentumbetween land-surfaceand atmosphere.
That the albedo and soil moisturehave a large influenceon the atmospheric
clrculationand ralnfallhas been demonstratedin sensitivltyexperimentswith
generalclrculatlonmodels. (Elevenof such experiments,made with dlfferent
GCMs, have been reviewedand comparedby Mintz, 1984). Moreover,we can now
show that throughits effect on the convergenceof the horizontalwater vapor
transport In the planetaryboundarylayer,the surface roughnessheighthas a
large Influenceon rainfall.
I.
Fig. l, from the paper by Sud, Shukla and Mintz (1984),shows the change
in the convergenceof the horizontalwater vapor transport in the lowestmodel
layer, [-V._q]9, (bottompanel),and the change in the precipitation(top
panel),when, In the 1982 versionof the GLAS climate model, the land-surface
roughnesshelghtwas changedfrom everywherehaving about the averageroughness
height for all vegetationtypes, zo = 45 cm, to the roughnessheight of the oceans,
zo = 0.02 cm. (This change in zo producesabout the same relativereduction
In surfacestress as would a change from the value of zo for a tropicalforest
to the value of zo for a desert). In the subtropical_nd higher latitudes,
the effect on the boundary layer convergenceis due primarilyto largercross-
isobaricflow when the surfaceroughnessis larger. Near the equator,where
the horizontalpressuregradient is very small and the coriolis acceleration
vanlshes,the change in the boundarylayer convergenceis due primarilyto
larger downstreamreductionof the wind speed when the surfaceroughnessis
larger. The resultingchange in rainfall,of up to 4 mm/day and more, exceeds
the naturalvariabilityof this climatemodel.
Currently,Mintz and Sud are investigatinghow simulationsand predictions
of weatherand cllmatewith the GLAS 4th order GCM (Kalnayet al, 1983) will be
affectedwhen the land-surfacedrag coefficientin that mod_changed to
correspondwlth the vegetationroughnessheightsthat are given by Baumgartneret al,
(1977),where zo is less than l cm in the desert areas and more than 200 cm in_
the tropical ralnforests.
II.
The strategyfor parameterlzingthe blospherefor generalclrculationmodels
was given in the technicalmemorandumby Mintz, Sellers and W111mott (1983).
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Fig. i. Average for three Julys, when the land surface roughness helght is
changed from zo = 45 cm to zo = 0.02 cm.
Bottum panel difference in the convergence of the horizontal water vlpor
transport in the lowest model layer, r-V- _q]9"
Top pan_l difference in the precipitation.
Lach panel shows the smooth surface (zo - 0.02 cm) case minus the rough
surface (z o - 45 cm) case. Contours for O, _ I, _ 2, _ 4, _ 8, % i2, _ 16 (mm/day.)
}leavy llne is zero. Broken llne contours show negative values.
IS
The two fundamental design crltera were:
A: That the albedo, preclpltation-interceptlon capacity, stomatal control
of transplration, soil moisture storage capacity, and surface roughness height,
shall not be independently prescribed parameters: but that all of them shall
be functlons of the morphological and physiological characteristlcs of the
vegetatlon. Inasmuch as the vegetation physiology and morphology depend on
the weather and climate, this will make the biosphere interactlve wlth the
atmosphere.
B: That the biosphere w111 be made interactive with the atmosphere in
three phases:
Phase I. a) the vegetation physiology will be interactive with the atmos-
phere and soil moisture, and b) vegetation morphology will be prescribed.
l:a means that the stomatal resistance will depend on the atmospherlc state
(i.e., on the incident photosynthetically active radiation, alr temperature and
air relatlve humidity) as well as on the soil moisture. Thus (unlike in the
present "open bucket" land-surface formulations), there will be no transpiration
at night and no very large transpiration when the air is very hot or very
dry. l:b means that the vegetation leaf area density as a function of helght
and the root length density as a function of depth will be completely prescribed
as functlons of location and time.
Phase 2. a) again, the vegetationphyslologywill be interactlvewlth the
atmosphereand soil moisture; and b) the morphologyof the vegetationformations
will be prescribed,but the phenologlcalstate of the vegetationmorphologywill
be made interactivewith the atmosphereand soil moisture. 2:b means that the
phenologlcalchangesin leaf area densityand root lengthdensityand, thereby,
all of the landsurfacepropertiesthat depend on them (albedo,precipltatlon
interception,bulk stomatalreslstance,soil moistureavailability,and surface
roughnessheight)will be interactivewith the atmosphereand soil moisture.
Phase 3. (to be undertakenonly If the two precedingphasesare successful)
All aspectsof the vegetationphysiologyand morphologywill be interactive
with the atmosphereand soil moisture. This means that on the time scale of
the order of lOu to I02 years the vegetationformationswill be prognostlc
componentsof the climatemodel.
The formulatlonof the biospherefor Phase l has been nearly completedand
will appear, shortly,in a technicalmemorandumby Sellerset al. (1984). A sche-
matic of this simple biosphere(SIB) is shown in Fig. 2.
Sellers Is currentlytestingthe biosphereformulationoffline,with
atmospherlcdata taken from two fleld experlments: i) over a wheat and barley
crop in Europe and ii) over a forest in the Amazon basin.
The next step will be to IncorporateSiB into the GLAS 4th order GCM
(Kalnay,et al., 1984). Initially,SiB w111 be allowedto respondto the
atmosphericforclngtaken from some precedlngcllmate simulatlonswith the GCM:
which is to say, the atmospherewill be non-interactiveand will not respondto
the latent,sensibleand upward longwaveradlatlveheat transfers,nor to the
momentumtransfer,which SiB produces. Studyingthe behaviorof SiB in this way
16
Fig. 2. Structure of the Simple Biosphere.
A V_sual appearance of the canopy layer, gro_ndcover, and roots.
B Derived vertleal pro[flea of wlnd (u) and stress (_)
C Pathway of water [lux, [_om the so[l (wh_re _sI and _s 2 are the moksture potenttaLu), through
the roots, _tems and leaves, to the atmospherL¢ boondary layer (where e B Is the vapor pressure )
Also shown Is the pathway of the water [lu_ _rom the soil surface (Subscripted r designate
the several reststance_ to the water flux )
0 Pathway of sensible heat [[ux, from the canopy (at temperature Tc) , and from the groundcover
and soLl surface (at temperature Tg), to the atmospherl¢ boundary layer (at temperature (TB )
The ab_orptLon and emlsslon o[ short wave and long wave radlat_on, (whlch depend on the vegetatLon
morphology - the leaf dtstrLbutLon and teal orLentatton - and on the temperatures, T c and Tg) are
not _hown here
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w111 be analogous to the study of the two off-llne tests mentioned above. After
that, the model atmosphere and blosphere will be allowed to Interact wlth each
other freely (flrst in the Phase 1 sense, and then in the Phase 2 sense) and
from that we w111 try to learn how important, for weather and climate simulations
and predlctlons, are the several Influences of vegetation when they act together.
M1ntz, Sud and Sellers w111 make and evaluate these studies.
If sultable arrangements can be made, SIB w111 also be Incorporated Into
other state-of-the-art GCMs. It is important to learn how SlB behaves in
dlfferent GCMs, expeclally those which have other physlcal and mathematical
formulations for the atmospheric boundary layer.
III
An Important problem, when making both determlnistic weather predictlons
on the 3 to I0 day time scale and cllmate predictlons (predlctlons of the time-
averaged weather) on the bi-weekly to monthly and seasonal time scales, IS how
to inltlallze the molsture in the plant root zone of the soil. Mintz is preparing
a report on his work In this area, which is belng done in collaboration with
J. Sussklnd and J. Dorman. It Is expected that this will lead to a practlcal
way of Inltlallzlng the soil moisture from the information provlded by existing
satelllte observing systems.
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FULLY IMPLICIT NUMERICALMETHODSFORTHE BAROCLINICPRIMITIVE EQUATIONS
(S. E. Cohn and E. Isaacson-Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
We are developing a fully implicit code to solve the three-dimensional
primitive equations of atmospherlc flow. The scheme is second order accurate in
time and fourth order accurate in the horizontal and vertical directions. Further-
more, as a result of belng fully implicit, the time step is not restricted by
the mesh spacing near the poles, nor by the speed of inertia-gravity waves.
Rather, the time step, At, lS determined simply by the requirement that it be
small enough to adequately resolve the atmospheric flow of interest. Weexpect
our scheme to significantly improve upon the accuracy and efficiency of current
models for fine grids.
This research is being carried out in collaboration with Drs. J. Augenbaum
(GLAS/RRA), D. Dee (PUCRJ/BRAZIL), E. Kalnay (GLAS), and D. Marchesin (PUCRJ/
BRAZIL) and with the assistance of G. Hsu (NYU) and Arlinda Silva de Moraes(PUCRJ/BRAZIL).
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
We have tested the factorization scheme on the one hand, and the improvement
obtained with fourth order accurate vertlcal differencing on the other hand, for
two different kinds of two-dimensional n_dels [I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
i} For a shallow water model over a spherical earth with and without
orography.
Here we found that for a 3° by 3° grid, the implicit scheme was more
efficient than an explicit schemewith Fourier filtering near the poles.
The relative efflciency of the implicit scheme becomes still greater
for finer grids. In figures a, b and c, we display the motion of an
initial Haurwitz 8-wave. Wind vectors and contours of the height field
are plotted:
a) at t=O
b) at t=24 hours, using t = 15 minutes, and
c) at t=24 hours, using t = 30 mlnutes.
Comparison of the two forecasts indicates that a one-half hour time step
adequately resolves this flow, in which the maximumvelocity is about
I00 meters/second.
ii) For a baroclinic model of a vertical slice of the atmosphere taken along
latitude 45v.
The table indicates the sizes of the relative root mean square errors for
second order accurate and for fourth order accurate vertical differencing.
Here we used a model whose simple exact solution we knew (see [4, 5]). We
calculated the errors in the horizontal velocity, the vertical velocity,
and the potential temperature after 12 hours had elapsed. Observe that
the errors produced by the fourth order accurate scheme are at most 1/32
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times the size of those of the secondorder accuratescheme. We believe
that an appreciableimprovementin the accuracyof currentthree dimen-
sional forecastmodels, could be attainedby introducingfourth-order
accuratevertical differencing.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The three-dimensionalcode is being writtenin a modular fashionso that the
resultsof using explicit schemesand implicitschemescan be compared. The code
is completelyportableand is being run simultaneouslyat the NASA GoddardHigh
Speed ComputingFacilityand at the PontificalCatholicUniversityof Rio de
Janeiro,Brazil. See the reportby J. Augenbaumin this volume for furtherdetails.
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS:
Cohn, S. E., D. Dee, E. Isaacson,D. Marchesinand G. Zwas, 1983: A fully
implicitscheme for the baroclinicprimitiveequations: Two-dimensional
models. Submittedto Mon. Wea. Rev.
Marchesin,D., 1984: Using exact solutionsto developan implicitschemefor
the baroclinicprimitiveequations. Mon. Wea. Rev., If2, 269-277.
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ResearchReview-1983,NASA Tech. Memo. 86053, 87-89.
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verticalaccuracy: Preliminaryreport. CIMS-NYU,13 pp.
Marchesin,D., 1982: A split-implicitscheme for the baroclinicprimitive
equations: Preliminaryreport. CIMS-NYU,20 pp.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATION:
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Table ! _elatlve RMS Errors for Second Order and for Fourth
Order vertlcal dlfferen_cLn9 schemes after 12 hours
_ vertlcal_
___ __erenclng Second Order Fourth order
Solutlon _ scheme scheme
horlzontal veloclty 2.2% 0.068%
vertlcal veloclty 8.5% 0.15%
potentlal temperature 0.089% 0.0012%
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MASSIVELYPARALLELPROCESSOR
(M. Suarez-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The maln purpose has been to study the feaslbllity of using the Masslvely
Parallel Processor (MPP) and possible future machines wlth parallel archltec-
ture for weather prediction and cllmate simulation.
The first objective of the project was to implement a shallow-water model
(Kalnay and Takacs, 1981), and the second to implement a two-level prlmltive
equations model (Held and Suarez, 1974).
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The flrst objectlve Is now completed. A 100% parallel shallow water model
with a resolutlon of 2.8 ° longitude by 1.4 ° latitude (128 x 128 grld points:
one per processor) was Implemented uslng the MPP's machlne language. Thls code
ran three tlmes faster than a comparable code on the CYBER205.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
These results have encouraged us to the second objectlve--the implementatlon
of the two-layer prlmltlve equations model wlth simple parameterizatlons of
physical processes. This model presents two new challenges to the machine and
Its user. It includes "non-ideal" types of calculations which may be mlnimlzed
but not completely elimlnated In GCMs. One of these Is the solutlon of inherently
non-local elllptlc problems such as one encounters in using semi-lmpliclt tlme
dlfferenclng. Although not crucial for forecasting models, a practlcally useful
machlne should not place a prohlbitive tax on such calculations. The second
"non-ldeal" task is unavoidable and concerns the single-lnstructlon characterlst_c
of the MPP. Processes such as radiatlon, preclpltation, and subgrid scale convec-
tlon are often hlghly branched. We've now built a grld-polnt verslon of the
dynamlcs of the Held-Suarez model on the CYBER. In this verslon, care has been
taken to make It sultable for conversion to the MPP.
Extensive testlng of the grid-point two-level model is being conducted on
the CYBER. We are also working on a half-preclslon (32-blt) version to make
the comparlson wlth the MPPas clean as posslble. Work on the MPPitself has
been waitlng for a parallel Pascal compiler. One is now available and we have
begun to experiment with It.
FUTURE PLANS:
To fam111arlze ourselves wlth the new compller we plan to start by bulldlng
a Pascal verslon of the shallow water model. Wewill then implement the dynamlcs
part of the two-level model with simple forclng and flnally a version wlth full
physlcs. We should note that the two-level Held-Suarez model takes us beyond
the polnt of a mere technical exercise in feasibility of use. If advantageously
Implemented on the MPP, it would be a valuable tool for atmospherlc research.
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A VERTICALLYRESOLVEDPLANETARYBOUNDARYLAYER
(H. M. Helfand-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Our objectlvesare to Increasethe vertlcalresolutionof the GLAS Fourth
Order GCM near the earth's surfaceand to installa new packageof parameterl-
zation schemesfor subgrid-scalephysicalprocessesso that the GLAS Model GCM
will predictthe resolvedverticalstructureof the planetaryboundarylayer
(PBL) for all grid points.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
l) Both the scalar and the vector versionsof the FourthOrder GCM have
been recodedso that they can have a variablevertical resolutionwhich becomes
finer as one approachesthe earth'ssurface. In the recodedmodel this is now
possiblewith an arbitrarynumberof verticallayers,but we anticipaterunning
only wlth 9 and 15 layer versions.
2) A Monln-Obukhovlayer slmilarityscheme has been developedwhich can
reasonablypredictthe turbulentsurfacefluxes of momentum,heat and molsture
even when the lowest model layer is as deep as 300 m.
3) A Level 2.5 second-orderturbulentclosure schemehas been developed
by Helfandand Labraga (1984)and tested offlineby Labragaand Helfand (1984)
againstdata from the Wangara Experiment. The scheme predictsturbulentkinetic
energy as a prognostlcvariablefrom which it computesthe verticalturbulent
fluxes of momentum,heat and moisture betweenthe layersof the atmosphericmodel.
The scheme is based on the work of Mellor and Yamada,but it has been considerably
redesignedin order to assure the conditionsof physicalrealizability.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The variableverticalresolutionversionof the model Is being implemented
and tested to make sure that it is compatiblewith the most up-to-dateversion
of the FourthOrder Model. Simultaneously,code for the Monin-Obukhovsurface
fluxes and for the Level 2.5 second-orderclosure scheme is being developedso
that it can be interfacedwith the variableverticalresolutionverslonof
the model. In addition,an algorithmis being developedto interactivelypredict
the surfaceroughnesslengthfor open water surfacesas a functionof predlcted
surfacestresses.
FUTUREPLANS:
We plan both to reflnethe parameterlzationschemesdescribedabove and to
embellishour treatmentof the PBL by addlng furthersophisticationto the
treatmentof land surfaces. The computatlonalefflciencyof the above schemes
will be improvedand steps will be taken to make sure the schemesremain numer-
ically stableas the verticalresolutionis increased. Speclalattentionwill
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be paid to the dynamicsof the region at the very top of the PBL where the
turbulencevanishes. Also, the turningangle wlthln the "constantflux" surface
layer will be parameterlzed. In additlon,ensembleaveraglngtechniquesw111
be used to accountfor the large dlscrepancybetweenthe large slze of a grid
cell and the area of homogeneitysurroundlnga typlcal surfacelayer observatlon
tower.
The treatmentof land surfacesw111 Includea groundheat condltlonmodel,
a two-layerground hydrologyscheme,and an interactlvesnow-coverscheme. In
addltion,we w11l make our PBL fully interactlvewith the blospherlcmodel belng
developedby Mintz, Sud and Sellers.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS:
Helfand, H. M., and J. Labraga,1983: A level 2.4 second-orderclosuremodel
for the predictionof turbulence. ResearchActlvltlesin Atmospherlcand
OceanicModellin9. I. D. Rutherford,ed., GARP Working Group on Numerical
Experimentation.
Labraga,J., and H. M. Helfand,1983: Selectlonof a best candidatehlgher-
order closure schemefor turbulencein the GLAS FourthOrder GCM. Research
Activitiesin Atmosphericand OceanicModellln9. I. D. Rutherford,ed.,
GARP Working Group on NumericalExperlmentatlon.
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Helfand,H. M., and Labraga,J., 1984: Deslgn of a nonsingularlevel 2.5 second-
order closure model for the predictionof atmosphericturbulence. To be
submittedto J. Atmos. Sc1.
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AN INVESTIGATIONOF THE MARINEBOUNDARYLAYERDURINGCOLDAIR OUTBREAK
(So A. Stage-Florlda State University)
RESEARCHOBJECI[VES:
Thls project IS deslgned to _ludy varlous aspects of the marlne atmospherlc
boundary layer (MABL) durlng cold alr outbreak uslng data from the Mesoscale
Air Sea Interactlon Experlment (MASEX)and uslng a model for the MABLdeveloped
by Stage and Buslnger (1981a,b). Several areas have been identlfled for emphasls
In thls project:
A. Determlnatlon of the momentumbudget and dlve_gence of the MABL.
B. Development and testlng of techniques for the remoLe determnatlon of
ocean surface sens11,1_ _nd latent heat fluxes by use of satellite data.
C. Use of MASEXdata to evaluate vamous technlques for parameterizlng
layer turbulence: to determlne the typlcal magnitudes of such parameters
and to improve the MABLmodel.
D. Use of the resultlng MABLmodel and understandlng of layer parameters
to develop and evaluate more sophistlcated schemes for remotely sensing
layer evolution and sea surface senslble and latent heat fluxes.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A. The MABLMomentumBudget: A study of the momentumbalance of the MABL
durlng cold alr outbreak IS In progress. It has been found that the flow can
be dlvlded Into a quasl-geostrophlc component and a departure from quasi-
geostrophlc. Thls provldes a basls for scallng the equatlons. By neglectlng
small terms In the quasl-geostrophlc departure equatlon it can be shown that
the divergence wlthln the boundary layer is the llnear sum of the quasi-
geostrophlc dlvergence and a dlvergence whlch is due to boundary layer effects.
The boundary layer effects are changed in surface roughness at the shore, Inertlal
osc111ations, and barocllnlclty assoclated wlth the warmlng and deepenlng of
the mlxed layer as _t moves ove_ the water. Durlng cold alr outbreak these
effects can be large and can glve dlvergences whlch are comparabie in magnltude
to the quasl-geostrophlc dlvergence Imposed by the large scale flow.
B. Technlques for Remotely Determlnlng Senslble and Latent Heat Fluxes.
Don Alllson Is currently flnishlng a Master's thesls at Florlda State Unlverslty
under my supervlslon whlch investlgates a simple technlque uslng satelllte data
which can be ob_alned w_th current technology to remotely estlmate surface latent
and sensible heat fl_ixes. We have found that the most promslng set of variables
which are currently available are either surface wlnd or stress and the sea sur-
face temperature, the total _ntegrated water vapor In the atmosphere, the total
Integrated !lqu_d wate _ in the atmosphere, and the cloud-top temperature. We
assume that the MABLhas well-m_xed water vapor and equivalent potential temper-
ature and we need to use a typical sounding for the temperature and relative
humidity of the a_r ab_,,c the mxed layer. Under these assumptlons the satelllte
data can be _nverted to f_nd layer depth, potentlal temperature and humidity.
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Surface heat and vapor fluxes can then be estimated using aerodynamic transfer
relationships. ;_e are stiil doing the analysis, however it appears that the
sensible heat flux can be determined to within 24%with the major error being
due to uncertainties in the surface wind or stress. The latent heat flux can
I)e determined to within 82%with the principle error being due to integrated
water vapor. If it were possible to remove the error in the integrated water
vapor, then the latent heat flux could be determined to within 32%.
This technique rests on the assumption of a well-mixed MABLbut does not
rely on other features of the MABLmodel. Thus it is not just applicable to
cold air outbreak situations but also to coastal stratus cloud layers whenever
surface fluxes or cloud top radiative cooling are stong enough to thoroughly
mix the layer. An additional bonus is that cloud top radiative cooling can be
estimated using this technique although errors may be largely due to uncertainties
in the soundings above the mixed layer.
C. Parameterization of Turbulence in the MABL: Surface-sensible and
latent heat fluxes from the MASEXdata are being analyzed to determine a suitable
relationship to use for the aerodynamic transfer relationships for these fluxes.
_,le ilave compared tile flux formulations of Liu et al. (1979), a formulation
b_sed on Ci_arnock's relationship and the assumption that the roughness lengths
for momentum, heat and vapor are the same (This assumption was used by Stage and
Businger in their model), and the data. Somepreliminary results were reported
by S_age (1984). Although errors in the two are of similar size, the Liu et al.
formulation appears to be slightly better.
FUTUREPLANS:
Stage and Businger (1981a) modeled MABLentrainment and evolution of
temperature and humidity but needed to rely on an external determination of
divergence. They further found that it is difficult to obtain values for
divergence which are adequate for model use. We are currently expanding the
model to include the boundary layer momentumequations and will test it against
the MASEXdata and _lill study the comparative magnitudes of the various terms
in the equations.
I,le _,'ill be further studying the MASEXdata in the near future and will be
making comparisons between tile data and the I,IABLmodel including the momentum
equations. We_lill also be using the model to study MABLevolution during cold
air outbreak and to develop more sophisticated means of remotely estimating
MABLparameters.
JOURNALARTICLES:
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STRUCTUREANDGROWTHOF THE MARINEBOUNDARYLAYER
(M. McCumber-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Atlas and Chou recently used LANDSATvlslble Imagery and a one-dlmenslonal
Lagranglan boundary layer model to hypotheslze the nature and the development
of the mamne boundary layer durlng a wlnter episode of strong seaward cold
alr advectlon. They suggested that over-water heatlng and mols_ening of thn
cold, dry continental alr Is estlmable from llnear relatlons involvlng hor,-
zontal gradients of the near-surface air temperature and humldlty. A line of
enhanced convectlon parallellng the Atlantlc U.S. coast from south of New York
Bay to the vlclnlty of V1rglnla Beach, VA was attributed to stronger convergence
at low levels -- Atlas and Chou referred to thls feature as charactemzlng a
mesoscale "front."
Durlng January of 1983 a cooperatlve fleld experiment (MASEX)between
NASA, NOAAand the Johns Hopkins Applled Physlcs Laboratory was conducted _
the U.S. east coast from Long Island, NY to the north to North Carollna to tne
south. Clouds and boundary layer structure were sampled from the coast seaward
to the gulf stream (a dlstance of about 600 km from the shore). Data from
four flight days were complled to be used to study the actual behavior of the
sea and atmospherlc boundary layers and to both inltlallze and to valldate
numemcal slmulatlons of the cold air outbreak events.
Although the research alrcraft provlded a true descrlptlon of the state
of the atmosphere and the sea, areal coverage was severely llmlted by consld-
eratlons of flnlte resources and tlme. It Is also dlfflcult to quantltatlvely
assess the spatlal charactemstics of the marine PBL (Planetary Boundary Layer)
uslng the one-dimenslonal Lagrangian model because horlzontal dynamic and
thermodynamlc forclngs cannot be accommodated.
With the asslstance of a three-dlmenslonal mesoscale boundary layer
model, inltlallzed wlth data obtalned from the MASEX,the mamne boundary
layer can h_ pped over the entire Atlantic coastal domain and the evolution
of the bou _ "_ layer can be studled as a function of dlfferent characterlstics
of Import_ -. rface level forclngs. Thls research is concerned wlth the effects
on bounda_, layer growth due to the magnltude and pattern of sea surface temp-
erature, to shape of the coastllne, and to atmosphemc condltlons, such
as the omentatlon of the prevalling wlnd.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A successful slmulatlon for a northerly flow MASEXday (January 20, 1983)
has been run on the CYBER205. The model was Inltlallzed wlth the Atlantlc
Clty mornlng rawinsonde and the model was run for about seven hours to insure
a nearly steady state for the atmosphere. Flow curvature over the ocean due
to reduced surface momentumstress and coastllne conflguratlon was evldent
to the west and north in the MASEXdomain. A zone of convergence extended
southward from New York Bay along, but offshore from, the coast. Thls conver-
gence Is most probably a manlfestatlon of dlfferentlal heatlng between the
long over-water fetch a_rstream to the east and the short over-water fetch
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airstream to the west, whlcq IS ccole_ and less mo;st. ,pe d_r=_re,qtloi warm]qg
established a hydrostatlc pressure gradlent, which causeu the h.r1_on.a! wlnd _o
curve. Thls result conflrFs the hypothesls of Atla_ ,, I Chou w_,) eac'_=d the
same conclusion by examlp, iT,g cloud photographs and b,. _',._pi_ , - ,_e-n,,qeqslona I
PBL model.
Another SlmU;af'on wa_ also run for January !9, 19_, ,,.; _as _;harac-
terized by a north.esterly low' level synoptlc flow. ,_es,)sca_e r onvergence
was especially ev;dent _n and downwind from the Delawa-e 3_y and to a lesser
extent from th_ Ne,-__rrk Bay. Warmer water in the bays (escec_aily Delaware;
was apparently Lhe principal mechanism responsible for the enha_cel, convergence.
The flow pattern appears to confirm the ocean wave studies of Walsh, where
his data pointed to a wave source near the mouth of th- O_l_v,_re Ba¢
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Efforts to Inltlallze the model with multlpie souqdlngs in the hlgnly
baroclinic atmosphere which characterizes strong cold alr outbreaks have met
with little success. Therefore, the model has been inltlal:ze_ in the usual
manner with a single sounding. The impact w111 be most s_gnlf_cant where the
synoptic flow devlates sharply from the coastal rawinsonde, such as in the
eastern and northeastern part of the domain where the real wlnds are stronger
and exhibit more curvature closer to the cyclone. Model results suggest too
much southward and a llkely spurious westward component to the low level winds
in this area due to this error (the winds react to the hydrostatic pressure
trough to the south and southeast with no compensation from a mo_e westerly
real synoptic flow). To insure that deviations from the observation (o -_
anticipated} winds to the east and northeast are due only to lqltlal_zation
errors, tests are being made to change lateral boundary conditions from a
simple condition (where the normal gradients of model variables are set to
zero) to a radiation boundary condition (Sommerfeld-type). In thls wa_
cleaner solutions are obtained, effectively preventing the lateral boundaries
from significantly impacting the solution In the inte_o_ of _he doma_,_. Work
is also underway to improve the graphics, in particular to provide vertlcal
projections of prognostlc and d_agnost_c data f_elds.
FUTUREPLANS:
One or two more MASEXdays w_ll be selected for s_udy. Effects of coastal
geometry and sea surface temperature pattern will be determined by _unn_ng the
model with variations in each. The wind hodograph w_ll also oe rotated to better
define the effect of wlnd orientation, all other forc_ngs being neld constant.
Relations between model-generated surface energy fluxes and boundary
layer growth, as evidenced by cloud patterns and lidar signatures, w_ll be
determined and the results will be compared to the relationships derived in
the Atlas-Chou study using a slmpler PBL model. Predicted surface stresses
will be compared with oceanographic data to determlne their util_ty _n ocean
PBL research.
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Figure I. Wind divergenceat a heightof IOO meters for the MASEX domain.
Divergencehas been multipliedby lO6 and dashedcontoursindicate
negativevalues. Simulationis for the northerlyflow case, January
20. Note strongerconvergencenear DelawareBay and New York Bay.
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NUMERICALMODELINGOF THE ATMOSPHERE
(P. H. Stone-Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objective of this research IS to use numerlcal models and numemcal
analyses of observations to improve our understanding of the physical
processes Important In global weather and cllmate.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
(i) Results from a study of the effect of baroclinlc waves on mld-
latltude vertical temperature structure show that the waves' vertlcal eddy
heat flux tend to eliminate the potentlal vortlcity gradient near the steemng
level by causlng the statlc stablllty to decrease rapldly wlth helght In the
lower troposphere above the boundary layer.
(2) An emplrlcal study of the relatlonship between eddy heat fluxes and
the memdional temperature gradient has been completed. The results indlcate
that the feedback In the flux-gradlent system Is comparable to dlsslpatlon on
all time scales between the synoptic and the seasonal.
(3) We have generallzed the deflnitlon of the Ellassen-Palm flux and
the Eliassen-Palm and non-acceleratlon theorems to include eddy forclng of
condensation. Calculatlons based on the generallzed dlagnostlcs showed that
the annual mean eddy forclng of the zonal mean zonal wind is two and one half
times stronger when the condensatlon effects are Included.
CURRENTAND FUTURE RESEARCH:
The followlng projects have been proposed for the current year:
(I) Investigation of air-sea interactions on climate tlme scales uslng a
numerlcal model developed at GMSB.
(2) Calculations from observatlons of the eddy forclng of the atmosphere's
molsture fleld.
(3) Numemcal slmulatlon of how shear in a mean zonal flow affects
quasl-geostrophlc energy cascades.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Zeblak, S. E., 1982: A slmple atmospheric model of relevance to El N1no.
J. Atmos. Sc1., 39, 2017-2027.
Cane, M., 1982: The varlab111ty of equatorlal currents. Recent Progress in
Equatomal Oceanography (S. P. McCreary, D. W. Moore, J. W1tte, Eds.,
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II. SATELLITE DATA ASSIMILATION
AND INITIALIZATION
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COMPARISONOF OPTIMUMINTERPOLATIONANDCRESSMANANALYSES
(W. E. Baker-GSFC, S. C. Bloom-GSFC/USRA,M. S. Nestler-Sigma Data)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objective of this investigation is to develop a state-of-the art
optimum interpolation (0/I) objective analysis procedure for use in numerical
weather prediction studies.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A three-dimensional multivariate 0/I analysis scheme has been developed.
Somecharacteristlcs of the GLAS 0/I compared with those of the NMCand ECMWF
systemsare summarlzedin Table I. Some recent enhancementsof the GLAS scheme
includea unlvarlateanalysisof water vapor mixing ratio,a geographically
dependentmodel predictionerror correlationfunctionand a multivariateoceanic
surfaceanalysis.
Figure l comparesthe 24 h and 48 h forecastsfrom 0000 GMT 13 January1979
inltialconditionsprovidedby the O/I analysis scheme with forecastsfrom a
successivecorrectionmethod (SCM) of analysisdevelopedearlier. As may be
seen in Fig. l, the forecastof the intensityand positionof the cyclonewhich
moves northeastwardacross the United States as well as the ridgingwhich follows,
is more accuratewith the O/I than with the SCM.
FUTUREPLANS:
Futurework includescompletingvectorizationof the O/I on the Cyber 205,
a detailedcomparisonwith the SCM, real and simulateddata impact studiesand
experlmentswith normalmode initialization.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATION:
Bloom,S. C., W. E. Baker and M. S. Nestler, 1984: Multivariateoptimuminter-
polationof surfacepressureand winds over oceans. PreprintsTenth Conf.
on Weather Forecastin9 and Analysis,25-29 June, Amer. Meteor. Soc.,
Clearwater,Florida,106-I08.
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TABLE1. CHARACTERISTICSOF THEGLASO/ICOMPAREDWITHTHOSEOF OTHERSYSTEMS
SALIENT GLAS NMC ECMWF
FEATURES
APPROACH 3-D;MULTIVARIATEINZ,U,V 3-D;MULTIVARIATEINZ,U,V _-D,MULTIVARIATEINZ,U,V
UNIVARIATEINW UNIVARIATEIN RH UNIVARIATEINQ
RESOLUTION 18 LEVELS; 4° x 5° (2-D) 12 LEVELS; $.75 ° UPPERAIR, 15 LEVELS; 1.875 °
12 LEVELS; 4° x 5° (3-D) 2.5 ° SURFACE
AUTOCORRELATION DAMPED COSINEFOR Z GAUSSIAN BESSEL
FUNCTION DAMPED EXPONENTIALFOR W
CROSS- GEOSTROPHIC(SCALEDTO 0.0 SAME SAME
CORRELATION AT EQUATOR)
MODEL
ASSUMPTIONOF Z (YES);U,V (NO) SAME SAME
ISOTROPY
GEOGRAPHICALLY YES NO YES(LATITUDINALLY
DEPENDENT. DEPENDENT)
MULTIVARIATE YES (EKMANBALANCE) YES (GEOSTROPHIC) YES (GEOSTROPHICAT
SURFACEANALYSIS 1000 MB)
Fig. I. 0/I and SCMForecasts from 0000 GMT13 January 1979
SCM 0/I Observed-14 January
24 h
Fcst
SCM 0/I Observed-15January
48 h
Fcst
NORMALMODEINITIALIZATION
(S. C. Bloom-GSFC/USRA
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objective of this research is the development and implementation of
normal mode procedures for use with the GLAS analysis/forecast system. Specific
tasks of this work include:
I) High latitude filtering of model fields to preserve the GLASGCM's
linear stabllity during integration.
2) Development of nonlinear normal mode initiallzation (NLNMI) processes,
both adiabatic and diabatic. Using NLNMIto initialize GLASanalyses; investi-
gation of the impact of normal mode initialization on the GLAS analysis/forecast
system, especially in regard to data assimllation.
3) Diagnosis of the I-3 day systematic forecast errors of the GLASGCM.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
To date, milestones reached with the normal modes project include:
I) The computation of the normal modes for the GLAS4th order GCM(Bloom,
1983). Two sets of modes have been generated; one sultable for use with scalar
code on the Amdahl V6, and a second one for use with vector code on the Cyber 205.
2) The development and testing of both scalar and vector forms of a llnear
normal mode projection (initialization) process (Bloom, 1984).
3) A preliminary study of an adiabatic NLNMI process using a shallow
water model based on the GLASGCM(Navon, Bloom and Takacs, 1984).
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Currently, two projects are underway:
I) The development of efficient vector code (for the Cyber 205) for an
adiabatic NLNMI process for the full GLASGCM.
2) The use of the linear normal mode projectors to examlne the feasibility
of normal mode filtering of high latitude gravity waves to ensure model linear
stability. A scalar version is used with a shallow water model on the Amdahl V6.
A vector version is being developed for use with the full GLASGCMon the Cyber 205.
FUTUREPLANS:
Once the adiabatic version of the NLNMI has been fully implemented on the
Cyber 205, the following projects can be started:
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I) Developmentof a dlabatlcNLNMI. In addltlon,variousapproachesto
the entlre lnltlallzationprocesswill be tested.
2) Develop_nentof a coupledanalysls/lnltlallzatlonscheme. In thls
procedure,an optlmuminterpolationanalyslsw111 be comblnedwlth an NLNMI In
an iteratlvemanner to try to obtaln a more accurateset of lnitlalflelds.
3) Use of a coupledanalysls/inltlallzatlonschemeto investlgatethe
influenceof analyslsas well as NLNMI on the nature of the short-term(I-3
days) systematicforecasterror In the GLAS GCM.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS:
Bloom, S. C., 1983: Normal Modes of the GLAS4th Order Model. Research Revlew
1982, NASATech. Memo84983, 99-103.
Bloom, S. C., 1984: Design of a Linear Projector for use wlth the Normal Modes
of the GLAS4th Order GCM. Research Revlew 1983, NASATech. Memo. 86053,
I01-115.
Navon, I. M., S. C. Bloom, and L. Takacs, 1984: Computatlonal Aspects of the
Non-LinearNormal Mode Inltlallzaltonof the Grld Model of GLAS. Research
Review 1983, NASA Tech. Memo. 86053, I06-112.
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FORECASTIMPACTOF COMPONENTSOF THE FGGEOBSERVINGSYSTEM
(E. Kalnay, R. Atlas, W. Baker and J. Susskind-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
To assess the prognostlc Impact of the complete FGGESpeclal Observlng
System as well as its indlvldual components.
CURREN! RESEARCH:
W_ _ave recently conducted experlments to assess the summer and wlnter
forecast _mpact of the FGGE system, and of its maln observlng components:
temperature sounding data derived from the TIROS-N polar orbltlng satelllte,
cloud track wlnds determlned from geostationary satellite observatlons and
drlftlng buoy data which were collected by satelllte durlng FGGE. The Analysls/
Forecast System used has a number of Improvements upon the system utllized by
Halem et al. (1982) for the FGGE Special Observlng Perlod-i (SOP-I). Several
modlflcatlons were made In the analysis scheme, the most Important belng the
Interpolatlon of the analysis minus 6 h forecast devlatlons rather than of the
analyzed flelds themselves. The analysis scheme wlth the present modlflcatlons
is descrlbed in detall In Baker (1983). The forecast model is st111 the 4 °
fat, 5 °lon and 9 vertical levels GLAS Fourth Order GCMwlth several mlnor
correctlons Implemented in the physlcs and numerlcs.
The Improved vertlcal interpolatlon in the analysls resulted in better
assimilatlon of rawlnsonde data, whlch has more vertlcal structure than satel-
lite data. As a result, there was an Improvement of the forecasts derlved
from conventlonal data only, and, consequently, a small reductlon of the posl-
tive Impact of satellite data from that obtained by Halem et al. (1982).
SIGNIFICANT RESULTS:
Although the experlments are not yet completed, the followlng prelimlnary
flgures summarlze the number of cases of posltive and negatlve forecast Impacts
verlfled so far separately over two regions in the Northern Hemlsphere (coverlng
approxlmately North Amerlca and Europe) and the Southern Hemlsphere (Australla
and South America). Two forecasts are considered to be dlfferent if thelr S1
ski1] scores, verlfled wlth the ECMWFanalysis dlffer by more than 2 polnts.
Only those forecasts for whlch at least one of the forecasts retalns useful
skill (deflned as $I _ 80 for sea level pressure and < 60 for 500 mb helghts)
are cnunted.
a) Comparlson of SOP-1 and SOP-2 Forecast Impacts
Figs. I and 2 present the results correspondlng for SOP-1 and SOP-2. In
the Northern Hemisphere the forecast impact of the FGGESpeclal Observlng System
is posltlve, and somewhat larger in wlnter than In summer. In the Southern
Hemlsphere the impact is much larger both in the wlnter and in the summer seasons.
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b) Forecast Impact of Drifting Buoys
Two recent papers (Bourke et al., 1982, Kalnay et al., 1983) have presented
results of studies of the impact of the FGGEobserving system in the Southern
Hemisphere. While both papers concluded that the TIROS-N satellite temperature
soundings had a large positive impact, the conclusions were significantly
different with respect to the impact of the drifting buoys.
The Bourke et al. (1982) study was based on tile comparison of assimilation
cycles covering the period 17 May to 26 May 1979 using the ANMRCanalysis/fore-
cast system. Three assimilation cycles were performed: a control assimilation
cycle including all FGGEdata, a cycle without using buoys (NB), and a cycle
without using satellite temperature soundings (NT). Only three forecasts from
20 May, 22 May and 24 May 1979 were performed from each cycle. The results
indicated that over the Australian region, the buoys had a significant positive
impact. In hemispheric verifications the impact of the buoys was much smaller
than that of satellite soundings, except on 12 h sea level pressure forecasts.
Kalnay et al. (1983) performed a study covering the FGGESOP-1 period (5
January to 5 March 1979). Four assimilation cycles were conducted: a "FGGE"
cycle which used all FGGEdata, a "NOSAT"cycle which used only conventional
data (surface observations by land stations and ships, rawinsondes and aircraft
reports), a "NOSATplus BUOYS"in which the buoy data was added to the conven-
tional data base and a "FGGEminus BUOYS"cycle in which drifting buoys were
subtracted from the FGGEdata. About 14 forecasts from initial conditions every
four days in the cycle were performed for each cycle. The results verified over
the South American region indicated that the buoys had a substantial positive
impact when added to the NOSATsystem, but on the average a negligible impact
when deleted from the full FGGEfour-dimensional assimilation.
There are several possible causes for these different results: a) The
two studies used different seasons: Southern Hemisphere summer in the Kalnay
et al. paper, and early winter in the Bourke et al. paper. This introduces
significant differences in the atmospheric circulation, and hence, possible data
impact differences, b) The number of buoys, which started to be deployed during
the early FGGEperiod, increased considerably during the SOP-2. c) There is a
possible sampling problem in comparing about a dozen forecasts covering two
months with 3 forecasts corresponding to one week. d) The results were verified
in different regions, and the data impact may depend on this factor, e) The
two ana!ysis/forecast systems may show different sensitivity to the data.
It is of great practical importance to determine the factors that may have
influenced these results. For this purpose Kalnay et al. (1984) extended the
study to FGGESOP-2 (May and June 1979), and performed similar buoy data impact
studies. This study included the 3 forecast cases previously performed by
Bourke et al., and verifications over the same regional areas.
The results of Kalnay et al. (1984) are summarized as follows: As indicated
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the addition of buoys had little effect in the Northern
Hemisphere both in winter and in summer. In the Southern Hemisphere, the
addition of buoy data to the conventional observing system has a clear positive
impact, especially in the sea level pressure forecast in both seasons.
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The resultof deletingthe buoy data from the completeFGGE system is
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In agreementwith Kalnay et al. (1983)the Impact
of the buoys' loss is negllgibleduring SOP-1 both in the Southernand Northern
Hemlspheres. During SOP-2 the impact is somewhatlarger especiallyduring the
first two days of the SouthernHemisphereforecasts. The buoy informationis
thereforeless redundantduring SOP-2 than SOP-l,which helps to explalnthe
dlfferenceIn the resultsobtainedby Kalnayet al. (1983)and Bourke et al.
(1982).
c) Impactof GLAS TemperatureSoundingsand Cloud TrackedWinds
Sussklndet al. (1984)have developeda temperatureretrievalsystem based
on the Inversionof the physical radiativetransferequationusing simultaneously
infraredand microwavechannels. As a result,the system not only produces
atmospherictemperaturesoundings(GLAS retrievals)but also a number of important
climateand weather parameters(ice and snow cover, cloud heightsand amounts,
day and nlght, land and sea surfacetemperatures,and others,which are discussed
elsewherein this volume).
In Fig. 7 we presenta preliminarycomparisonof the forecast ski11 using
the FGGE system,in one case with the GLAS temperatureretrievals,and in the
other the NESS retrlevalsoperationaldurlng FGGE SOP-I. In the Northern
Hemlsphere,the use of the GLAS soundingsproducesa signlficantimprovementin
the sea level pressureforecasts. Most of the improvementsare as large as 5
S1 points or more, and almost all take place over North America, virtually
ellminatingthe cases of negativeimpactswhen comparedwlth NOSAT forecasts.
Thls suggeststhat the GLAS retrievalsare superiorto the FGGE operational
retrievalsIn the PaclficOcean. This may be partlydue to the data gap present
in the operationalretrievalsoff the west coast of North America at O0 GMT (see
Fig. la of Halem et al., 1982). Furthermore,the accuracy of the GLAS retrievals
is much less affectedby cloudlnessthan that of the operationalretrievals
(Sussklndet al., 1984),which may have been an advantagein generatingtempera-
ture soundlngsin the Pacificstorm track region. In the Southern Hemisphere,
on the other hand, the use of the GLAS retrievalsproduces,for the first two
days, slightlyworse forecaststhan the operationalretrievals,although both
systemsare vastly superiorto the NOSAT forecasts.
In Fig. 8 we make a prellminarycomparisonof the forecastsusing conven-
tlonal data with GLAS soundings,and the full FGGE system,also with GLAS
soundings. It is clear that the additionalcomponentsof the FGGE system (and
in particularcloud trackedwinds which constitutethe largestcomponent)have
made a very slgnificantcontributionto the forecastskill in the Southern
Hemisphere. Even in the NorthernHemispheretheir contributionis !mportant,
especiallyin the 3 day forecast.
d) HemisphericVerification
In the previouscomparisons,verificatlonswere limitedto land areas
where there are enough conventionalobservations,avoidinga posslblebias
towardssatellitedata that constltutemost of the oceanlcobservations. In
Figs. 9 and 10 we now presentthe ensembleof about 8-10 hemisphericverlfi-
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catlons agalnst the ECMWFanalysls for SOP-2. Fig. 9a shows that the FGGE
satelllte data improved the forecast in the Northern Hemlsphere by about 6
hours, Indlcated schematlcally by the dotted llnes. In the Southern Hemisphere
the Improvement Is much larger, about 48 to 60 hours.
Fig. lOa Indlcates that the buoys added to the sparse conventlonal (NOSAT)
system in the Southern Hemlsphere improves the forecast skill by about 24 hours.
In the presence of the satelllte observing system, however, they contribute
only about 12 hours (F1g. lOb). Fig. lOc demonstrates that the rest of the
satelllte temperature retrievals and cloud tracked wlnds added to the NOSAT
system contrlbute 24 to 36 hours more forecast ski11 than the buoys.
FUTUREPLANS"
Weplan to: a) study the Impact of GLASIntegrated retrievals both In
wlnter and in summer; b) study the impact of cloud tracked winds; c) ut111ze,
for the flrst tlme, water vapor wlnds in the analysis cycle, whlch should
provide a useful spaclal complement to the coverage of cloud tracked wlnds.
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APPLICATIONSOF SEQUENTIALESTIMATIONTO NUMERICALWEATHERPREDICTION
(M.Ghil-CourantInstituteof MathematicalSciences,New YorkUniversity)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The main objectiveof the author'scooperativeresearchwith NASA'sGoddard
Laboratoryfor AtmosphericSciences (GLAS)is to use informationabout the
atmosphereacquired from new types of observations,especiallyfrom satellites,
in order to deepen our understandingof its behavioron time scalesfrom hours
to years. This is achieved by: l) improvingthe methodsfor processingpoint
observationsinto completefields in space and time, using sequentialestimation
theory; and 2) analyzinglow-frequencyatmosphericvariabilityby the methods
of dynamicalsystem theory, suitablymodifiedto enhancepracticalpredictability.
The purposeof this extended abstractis to report on those activitieswhich
pertainto applicationsof sequentialestimationto data assimilationand initial-
ization (item l above).
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Sequentialestimationtheory deals with methodsfor estimatingthe state
of a physical system evolvingin time, such as the atmosphere,using imperfect
dynamicalmodels, such as currentnumericalweatherprediction (NWP)models,on
the one hand, and observationswhich are imperfect,incompleteand irregularly
distributedin space and time, on the other. Such observationsare currently
provided in great numbers,and with variouserror characteristics,by ground-
based and space borne meteorologicalobservingsystems (Bengtssonet al., 1981,
preface).
Given random model errors and observingerrors,the optimalestimateof
the state of the system is providedby the Kalman filter. This result is known
from the engineeringand mathematicalliterature,but has had no applicationsto
systems of considerablesize, like NWP models. We have undertakento modify
and simplifythe Kalman filter (Ghilet al., Ig81), so as to make it usefulfor
meteorologicaldata assimilationon t_-enext generationof vector-processing
computers,which will become availablein 1986.
Large-scaleatmosphericmotionscontainslow Rossby waves, as well as
faster,enertia-gravitywaves, both of which are present in current,primitive-
equation (PE)NWP models. The Rossby waves are responsiblefor most meteorologlcal
phenomenaon planetaryand synopticscales,while the fasterwaves are mostly
importanton smallerscales. In the processof data assimilationwith large-
scale models, the faster waves can lead to spuriousrejectionof significant
data, due to insufficientlysophisticatedqualitycontrolprocedures. It is
often deemed necessarythereforeto eliminatethe faster waves, in a process
called initialization.
The first modificationof the Kalman filter necessitatedby its planned
applicationto operationalNWP was thereforeto obtain an optimalestimateof
large-scaleatmosphericstates,subjectto the constraintof belongingto the
slow invariantmanifoldof the model equations. This modificationwas developed
and tested in Cohn (1982)and Ghil et al. (1981,1982).
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The next modlflcatlon has to do w_th the fact that the standard Kalman
f11ter assumes that statistics of the system noise, i.e., the difference between
the model tendencies and the true atmospherlc tendencies, as well as statistics
of the observatlonal nolse, are known. Adaptive filters, which determine the
covariances of these noises _n the process of data assimilation, are computa-
tionally much more expensive than the basic filter. In Dee (1983) and Dee et al.
(1984), we have developed an adaptive f11ter which has the same computation_
complexlty as the standard filter.
Finally, we have attacked the problem of the computational expense of the
standard f11ter itself. The most important way in which the Kalman filter
dlffers from current NWPpractlce is that it computes the forecast error covari-
ance matrix Pf exactly, while so-called "optimal interpolation" (01) schemes use
ad-hoc procedures for approxlmatlng Pf. A naive Kalman filter algorithm is
equlvalent therefore to N forecasts, where N is the total number of model vari-
ables, wlth N = 0(105-106 ) In current NWPmodels.
Uslng the sparseness of model matrices and the rapid decay in space of
forecast error correlatlons, It is possible to compute Pf in O(N log N), rather
than O(N2) operations (Ghil et al., 1981, 1983; Cohn, 1982). This permits the
implementatlon of a Kalman fllterlng code for a barotropic PE model in two space
dimenslons (2D), i.e., the shallow-water equations on the sphere, with a resolu-
tlon of 1° latltude x 2° longitude, on a current vector machine like the Cyber 205
(Cohn et al., 1984). it should permlt the implementation of such a code for a
baroclinl--nTc-]_-Emodel in three dimensions (3D), with I0 levels in the vertical, on
the next generation of vector machines. These machines, such as the _DC-Eta, will
be 0(I0) times faster than the current generation, have a memory 0(I0 _) larger,
and become available at the end of 1986.
A by-product of this research is the evaluation and improvement of suboptimal
f11ters in current use. The performance of Ol schemes can be evaluated exactly
by sequentlal estimatlon theory (Cohn et al., 1981; Ghil et al., 1982), and
the deleterious effect of various approximations in Pf comp_and removed in
order of Importance. Balgovlnd et al. (1983) nave evaluated the effect of the
Gausslan model of geopotentlal forecast error correlations and geostrophically-
derlved wlnd error correlatlons, using a semi-operational baroclinic PE model,
the GLASsecond-order medel, and real atmospheric observations from the DST-6
data set. They have proposed an improved Bessel-function model for the geopoten-
tlal correlations. Likewise, Cohn and Morone (1984) have evaluated the effect
of spatlal _nvarlance of forecast error correlations and introduced the slow
change of these correlations wlth geographic position into a scheme currently
belng tested for operational use at the National Meteorological Center.
CURRENTRESEARCHAND FUTUREPLANS:
Much of the author's theoretlcal research outlined above was motivated by
hls strong involvement in NASA's appllcatlon program of meteorological satellite
data, and hls close collaboratlon with the research staff at GLASin the time-
contlnuous asslmllatlon of these data (Ghil et al., 1979; Atlas et a1., 1981,
1982). Thls collaboratlon is contlnulng in te-'I_-a-pplication of t_oretical
results to the development of the GLASdata assimilation system.
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Dr. Amnon Dalcherof GLAS and the author are working on modifyingand
implementingthe forecasterror correlationfunctionsrecommendedby Balgovind
et al., 1983) to the GLAS fourth-orderNWP model (Kalnayet al., 1983) using
_ata and resultsfrom the EuropeanCenter for Medium--Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF). The flnal model correlatlonsthus determlnedshould be especially
useful in the assimilationof scatterometerwind data for the improvementof
lower-troposphericand surfaceflux analysesover ocean areas (Bakeret al.,
1984; Ghil et al., 1983).
Dr. StephenBloom of GLAS and the author are also workingon determining
the exact amount of energy in fast, as opposedto slow modes, presentin GLAS
and ECMWF analysesand forecasts. Such a separationwas until recently impossible,
due to the insufficientaccuracyof observationsand forecasts. An exact deter-
minationof their energy shouldhelp removethe deleteriouseffect of the fast
waves on data assimllation(see SignlficantAccomplishments),without prohibiting
these from carryingout their importantrole in energy exchangesbetween synoptic
scales and meso-scales.
The major thrust of futurework will be to continuethe computationaldesign
of Kalman filtersfor 2D and 3D NWP models (Ghil, 1984). This work will severely
tax the computationalresourcescurrentlyavailableto the Goddard Space Flight
Center,and help justifythe acquisitionof vector machines of the next genera-
tion. Such an acquisitionappearsessentialfor GLAS and the Center to keep
their position in the forefrontof space applicationsand of the atmospheric
sciences.
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SOMENEW MATHEMATICALMETHODSFORVARIATIONALOBJECTIVEANALYSIS
(G.Wahbaand D. R. Johnson-Universityof Wisconsin-Madison)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
To developnew and/or improvedvariationalmethodsfor simultaneously
combiningforecast,heterogeneousobservationaldata, a priorl climatology,and
physicsto obtain improvedestimatesof the initialstate of the atmospherefor
the purposeof numericalweatherpredlction. To apply cross valldatedspline
methodsto atmosphericdata for the purposeof improveddescriptionand analysis
of atmosphericphenomenasuch as the tropopauseand frontalboundarysurfaces.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:(Numbersin [ ] refer to references)
i) Developmentof theoretlcalfoundationsfor combiningforecast,observa-
tional data, and a prioriclimatologyinto a single variationalproblem[9, 15].
ii) Developmentof vector splineson the sphere,for the global analysis
of wind fields and the dynamicallocationof energy betweenthe divergentand
non-divergentwlnd field by cross validationmethods [2, 16].
iii) Developmentand applicationof three dimensionalthin plate splines
[3] to estimateheight and horizontalwind fields,divergence,and vorticity.
These methodsmay be used, for example,to obtaincross-sectionalcontour
plots of divergenceand vortlcityas a functionof longitudeand pressureat a
fixed latitude,or as a functionof latitudeand pressureat a fixed longitude
[18]. Some examplesare given in Figure I.
iv) Developmentof adaptivemethodsfor estimatlngthe relativeweight
to be given to observationaldata and forecast,from the data and forecast
[17].
v) Developmentof nonllnearcross validatedregularizationmethodsfor the
recoveryof atmospherictemperaturedistributionsfrom satelliteobserved radi-
ances [l, 6, 13].
vi) Developmentof variationalmethods for simultaneouslycombining
forecast,observationaldata, and climatology;and performingnonlinearnormal
mode Initialization(preliminaryresults,[ll].
vil) Developmentof new design criteriafor satellitecomputed tomography[8].
viil) Development of some numerical methods useful in analyzing large data
sets simultaneously by cross validated spllne methods [4, 5]. Although not
specifically developed for meteorological applications, these methods have
potential applicabllity to the efflcient simultaneous three dimensional analysis
of data sets of the order of many hundreds or even thousands.
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ix) Developmentof cross validatedconstralnedspllne methodsfor low pass
filteringwith linear inequalltyconstraints. Althoughnot developedspeciflcally
for meteorologlcalapplications,these methodsalso have potentialapplication
in objectiveanalysls [7, 14].
CURRENTRESEARCH:
i) Completlon of work listed under "S1gnlflcant Accomplishments:" I), ii),
lli), iv) and v).
il) Continuation of "Slgnlflcant Accompllshments:" vi), including the develop-
ment of approprlate numerlcal methods for the large nonquadratlc variatlonal
problems that will result.
FUTUREPLANS:
Immedlate plans are to complete work listed under "Current Research." Four
major tasks have been identlfled In our proposal which are descrlbed below.
Work on tasks three and four has already begun with "Signiflcant Accomplishments:"
iv) and vi). The first (development) task emphasized techniques for merglng
satelllte radiance data with other information, in particular radiosonde data
and tropopause and frontal height information to obtaln an enhanced two or
three dlmensional thermal wind or temperature analys]s. The second (applica-
tions) task Is to apply cross-valldated thin plate spline analysis techniques
and computer programs developed under an earlier contract to an emp]rlcal study
of the relationship between certain surfaces of constant potential temperature
and frontal boundary surfaces. The third (development) task concerns techniques
for the dynamic estimation of the relatlve accuracy of forecast and observatlonal
data for use in optimum weightlng when these two sources of Information are
merged. In addition, the development of hypothesls tests for the consistency
of forecast wlth observat]onal data Is proposed. If t]me and resources permlt,
a fourth task, a study of the merging of the functions of varlatlonal objectlve
analysis and nonl]near normal mode analysis into a single varlatlonal problem,
is proposed.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Wahba, G., 1984: Cross valldated spllne methods for the estimation of multi-
variate functions from data on functlons. In Statistlcs, and Appraisal,
H. A. David and H. T. Davld, eds. The lowa State University Press,
pp. 205-235.
Wahba, G., 1982: Vector spllnes on the sphere, wlth appllcatlon to the est]ma-
t]on of vortlclty and dlvergence from dlscrete, nolsy data. In Multivariate
Approximation Theory, Vol. 2, W. Schemmppand K. Zeller, eds., B1rkhauser-
Verlag, Basel-Boston-St-uTt-g_t.
Wahba, G. and J. Wendelberger, 1980. Somenew mathematical methods for var]a-
tlonal objective analysis using spllnes and cross valldatlon. Mon. Wea. Rev.,
108, 1122-1143.
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Wahba, G., 1980: Spllne bases, regularlzatlon, and generallzed cross validation
for solvlng approxlmation problems with large quantities of nolsy data. In
Approxlmatlon_ Theory III, ed. W. Cheney, Academlc Press, pp. 905-912.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS.
Bates, D. and G. Wahba, 1983: A truncated singular value decomposltlon and
other methods for generallzed cross-validation. University of W1sconsln-
Madlson, Statlstl_s _e_t., TR 715, submitted.
O'Su111van, F., 1983: The analysis of some penalised llkelihood estimation
schemes. Ph.D. Thesls, Unlverslty of Wisconsin-Madison, Statlstlcs Dept.
TR 726.
Vlllalobos, M., 1983: Estlmatlo,, of posterlor probab111tles uslng multlvarlate
smoothlng spllnes and generallz_d cross-valldatlon. Ph.D. Thesis, Unlversity
of W1sconsln-Madlson, Statistics Dept. TR725, to be submltted.
Wahba, G., 1983. Deslgn crlterla and elgensequence plots for satelllte computed
tomography. Unlverslty of W1sconsln-Madlson, Statlstlcs Dept. TR 732, submltted.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATIONS:
Wahba, G., 1982: Varlatlonal methods in slmultaneous optlmum Interpolatlon and
inltlallzatlon. In The Interactlon Between Objectlve Analysis and Initlal-
izatlon, Publlcatlon In Meteorology 127, Dept. of Meteorology, McGill Univer-
slty and Atmospheric Analysls and Predlctlon D1vislon, NCAR, D. Willlamson,
Ed.
Wahba, G.,1981: Somenew techniques for variational objective analysis on the
sphere uslng spllnes, Hough functlons, and sample spectral data. Preprints,
Seventh Conference on Probab111ty and Statlstics in Atmosphemc Sclences,
Monterey, CA, Nov. 1981.
PRESENTATIONS:
"Cross valldatlon in varlatlonal methods for objectlve analysls and nonllnear
inltlalizatlon." Talk glven by G. Wahba at NCAR, February 7, 1984.
"Vector spl_nes on the sphere, with applicatlon to the estimation of vortic_ty
and divergence from d_screte, noisy data." Talk g_ven by G. Wahba at
Austral_an Numemcal Meteorologlcal Research Centre, Melbourne, Austra1_a,
May 14, 1984.
IN PREPARATION
O'Sullivan, F. and G. Wahba, 1984. Remote sensing of temperature profiles in
the atmosphere, _n preparatlo_.
6O
Villalobos, M. and G. Wahba, 1984: Inequality constrained multivariate smoothlng
splines, in preparation.
Wahba, G°, 1984: Bayes theorem and the optimal merging of forecast, data, and
cllmatology, in preparation.
Wahba, G°, D. R. Johnson, and D. S. K1m, 1984: Optimal adaptlve merglng of
forecast and observations, in preparation.
Wendelberger, J., D. R. Johnson, G. Wahba, and D. S. Kim, 1984: Two and three-
dimensionalthin plate splineestimationof meteorologlcalflelds,in
preparatlon.
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Fig. 1. Verticalcross sectlonsof dlvergenceand absolute vorticity,based
on a three dimensionalscaled cross valldatedspline analysisof
observatlonsfrom 46 North Americanstationsat nlne levels.
OOZ Jan 25, 1978.
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EXTENDEDRANGEFORECASTING
(E. Kalnay-GSFC, A. Dalcher-S1gma Data and Y. Sud-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES"
Explore atmospherlc predlctab111ty between a week and a month by means of
_re use of comprehenslve atmospherlc models, and wlth emphasls on a prlorl
estlmatlons of forecast ski11.
CUPRENT RESEARCH.
We have two maln research projects as part of our role in the Experlmental
Cllmate Forecast Center establlshed at GLAS by the Natlonal Cllmate Offlce:
I) Systematlcally explore the exlstence, if any, of predlctablllty of monthly
mean anomalles assoclated wlth Inltlal condltlons and wlth anomalles In the
boundary forclng. Thls w111 be done by means of numerical Integrations of the
GLAS Fourth Order GCM, uslng real inltlal condltlons correspondlng to dlfferent
years, and boundary conditions correspondlng both to cllmatology and to observed
anoma!les at dlfferent years. A first result of thls program Is presented in
_lg. 5 of Kalnay (1984 thls volume). It indicates that the model has captured
t_e most important monthly anomaly of July 1979 when started from 15 June 1979
Inltlal condltlons. The complete plan IS descmbed In a proposal recently
submltted to NASA Headquarters.
2) Appllcatlon of the Lagged Average Forecastlng Method
Hoffman and Kalnay (1983, denoted HK from here on, and 1984) formulated
the lagged averaged forecast (LAF) method, whlch has all the advantages of
Monte Carlo forecastlng and can be attalned at vlrtually no cost. It makes
use of not only the latest operational forecast, but also of forecasts for the
same verlflcatlon tlme started one or more days earller than the latest one.
The LAF method, in whlch the forecasts are welghted by a slmple regresslon
scheme based on a parametemzatlon of the forecast error growth, was tested
uslng low order "nature" and "forecast" models. The most Important result of
thls study was that the spread of members of the ensemble forecast was a good
a prlom estlmator of the ski11 of the ensemble forecast (see Fig. 8 from HK).
The LAF method seems partlcularly approprlate for long range forecastlng,
in comblnatlon with a comprehenslve GCMand wlth observed boundary conditions.
In thls context, the longer predlctablllty expected for time averages will
naturally glve rlse to regresslon welghts dlfferent from zero for pemods beyond
the llnllt of determlnlstlc predlctablllty. The LAF method should provlde more
accurate forecasts than a slngle dynamlcal forecast because the unpredictable
components w111 be f11tered out by the ensemble averaging, and it may also
generate meanlngful estimates of the confidence llmits for indivldual anomaly
forecasts.
We are presently applylng for the first tlme, the LAF technlque to the 100-
day samples of lO-day forecasts (500 mb geopotentlal helght data only) whlch
were omglnally prepared for the study by Lorenz (1982) and also used by Wallace
et al. (1983).
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The purposeof this study is to improvethe medlum and lon9 range forecast
by reducingthe error variance,and at the same time to producean a priori
estimateof the forecastski11. In order to developand test the methodology,
we first concentrateon preparinga LAF forecastfor the 5-day forecast(Fig.
i). Thls providesus wlth an ensembleof slx elements,whlch as shown by HK
Is probablysufficient,and the forecastis long enough that the ordinary
dynamicforecastmay be improvedupon (see also HK). The 5-day LAF, Y5' is
given by
5
Y5 = _ al x5+l
i=O
where a are regression coefficlents and x forecasts started i days ago, valid
I 5+i
five days from today if7 is the veriflcation. The forecastsquarederror can
be expressedas
<(x - 7)2> = <x - 7>2 + <(x" - y')2>
i.e., the mean square error is equal to the systematlcerror squaredplus the
error varlance. In the implementationof LAF, the systematicerror is automa-
ticallycorrected(we w111 assume for this projectthat 100 days is a large
enough sampleto determinethe systematicerror). We note in passingthat the
s_stematicerror growth in the winter 100 days is greatlydominatedby the
componentswith total wavenumbern=O (globalaverage)and n=6, and m=O to 3,
and n=3, m=O to a lesserextent (Fig. 2). The summer systematicerror
(not shown) is more uniformlyspread among severalmore sphericalcomponents.
The regressioncoefficients,x , must satisfyi
5
<_5 xs+j> : _ _i <x5+i x5+j> ' j=O, ..., 5i=O
so that we must be able to provide stable estimates of the covariances <Y5 x5+j>'
<x x >, or equivalently, of the forecast error 9rowth, since, for example,
5+i 5+j
<xi xj>
< (xi - xj)2> = 2 <x_> [I -
i.e., the error variancebetweentwo forecastsverifyingon the same day is
equal to twice the variancetimes one minus thelr correlation.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
An analyslsof the ECMWF data has allowedus to make simplifyingassumptlons
that ensure that we have both stablestatistlcsand a good representationof
the error growth. We have also modifledthe parameterlzationof forecasterror
growth by Lorenz (1982,Fig. 8) in two ways: Computingerror variance rather
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than rms error, and including an external source of error to represent model
deficiencies. Like Lorenz (1982), we allow for saturation at large error
Ievel s.
dV = _ (V + S) (V_ - V)dt
Fig. 3 which shows the contribution to analysis and forecast variance for
total wavenumbers n<5, n<lO, and n<15. It indicates that, to a good approxi-
mation, we can assume th_ analysis-and forecast variances to be the same.
(This is less true in the summer i00 days). Fig. 4 shows the contributions
to forecast error variance, and indicates that the forecast error variance due
to low wavenumbers increases with the length of the forecast. Iloreover, if we
consider only the lowest 15 total wavenumbers, we include more than 90% of the
forecast error variance. Fig. 5 presents the error growth of each total wave-
number n for n=O to n=19. Several observations stand out: a) the forecast
error variance grows with wavenumber from n=O to n=7, where it acquires its
maximumamplitude. From n=8 to n=15 it decreases monotonically, and beyond n=16,
it is quite small; b) forecast error saturation, when no further error growth
is observed, is reached at longer times for longer wavelengths. Waves with n<5
have error variances which are only starting to grow within the lO-day forecast
period, waves with n <I0 start to reach saturation at about or after I0 days,
and saturation is reached at earlier times for larger n's. Beyond n=15, wave
error reaches saturation within the first five days, and no further predictability
can be expected.
Fig. 9 shows that this parameterization works remarkably well when all
scales are combined together. Furthermore, the shape of the individual error
growths for each total wavenumber suggests that the same parameterization can
be applied to each total wavenumber. The results (not shown) are also excellent,
except for n=O, and n=l which have only a few components, and therefore are more
sensitive to sampling fluctuations but which have, in any case, very small
amplitude errors (see Fig. 2.5).
FUTUREPLANS:
From this study, and since we have obtained excellent results so far in
our modeling of error growth, we expect to improve significantly the ECMWF5-
day forecast. This result would be better than in our original study (HK)
where the LAF forecast was not much better than an ordinary dynamical forecast,
probably because we were less successful in the modeling of forecast error.
Wealso expect to be able to estimate forecast breakdown time for each
wavenumber n. From this it will be possible to produce, for the first time,
priori maps of expected forecast skill.
PUBLICATIONS:
Kalnay, E., and R. Livezey, 1983: Weather Predictability Beyond a Week: An
Introductory Review. Turbulence and Predictability in Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics and Climate Dynamics. (M. Ghil, R. Benzi and G. Parisi, eds.),
North Holland, in press.
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K. Takano, 1983: Documentatlon of the GLAS Fourth order General C1rcula-
tlon Model. NASA Tech. Memo. 86064.
Hoffman, R. N. and E. Kalnay, 1984: Lagged Average Forecastlng,Some Opera-
tlonal Conslderatlons. Predlctabilltyof Fluid Motlons, G. Holloway and
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Ill.SATELLITE RETRIEVAL METHODS
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WEATHERANDCLIMATEPARAMETERSFROMTIROS-N
(J. Sussklnd-GSFC,D. Reuter-GSFC/USRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The objectlve of the research is to develop a processing system for analysis
of HIRS2/MSUdata on the TIROS/NOFb_meteorological satellites to be used both
to improve forecasting skill and to develop climatological data for at least a
flve year period. Research involves both the development of improved techniques
and valldation studies of the retrieved products.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Details of the Baseline I processing system, and results for January 1979,
are described in Susskind et al., 1984. Since then, an improved Baseline 1.5
system has been developed and Tmplemented. Global retrievals (50000 retrievals
per day) have been run at 125 km resolution for January and July 1979 and March
and July 1982. Complete processing of 1 day's retrievals takes about 50 minutes
wall clock time on the CYBER205. In addition to producing atmospheric tempera-
ture profiles, which are significant for initialization of general circulation
models to improve numerical weather prediction, the system also provides the
followlng parameters: sea/land surface temperature and their day night differ-
ences which, over land, is related to soil moisture; fractional cloud cover,
cloud top pressure, and cloud top temperature, and their day night differences;
and ice and snow cover, which is derived from combined use of the retrieved
surface emlsslvity at 50.3 GHz and the ground temperature. Research with the
fields have shown the following:
1) Forecast assimilation cycles for SOP-I, substitutlng GLAS-retrieved
HIRS2/MSUtemperature profiles for operational retrievals, resulted in significant
Improvement in satellite forecast impact over North America and Europe.
2) Monthly mean sea surface temperature fields derived by GLASfrom HIRS2/MSU
data were compared wlth those derived from ships, AVHRR,and SMMRin a NASA
sea surface temperature intercomparison workshop. The results showed HIRS/MSU
to be the most accurate, both in RMSerror and anomaly patterns.
3) Monthly mean day-night ground temperatures dlfference fields were
computed from the GLASHIRS2/MSUretrievals for a number of months, from which
monthly mean soil moisture and evapotranspiration fields were derived. These
fields were consistent both with climatological values of soil moisture and with
the cloud fields derived from HIRS2/MSUdata.
4) Global monthly mean fields of cloud fraction (high/middle/low) and their
day-night differences were generated from HIRS2/MSUdata. The results were
consistent with climatology as well as model-generated rainfall. Cloudiness in
highly convective regions was found to be more prevalent at night over land and
durlng the day over ocean. Low clouds showed the reverse behavior In both cases.
5) Monthly mean ice and snow fields were derived from HIRS2/MSUdata for
a number of months. Weekly fields showed reasonable consistency and variations.
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CURRENTRESEARCHAND FUTUREPLANS:
Current researchinvolvesimplementationof a humidity solutionalgorithm,
which has been tested in simulation,and the restructuringand full vectoriza-
tion of the retrievalprogramso as to be able to produce retrievalsat 60 km
resolutionin 5-10 minutesa day wall clock time on the CYBER 205. Our Immediate
plans are to run retrievalsfor SOP-I and SOP-2 of FGGE using the new system
in a completelyinteractiveforecast-retrieval-analysismode, in which a 6 hour
forecastwill be used as a first guess for the retrievals. The retrievals
will then be used, togetherwith other measurementssuch as ship and radiosondes,
to generatethe globalanalysis used to producethe next 6 hour forecast,etc.
Previousexperience (Bakeret al., 1984) has indicatedthat such a cycle is
capableof furthersignificantimprovementin forecastskill.
REFERENCES:
Baker,W. E., R. Atlas, M. Halem and J. Susskind,1984: A case study of forecast
sensitivityto data and data analysistechniques. Mon. Wea. Rev., If2,
in press.
Susskind,J., J. Rosenfield,D. Reuter and M. T. Chahine, 1984: Remote sensing
of weatherand climateparametersfrom HIRS2/MSUon TIROS-N. J. Geoph_s.Res.,
89D, 4677-4697.
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WATERVAPORPROFILERETRIEVALSFROMTHE HIRS/MSUSATELLITE SOUNDER
(D. Reuter-GSFC/USRAand J. Susskind-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The objectlve of this research is to develop a method for the retrieval of
atmospheric water vapor profiles within the context of the GLASphysically based
retrieval scheme. The GLAS retrieval method is currently capable of producing
accurate atmospherlc temperature retrievals as well as cloud fields and retrleved
surface propertles such as temperature and microwave emissivity (Susskind et al.,
1984). In the GLAS retrieval scheme, the water vapor field used in the computa-
tlon of the atmospheric transmittance functions is obtained from a 6 hour fore-
cast and Is not modified in the retrieval process. Improved estimates of the
water vapor fleld, in addition to being in themselves varlables of meteorological
interest, may, therefore, result in improved estimates of the other retrieved
parameters obtained from the system.
For a particular atmosphemc water vapor and temperature profile (includlng
surface temperature), an estimate of the upwelling thermal radiatlon which would
be observed in a certaln channel of a satellite borne sensor may be calculated
glven an algorithm for the computation of channel averaged atmospheric transmit-
tances as a functlon of atmospheric conditions and satellite viewlng angle.
Differences between the actual observed radiances and the calculated radiances
are then due to dlfferences between the actual temperatures and water vapor amounts
and the prescrlbed temperatures and water vapor amounts, errors in the transmit-
tance algorithm, and the estimated effects of clouds if they are present. The
currently operational GLASretrieval scheme uses a combination of microwave and
infrared observatlons and an initial guess to obtain first estimates of the recon-
structed clear column brightness temperatures (i.e. the brightness temperatures
whlch would be observed in the absence of clouds (Smith 1968, Chahine 1974)).
These estimates of the clear column brightness temperatures are then used to
adjust the atmospheric and surface temperatures whlch are used to obtain new
estlmates of the reconstructed clear column brightness temperatures in an itera-
tlve fashlon, untll the calculated clear column brlghtness temperatures agree
wlth the reconstructed clear column brightness temperatures to wlthin a speclfied
amount. These retrievals use theoretical relationships between changes in atmos-
pherlc and surface temperature and changes in channel brightness temperatures.
In the water vapor retrieval procedure, the retmeved atmospheric tempera-
ture profile and ground temperature are used, along with a first guess water vapor
proflle, to compute estimated clear column brightness temperatures for those
channels most sensitive to water vapor (channels 8, I0, II, 12 for the HIRS
instrument). As In the case of the temperature sounding channels, the differ-
ences between the computed and observed brightness temperatures (or reconstructed
brightness temperatures in the case of cloud contamination) are functions of
numerous parameters. However, since the temperature proflles used in the calcu-
latlon of the computed clear column brightness temperatures are the retmeved
atmospherlc temperature proflles, the dlfferences between observed and computed
brightness temperatures are attrlbuted to errors in the prescribed flrst guess
water vapor profile. Because these differences are roughly linear with small
errors In water vapor profile estimates, a regresslon relationshlp may be found
whlch relates known dlfferences between the true water vapor profiles and the
flrst guess proflles to the differences between the observed and computed clear
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column brightnesstemperatures. Note that the satelliteobservationsare at a
zenith angle e. To first order this has the effect of multiplyingthe water vapor
column densitiesby a factor of sec e. Thus the actualwater vapor column
densitydifferencesare scaled by sec e in findingthe regressionrelationship.
The entire regressionand vemfication processmay be summarizedin the
followingsteps:
l) The retrievedtemperaturesand a first guess water vapor profileq(FG)
are used to estimateclear column brightnesstemperatures(o (CALC)for those
channelswhich are to be used in the water vapor retrievalscheme.
2) Regressionexpressionsare found which relatethe differencebetween
the true and first guess water vapor proflles,(aq),to the dlfferencebetween
the observed (or reconstructed)clear column brightnesstemperatures,AO.
An attemptwas made to take into accountthe fact that the helght of the
water vapor sensitivltyfunction is a functionof the total amount of water
vapor in the column. Specifically,as the water vapor column denslty increases,
the sensitivityfunctiontends to peak higher in the atmosphereand vice-versa.
In this case the regressionrelationshipbecomes
aql = (A + C(WI - WI))AO + B (I)
where WI is the total integratedfirst guess water vapor column densityfrom
the bottom of pressure layer I to the top of the atmosphere,and WI is the same
quantityfor the averagewater vapor column densityprofilein the set. Here for
pressure layer I and satellitezenith angle B, A_I = (q(true)I- q (FG)I)sece,
q(--)I is the integratedwater vapor column densityin pressurelayer I, and
aO = 0 (clear)- 0 (calc). A, B, and C are the regressioncoefficlentsto be
determined.
3) The regresslonrelationshipsgeneratedare used to obtain retrieved
water vapor column densitiesfrom an independentset of radiances. The calculated
clear column radiancesfor the channelsto be used in the water vapor retmevals
use retrievedtemperaturesand a first guess water vapor proflleas in step l
above.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
In the first phase of thls researchsimulationstudieswere undertakenin
which the atmosphericand surfacepropertieswere known exactly. Clear radiances
were simulatedusing an atmospherictransmittancemodel developedat GLAS
(Susskindet al., 1983) and a selectedset of radiosondesfrom Januaryand June
of 1979. The true groundtemperatureswere specifiedso as to be meteorologically
reasonable. Cloudy radianceswere simulateduslng the same method except that
two layersof broken opaqueclouds between700 and 300 mb were allowedto contam-
inate the radiances. Detailsof the clear and cloud simulationsmay be found
in Susskindet al., 1982 and Reuter et al., 1982.
Some resultsof the cloud contaminatedsimulationstudiesare given in
Figuresl and 2. In Figurel is plottedthe RMS column densityerror (in g/cm2)
from pressureP to the top of the atmospherefor the first guess and the retrieval.
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These results are for radiances simulated from 200 ocean and 200 land radlosondes
ranglng from 60°N to 30°S from June 1979. The water vapor column density first
guess profiles are calculated from cllmatologlcal relatlve humldlty profiles
and the retrleved temperatures. As may be seen from thls flgure the retrleved
water vapor column densltles are 30%to 50% better then the first guess through-
out the atmosphere.
Figure 2 IS a plot for the same data set of the percent error of the column
denslty from pressure P to the top of the atmosphere. The percent error IS
deflned as the RMSerror dlvlded by the average column denslty. This flgure
indlcates that the retrlevals are accurate to about 20%to 30%throughout the
atmosphere.
The second phase of the research is belng carrled out uslng actual satelllte
observatlons. In thls case there is a dlfflculty in determlnlng the true water
vapor proflles because radlosonde relatlve humldlty measurements have larger errors
than radlosonde temperature measurements. Furthermore, slnce humldlty varies
much more rapldly spatially than temperature, collocatlon errors are larger for
water vapor than for temperature. Bearlng both these factors in mind, the
water vapor retrievals will st111 be verlfled agalnst collocated radiosondes.
Figure 3 is a plot of the RMStotal column denslty errors from pressure P
to the top of the atmosphere for the retrlevals and the flrst guess, for a global
set of January ocean radlosondes. In thls case the flrst guess IS a 6 hr forecast.
From thls figure It is seen that the retrleved humldlty is an Improvement upon
the forecast first guess.
From an operatlonal standpolnt it may be convenlent to use a system whlch
does not depend upon the avallablllty of radlosondes or an analysls to determlne
a regresslon matrix. In order to test a system of thls sort an experiment was
performed in which the forecast was taken to be the true water vapor profile
and a flxed relatlve humldlty proflle was used as the flrst guess to flnd the
regresslon matrix. Thls matrlx was then used on the set of colocated January
ocean radlosondes descrlbed earller In whlch now the forecast was taken to be
the first guess in the calculation of the clear column brlghtness temperatures.
The results of thls experlment are shown In Figure 4 In whlch are plotted the
RMScolumn density errors for both the retrleval and the forecast first guess.
It should be stressed that these are errors wlth respect to the radiosonde
measurements.
As expected the results shown In Figure 4 are degraded somewhat w_th respect
to the results shown in Figure 3, however Figure 4 st111 shows an Improvement
of the retrlevals wlth respect to the forecast flrst guess. Thls is especlally
gratl fylng since the fixed relatlve humldlty profile used as a first guess in
obtalnlng the regression matrix used In generating the results shown in Figure 4
was very unllke the true mean atmospherlc relatlve humldlty.
FUTURE PLANS.
It must be stressed that the real data results presented here are qulte
prellmlnary and that much work remains to be done. Speclflcally we are now In
the process of Implementing the water vapor retrlevals on the operatlonal
retrleval system in order that we may obtaln larger data sets to Investlgate.
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We are also In the process of modlfylng the MclDAS retrleval system in order
that we may use the capabllitles of this system for investigatlng flelds of
retrieved water vapor proflles on a flner scale than the current operational
system.
REFERENCES:
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cloud layer. J. Atmos. Sc1., 31, 233-243.
Reuter,D., J. Sussklnd,and A. Dalcher, 1982: Simulationstudiesof the
_Ii_SLiMSUand AMTS/MSUsatellltesoundingunits: Cloudy conditions.
NAsA Tech. Memo 84983, pp 68-76.
Smlth,W. L., 1968: An improvedmethod for calculatingtropospherlctemperatures
and molsturefrom satelliteradiometermeasurements. Mon. Wea. Rev., 9_66,387-396.
Susskind, J., D. Reuter, and A. Dalcher, 1982: Simulation comparlson study of
the AMTSand HIRS2 sounders. NASATech. Memo. 84983, pp 59-67.
Sussklnd, J., J. Rosenfleld and D. Reuter, 1983: An accurate radiative transfer
model for use in the direct physical inversion of HIRS2 and MSUtemperature
soundlng data. J. Geophys. Res., 88C, 8550-8568.
Susskind, J., J. Rosenfield, D. Reuter, and M. T. Chahlne, 1984: Remote sensing
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Fig. l. RMS column denslty errors from pressure P to the top of the atmos-
phere as a functlon of P. S1mulatlon study performed on a set of
200 land and 200 ocean radlosondes from June 1979. 60°N to 30°S.
Fig. 2. Fractlonalcolumn density errors as a functlon of P. Same data set
as in Fig. I. Slmulatlon study.
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Fig. 3. RMS column denslty errors from pressure P to the top of the atmosphere
as a functlon of P. Real data results using a regresslon matrix
obtained from a forecast flrst guess January 1979 global ocean data set.
Fig. 4. RMS column density errors as a functlon of P. Real data results uslng
a regresslonmatrix obtalned from a flxed relatlve humldlty flrst guess
profile forecast first guess taken as truth in obtalnlng regresslon
matrlx (see text for detalls). Same data set as in Fig. 3.
APPLICATIONSOF TOMS OZONE DATA AND CLUSTERINGTECHNIQUES IN SATELLITE
SOUNDINGS
(M.-J.Munteanu)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Two prlmary areas are being pursued: i) Applications of TOMStotal ozone
data to estimate the tropopause height and consequently to improve the tempera-
ture retrlevals from satelllte measurements. The strategy is to either use
regression retrlevals stratified by tropopause or to use the tropopause infor-
matlon as a constralnt on the solution ', the physical retrieval method; ii)
Appllcatlons of cluster analysis to satellite soundlngs.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A. APPLICATIONSOF TOMS TOTAL OZONE DATA TO SATELLITERETRIEVALS
Thls year we analyzedtwo case studiesover Europe in which we have
collocatedNIMBUS-7TOMS data and radiosondesand simulatedthe correspondlng
MSU brlghtnesstemperatures. Importantimprovementsin retrievalaccuracy have
been obtaineduslng the TOMS predictionof the tropopauseheight to stratlfy
regresslon retrlevals.
The use of TOMStotal ozone globally over oceans and especially in the
data sparse regions of cloudy cases could potentlally be powerful.
With thls purpose in mind research has been concentrated in the following
areas:
I. Determlnatlonof the tropopauseusing TOMS data.
II. Impactof tropopauseerrors in microwaveMSU retrlevals.
Ill. Impactof tropopauseerrors in future AMSU retrlevals.
IV. Use of alr-massto stratifyregressionretrievals.
V. Use of total ozone measurementsto estimatetropopauseheightand the
impactof stratlfiedby tropopausetemperatureretrlevals.
Major f_ndlngsof these Investigationsin these areas are:
I. Determlnatlonof the TropopauseUsin9 TOMS
I. The samplecorrectionswere found to be 0.94 and 0.96. As a result of
thls hlgh correlationthe r.m.s error in the predictionof the tropo-
pause helght from total ozone was found to be at most around 20 mb.
2. Correlationbetweentropopausehelght and total ozone is the highest
among all the other correlationswith variablessuch as: brlghtness
temperaturesfrom microwavechannels,ratios and dlfferencesof these
quantltles,latitude,mean layer temperatures,surfacetemperaturesor
surfacepressure.
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3. Experlments correlatlng tropopause data wlth mean layer temperatures
demved directly from radiosonde data showed that even if we measured
these quantltles exactly the predictlon of the tropopause was inferior
to that wlth the total ozone. Speclflcally, the hlghest sample corre-
latlon coefflclent was 0.86 Instead of the 0.96 obtained uslng total
ozone.
4. The foldlng of the tropopause should be taken Into account because it
is associated wlth the highest gradient in the ozone fleld.
II. Impact of Tropopause Errors In Microwave MSURetmevals
Tables with r.m.s, at mandatory levels for the whole sample of profiles
for Apr]l 15 and Aprll 25 are shown in Table I. The conclusions may be stated
as follows for the second part:
I. In the low tropopause cases there Is a large bias and large resldual
error.
2. The low tropopause cases produced very poor temperature retrievals.
The overall r.m.s, is large in the reglon of the tropopause.
3. The tropopause Is mislocated by 100-150 mb In the operatlonal mlcrowave
retrievals in the extreme cases.
4. It Is observed that the MSU regression temperature retrieval damps
almost entirely the trough in the two dlmenslonal field of the tropo-
pause height for Aprll 15 and In general does not contaln all of the
hlghs and lows for Aprll 25 (see Fig. 2).
III. Impact of Tropopause Errors In Future AMSU Retrievals (see Fig. I)
I. The location of the tropopause Is not Improved with respect to the MSU
In the low tropopause cases.
2. The retrievals based on the 5 AMSUchannels generally perform better in
the average tropopause he]ght cases.
3. The general concluslon of these experiments may be descrlbed by saying
that the resolutlon in the region of the tropopause is not improved by
the addltlonal AMSUchannels, especially in the cases of low tropopause.
IV. Use of Air-Mass To Stratify Regression Retrievals
Experlments uslng stratifled-by-air mass regression formulas Indicate that
they perform better In the region of the tropopause (see Flg. I).
V. Use of Total Ozone Measurements To Estimate Tropopause He19ht and the
Impact of Stratlfled-by-Tropopause Temperature Retrievals
Thls part contalns the ma]n results of th]s study. In the f]rst stage we
take the tropopause helght predictlon from the flrst part and apply stratified
by tropopause regression retrlevals.
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As a measure of improvement In retrieval accuracy obtalned from supp emen-
tary ozone lnformatlon we compare the flelds of tropopause pressures derived
from RAOB's with the flelds derlved from ozone predlctlon, from locai or global
MSU regresslon retrieval and flnally from stratlfled-by-tropopause regresslon
retrievals. The tropopause fields derlved from local or global regresslon
retrieval are smooth and bear little resemblance to true tropopause flelds. In
contrast, the flelds derlved from radlometrlc data supplemented with the total
ozone informatlon closely resemble the orlglnal flelds (see Fig. 2).
Finally, the r.m.s, errors of the stratlfled-by-tropopause retrlevals are
presented In Table I. (The predlctlon of the tropopause helght from TOMS
total ozone IS performed In the sample regresslon or cross _alldatlon manner).
Note, in partlcular, the Important improvement of these retrievals o,,er the
local or global retrleval in the vlclnlty of the tropopause. However, the
lmurovement generally extends over a broad range, typlcally from 500 mb to
i00 mb. A few indlvldual average proflles and the low tropopause proflles and
thelr Improved stratlfled-by-tropopause regresslon are dlsplayed in Fig. 3.
the results presented here In Sec. V strongly suggest that a substantlal
Imprevement In MSU thermal retrieval accuracy can be obtalned by using TOMS
measurements of total ozone content and its relatlonshlp to tropopause pressure.
B. APPLICATIONS OF CLUSTERING TECHNIQUESTO SATELLITE SOUNDINGS
We na,_e completed a llmlted feaslblllty study of the use of clusterlng
technlques In temperature retrlevals from slmulated satelllte measurements.
The results of thls study were extremely encouraglng and showed substantial
Improvement over regression retrlevals stratlfled by latitude season, land
and ocean rather than cluster.
In our prellmlnary work we investlgated the usefulness of clustering
analysls In _arlous ways _n order to achleve Improved satelllte temperature
retrlevals on N. Ph1111ps' data set. Clusterlng dlvldes the whole data set
Into groups, allas clusters, or very s_mllar vectors or proflles.
As a first conclusion of these studies we can state that clusters of
temperature profiles (welghted and unwelghted) are very promlslng In generatlng
a f_rst guess regression retrleval if one applies It In conjuncIion wlth
dlscrlmlnatory analysis in order to locate the correct cluster from satelllte
measurements.
Speclflcally, we obtained as a flnal result, improved stratlfled regresslon
schemes In compar!son with currently used retrleval schemes based on categorizing
satell_te soundings accordlng to latitude, season, and land vs. ocean (see Table
2). The use of clustering methods based on the quasl-mult_normal distribution
of atmospheric temperature soundings characterlst_c of different types of a_r
masses resulted _n a natural dlvislon into groups of characteristic patterns.
Another Important conclusion from our prellm_nary studies Is that clusters
of brightness temperatures could provide basic information about the shape of
the temperature profiles, spec_f_cally, tropopause height. The results of the
flrst stage of the experiment can be expressed _n terms of the overall r.m.s.
for the tropopause prediction, VlZ., 16 mb for the summer and 23 mb for the
,_,ler. These extremely encouraging tropopause pred_ctlon results can be used
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In a varletyof ways. In the secondstage of this experimentwe chose to use
the excellenttropopausepredlctiongeneratedin the first stage In order to
use regresslonretrlevalsstratlfledby tropopauseinvolvlngthe 3 MSU and 5 IR
channels. The regressionretrievalsstratifiedby tropopauseare obtained from
the same data sample for each 30 mb layer of tropopausepressures,separately
for wlnter and summer. We comparedthe resultsagainstthe same control
experimentdescribedpreviously.
As can be seen In our tableswith r.m.s.,the performanceof the regression
retrlevalsstratlfledby tropopausefor the summeras well as for the wlnter is
excellent(see Table 3).
FUTUREPLANS:
I plan to extendmy earllerwork In the estlmatlonof the tropopause
height from total ozone and using thls to improvetemperatureretrlevalsfrom
satellitemeasurements. I plan to derlve extenslvestatlstlcsabout the corre-
latlon betweentropopauseheightand total ozone data from DynamlcsExplorer1
satelllte. Anotherobjectlveof this proposalis to explorenew ways to maxl-
mlze the use of tropopauseInformatlonin the temperatureretrievals.
I also plan to contlnuemy earllerwork on temperatureretrievalsfrom
brightnesstemperaturesthroughthe use of clusteringtechniquesand dlscrimi-
natoryanalysls,and especlally,developa new techniquenamed "fuzzy"clusterlng
which greatlyImprovesstandardclusteringby belng able to handle the imprecise
boundariesbetweenclusters. Fuzzy set theoryprovidesthe frameworkfor the
formulatlonof an objectlvecriterionas well as the optimizationalgorithmfor
constructlngthe optlmalsolution. Thls representsa step toward an artlficial
Intelllgenceapproachin analyzingmeteorologicalsatellitedata.
I also plan to ImplementclusterlngtechniquesIncludlngnew channelswith
slmulatedHIRS/MSUdata and to incorporatethe method into analysisof real
data.
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TOMS total ozone from NIMBUS-7satelllteand geopotentlalhelght from GLAS
analysls. 1983 ResearchRevlew,GlobalModellngand SimulationBranch,
GoddardSpace Fllght Center.
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Munteanu, M.-J., O. Jakubowlcz, E. Kalnay and P. P1ralno, 1983: Applications
of cluster analysis to satellite soundings. 1983 Research Review, Global
Modelln 9 and S1mulatlon Branch, Goddard Space Fllght Center.
Sussklnd, J., M.-J. Munteanu and P. P1raino, 1983: Improved HIRS2/MSUsoundings
using tropopause informatlon. 1983 Research Review, Global Modeling and
S1mulatlon Branch, Goddard Space Flight Center.
RMSby Levels
Aprll 15, 1979 Aprll 25, 1979
Pressure Local Strat Global Strat
in mb Clim Trop Cllm Trop
1000 - 5.889 -
850 - 2.276 -
700 4.321 4.311 2.721 3.324
500 4.035 2.514 3.278 1.885
400 2.900 2.797 3.809 2.060
300 4.543 1.828 2.096 1.880
250 3.475 2.213 2.418 1.823
200 3.539 2.453 4.064 1.979
150 2.361 2.570 2.687 2.112
I00 1.687 1.760 2.753 1.840
70 2.118 2.090 1.061 1.742
50 1.867 1.844 2.086 2.014
Table 1
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Comparison of I_S Temperature Retrievals (Summer) 5IR & 3 MSU
Pressure Control Clusters of Clusters of Clusters of
Experiment Weighted Temperature 5IR & 3 HSU
Temperatures (Nonwei9hted)
30 mb 2.00 1.94 I.g2 2.02
50 mb 1.88 1.76 1.76 1.go
70 mb 1.69 1.56 l.Sg 1.70
100 mb 1.66 1.54 1.52 1.63
150 mb 1.93 1.5g 1.69 1.94
200 mb 2.51 1.78 1.87 2.40
250 mb 2.36 1.62 1.80 2.20
300 mb 2.03 1.55 1.5g l.g8
400 mb 1.80 1.51 1.3/ 1.77
500 mb 1.63 1.35 1.28 1.57
700 mb 1.84 1.5g 1.51 1.84
850 mb 2.29 2.03 1.86 2.04
1000 mb 2.29 2.16 2.16 2.28
Table 2
Pressure Stratlfledby Stratlfledby
Tropopause Control Tropopause Control
(TotalRMS Experiment (Total RMS Experlment
30 mb 2.02 4.71
50 mb 1.56 1.88 1.81 2.88
70 mb I.29 I.69 2.33 I.89
100 mb 1.37 1.66 2.20 2.31
150 mb 1.62 1.93 1.97 2.15
200 mb I.46 2.51 I.69 2.36
250 mb 1.51 2.36 1.82 2.42
300 mb I.lO 2.03 1.90 2.53
400 mb I.72 I.80 2.22 2.40
500 mb 1.61 1.63 2.27 2.62
700 mb 1.82 1.89 2.10 2.57
850 mb 2.03 2.29 2.57 2.75
1000 mb 2.39 2.2g 2.62 2.72
Table 3
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RESEARCHRELATIVE TO HIGHSPATIAL RESOLUTIONPASSIVEMICROWAVESOUNDINGSYSTEMS
(D. H. Staelln and P. W. Rosenkranz-MIT)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objectlves of this research are Improved understandlng of methods for
obtalnlng high-resolutlon passlve microwave weather observations, and improved
understandlng of thelr probable impact on numerical weather predlctlon accuracy.
The study of observation methods has focused first on development of synthetic
aperture concepts for geosynchronous passive microwave sounders. Subsequently
it w111 focus more on the effects of clouds, preclpitation, surface phenomena,
and atmospherlc thermal flne structure on a scale of several k11ometers. The
latter study w111 also Include flights on a NASAConvair 990 aircraft and an
assoclated theoretlcal effort.
H1gh-resolutlon passlve mlcrowave sounders (e.g. AMSU)with an increased
number of channels will eventually produce Inltlalizatlon data for numerical
weather predlctlon (NWP)models wlth both Increased spatial resolution and
coverage. The full consequences of these improvements are not quantitatively
well understood. For example, the relatlve Impacts of lnitlallzatlon error
flelds of dlfferent spatlal scales upon the evolutlon of forecast error spectra
have not been carefully studled. One objectlve of thls theoretical study is
development of statistical models for error growth in high resolution primitive
equatlon NWPmodels; such a development would permlt the consequences of varlous
observing system alternatlves, includlng sensors and assimilation times and
procedures, to be better understood quantitatively without requiring in each
specific case large NWPexperiments, which typically are enormously expensive
and tlme consumlng.
The approach belng taken is an extension of the formulation of Lorenz
(1969), who considered two-dlmenslonal Incompressible flow In an infinite plane.
He found that error growth could be modeled in a relatlvely simple way. Thls
study uses a hlgh-resolution three-dlmensional primitive equation NWPmodel to
determlne parameters in an error-growth model similar to that formulated by
Lorenz, but wlth more degrees of freedom.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The major accompllshment of the study of hlgh resolution passive mlcrowave
observation techniques Is the development of a system concept appropriate for
hlgh-resolution temperature and humldlty proflle sensors operating in geosyn-
chronous orbit. In particular, the II8-GHz band of oxygen was studied, and a
system achieving a nomlnal resolutlon of 35 km at 45 degrees latltude was
deslgned and evaluated. The assumed dimensions of the slowly rotating antenna
were 35 x 335 cm, and It would map an ellipse of ~ 330 km mean diameter at 45°
latitude on a tlme scale of minutes wlth an rms sensitivity of ~ 0.2-0.3 K for
each of ~ I0 channels. The required electronlcs would be somewhat less complex
than that In the proposed AMSUmicrowave sounder.
In Figure 1 are 111ustrated representative antenna patterns for the syn-
theslzed beam. The sldelobes for the better deslgns appear to be acceptably
low. Thls deslgn should be substantlally less expensive than the lower resolu-
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tion f111ed-aperture4-m reflectordeslgnsconsideredpreviously. Thus the
aperturesynthesisconceptappearsworthy of further pursuitand should become
a strong candldatefor inclusionon future geosynchronousoperationalmeteoro-
logicalplatforms.
Slgnlficantprogresshas also been made in the developmentof models for
error growth in large NWP models. This work, principallyby P. W. Rosenkranz,
has begun with emphasison developingmethodsfor perturbingthe initialstates
of NWP models with pure spectralimpulseswithout introducingdeleteriousgravity
waves. In addltionseveral initialexperimentstestingthe linearityof NWP
models have been successfullyperformed,as discussedlater.
The experlmentswere performedusing the Universityof Wisconsin (Madison)
adaptationof the AustralianRegion primitiveequationmodel of Gauntlettet al.
(1978). This adaptationhas lO levels,from _ = 0.05 to 0.95, and coverstT
contiguousUnited States with either 67.6 or 135.2 km horizontalresolution.
Our experimentshave used 135.2km resolutionand 15-minutetlme steps;the
grld is a polar stereographicprojectionwith 24 x 29 elements.
Verticalbasls functlonsfor the perturbationshave been chosen and perform
satisfactorlly. Baselinestates of the NWP model have been establishedfor
three days: July 20, 1981, March 6, 1982, and April 26, 1982.
The most importantexperimentshave concernedsuperposltlonof perturbations.
The two test functionswere balancedslnusoidalwaves of 2.34 and 1.25 cycles
per lO00 km; these had x-y wave numbersof 1.32-I.93and 0.79-0.96cycles per
lO00 km, respectively. The amplitudesof each correspondedroughlyto + 1.5 ms-l
for the second vertlcalbasis function. In Figure2 are shown the resultsof
one such experlmentwhere the two-dlmensionalspectraof the wind perturbations
after 9 hours are plottedfor each of the two perturbationsand for the super-
positlonexperlment. The axes of the flgure are l cycle/270km; the origln
is at the left center of each at 9 hours and the sum of the two separatepertur-
bation energiesat 9 hours Is approximately0.7 percentof the total perturbation
energy for w_nd, and II percentof the total perturbation"energy"for temperature.
Thus superposltionappearsto apply reasonablywell under these circumstances.
CURRENTAND FUTURERESEARCH:
Currentefforts in modelingerror growth in NWP models continueto focus
on the llnearityand superpos_tlonissue,and experimentshave begun to determine
the sensitivltyof the error-growthresultsto the model's initialstate. If
these resultscontlnueto confirmthe valldltyof the generalLorenz formulation,
then these resultswill be used to constructan extendedC-matrixmodel for
error growththat w_ll be tested for variousmeteorologicalcases. Such a
validatedmodel for error growth can then be used to evaluatea wide varietyof
alternativeremote sensingor data reductionand asslmilationmethods,and to
provldebetter and faster inslghtsinto the consequencesof variousoperatlonal
observingstrategies.
The work on aperture-syntheslstechnlquesfor geosynchronoussoundersis
now being documentedfor publicatlon. Signlficantfurtherwork In this area
w11l awalt a better understandlngof mlssionopportunitlesand llkelymission
constraints.
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The work on hlgh-resolutlonretrievaltechniques is awaltlngthe fllght in
1985 of the Imaglng 7-channelll8-GHzspectrometernow being preparedfor the
NASA Convalr-990alrcraft. It will providethe flrst hlgh-spatial-resolutlon
Images of the three-dimensionalthermalstructureof frontal systemsand other
storms _n the presenceof cirrus or other IR-obscuringclouds. This retrleval
work will also draw upon the rapid progressbeing made in our parallelvldeo-
Image-processlnggroup, which is addressingsimilar problems in a dlfferent
context.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Two journalpapers are in rough draft form; one describedthe work on the
applicationof aperture syntheslstechnlquesto passlvemicrowavesoundersin
geosynchronousorbit, and the other presentsthe results of the initialerror-
growth and perturbation-superpositionexperimentsperformedwith a high-resolutlon
prlmltlveequatlon NWP model.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATIONS:
An abstract of the paper "SynthetlcAperture Imagingof the Earth from
SynchronousOrblt,"by A. C. Brianconand D. H. Staelin, appears on page 184
of the recordof the 1984 Unlted States Sprlng Meeting of U.R.S.I. held June 25-
29 in Boston,Massachusetts.
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F_gure 2. Representatzve result of perturbatzon superposztion experzment. Exps. 8 and 9
are spectral energy dzstrzbut_ons for the w_nd perturbatzon 9 hours after
•n_tzal_zatzon; Exp. 7 zs the 9-hour result when the stzmulae were superimposed
at _n_t_al_zatzon. The axes are longztudinal and latitudinal wave numbers
ranglng llnearly from zero to 1 cycle/270 km
INVESTIGATIONOF SATELLITEMEASUREMENTSIN THE PRESENCEOF CLOUDS, FORCING
INFLUENCESON CLOUDS AND FEEDBACKTO THE LARGE SCALE FOLLOWINGCONVECTION
(C. Warner-Dept.of EnvlronmentalSciences,Universityof Virginia)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
I) Did any marked thermal featurealoft pass near the northernBay of
Bengal at the time of formationof the July 1979 monsoondepression?
2) How are regionsof dense high overcastcloudsto be recognlzedin
satelliteradiances?
3) How dld the observedmonsooncloud systemsevolve? What factors
controlledthe clouds,and what effectsdid the clouds have on thermodynamic
and wind structures?
4) What improvementscan be made in numericalmodels?
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Relatingto the above questions,
l) No, not as discernedusing Channel3 of the MicrowaveSoundingUnit
aboard TIROS-N. The instrumenthad a footprintsize on the order of 50000 km2.
A thermal anomalyof magnitude2 K at this size would have been discerniblein
the time series of data mapped at 12 h intervals.
Coherent structuralfeatures in the monsoondepressionhave been discerned
in the lower tropospherebut not the upper troposphere. It appearsthat
primarily,the monsoondepressioninvolvesa strong low-levelcurrentthat
arises in responseto an externallyforcedmeridionalpressuregradient. The
current is so strong that barotropicinstabilitybecomesa factor. The current
impingeson the Arakan mountainsof Burma. There is static instability. Under
these conditionsline formationsof cumuluscongestusand cumulonimbusfollow.
If the external forcing is sustained,the lines of clouds and areas of compensating
subsldenceform a depression.
DiurnalvariationsIn brightnesstemperatureswere found in ChannelsMSU 3
and MSU 2. These were consistentwith strong topographicforcing,and the
presenceof deep convection.
2) Microwaveradiometryseems importantin treatingdense high overcast
clouds. It seems to be nearly the only possibilityin remote sensingfrom space
for differentiatlngbetweenanvil cirrus with clear air beneath,as opposedto
anvil cirrustopping large amountsof active cumulus. The latter regime often
occurs along one slde of an anvil, with much clear air beneathan extensiveplume.
Detailedradiativetransfer calculations,whlch have matched up well with
observatlons,have shown that an ice anvil makes little differenceto brightness
temperaturesin MSU Channels l and 2 if the air below is clear. If cloudy, the
brightnesstemperatureis much changed,and an ice anvil can make a great difference.
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A mlcrowave radlometer wlth a number of channels In the frequency range < 50
to 58 GHz, in equatorlal orblt for a perlod of a few hours, would be very val_able
for monltorlng troplcal weather systems.
3) Mesoscale assemblles of cumulus clouds domnated the structure of the
depression. Commonly, lines of cumulus were orlented across the flow at low
levels. Across these llnes, abrupt changes occurred In wlnd and thermodynamlc
fields. The cyclonic streamllnes of the depresslon vortex showed abrupt changes
of dlrectlon at such features. Here were concentrated vertical motlon, and
matching horizontal convergence at low levels and dlvergence aloft. Subsidence
occurred in adjacent clear areas.
The cloud llnes sometimes alleviated condltlons of barotropic instab111ty:
meridlonal gradients of westerly wlnds were concentrated at cloud llnes.
Instead of havlng a unlform gradient of westerly wlnd over about 5° of latltude
(barotroplcally unstable), it was found that to the south of a cloud llne there
were strong wlnds wlth llttle gradient, that the westerlles diminlshed abruptly
through the llne, and that winds were light to the north, again wlth small merl-
dlonal gradlent.
It appears that the depresslon conslsted essentlally of a serles of meso-
scale cloud features, each generally lastlng a few hours and belng succeeded
by other llke features. The conflguratlon showed dlurnal variatlons. It IS
inferred that a monsoon depresslon requlres sustalned large-scale forclng to
malntaln the memdlonal pressure gradlent whlch drlves low-level westerly wlnds
across the Bay of Bengal: The sustalned forclng Is met by a contlnuous series
of cloud formatlons.
The thermodynamlc and wlnd structures in the depresslon were integral wlth
the cloud formatlons, the structures could be percelved as responses of forcing
In terms of statlc instablllty, topography and barotropic instab111ty. By
producing anvll cirrus aloft, and low fragmentary stratus, it appears that
cumulus do alter large-scale radlatlve forclng. Thls appears to be an important
aspect of cumulus heatlng. Release of latent heat and consequent alteratlons
of flow and warmlng by subsldence, all appear to be parts of an integrated
response to forclng. Productlon of sheets of hlgh-level stratus, following
ascent of cumulonlmbus In small areas, appears to be Important in altemng the
forclng. The feedback of cumulus to the large scale seems to be of two klnds:
flrst, allevlatlon of instabl111ty; second, alteratlon of radlatlve forclng,
chlefly stratus layers.
4) In GATE, in Winter MONEXand in SummerMONEX,It has been found always
In the low troposphere over the troplcal oceans that ascent occurs in cumulus
clouds. Any upward motlon at levels below about 400 mb means cumulus convectlon.
No instance has been found of 'stable ascent' except at mountalns. Upward motlon
in the low troposphere Is Integral wlth cumulus convection. Followlng cumulo-
nlmbus convection, mesoscale ascent in anvll clouds in the h_gh troposphere
has been bound.
If substantial low-level convergence occurs in the course of numerical
modellng, th_s means that cumulus convectlon is also occurring. The arrangement
of th_s vertlcal motlon Is such as to alleviate Instab_llties. It seems that a
proper approach to the parameterlzatlon of cumulus convection should involve
inquiry as to prevailing Instab_lltles. 'Cumulus parameterlzatlon' Implles
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simultaneously'verticalmotlon parameterizatlon'and 'low-levelconvergence
parameterization'.
Cumulusconvectiongenerallyleads to stratus. It is found that the area
coverageof substantialascent in cumulusis generallyaccompaniedby an area
coverage roughly20 times greaterof thin fragmentarystratus. This might be
parameterizedby introductionof a thin layer of stratusat the level of greatest
horizontaldivergence. Radiativeforcingthen changes: upward motion always
leads to changesin externalforcing.
The 'cloudyvirtualpotentialtemperature'should be given due attention
in modeling. Where ascent occurs in the tropical oceaniclower troposphere,
the atmosphericstratificationtends toward constantcloudy virtualpotential
temperature. This has been explainedby Alan K. Betts. It refersto conditions
which are just saturated,with densitythe same at any level as that of air
ascendedadiabaticallyfrom cloud base, bearingcondensate. The corresponding
lapse rate is slightlysteeperthan the moist adiabat.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Warner, C., 1984: Core structureof a Bay of Bengal monsoondepresslon. Mon.
Wea. Rev., ll2, 137-152.
Warner, C., and R. H. Grumm, 1984: Cloud distributionsin a Bay of Bengalmonsoon
depression. Mon. Wea. Rev., II__22,153-172.
Warner, C., and D. P. McMamara,1984: Aircraftmeasurementsof convective
draft cores in MONEX. J. Atmos. Sci., 4_Zl,430-438.
Warner, C., 1984: Stereo-pairphotographsof monsoonclouds. Bull. Amer.
Meteor.Soc., 65, 344-347.
TECHNICALPUBLICATION:
Warner, C., 1984: Satelliteobservationsof a monsoondepression. Final Report
to NASA Under Grant NAG 5-297. Universityof Virginia,Charlottesville.
54 pp, lO tables,40 figs.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATION:
Warner, C., 1984: Satelllteobservationsof a monsoondepression. Postprints,
15th Conf. on Hurricanesand TropicalMeteor.,Jan 9-13, Miaml, FL., Amer.
Meteor.Soc., Boston.386-393.
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STUgI[S OF ATMOSPHERICWATERIN STORMSWITH THE NIMBUS7 SCANNING
MULTICHANNELMICROWAVERADIOMETER
(K. B. Katsaros-Unlv. of Washington)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
To make full use of the new tools for studylng mld-latltude cyclones provlded
by the atmospherlc water channels of the Scannlng Multlchannel Microwave Radiometer
(SMMR}on Nimbus 7.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
Employing data on integrated atmospheric water vapor, total cloud llquld
water and raln rate obtalnable from the Nimbus 7 Scanning Multlchannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR), we have studied the frontal structure of several mld-latltude
cyclones over the North Paclflc Ocean as they approached the West Coast of
North America In the wlnter of 1979. The fronts, analyzed with all avallable
independent data, are conslstently located at the leading edge of the strongest
gradient In integrated water vapor (Fig. I). The cloud liquid water content,
whlch unfortunately has recelved very llttle in sltu verlflcatlon, has patterns
whlch are consistent with the structure seen in visible and infrared imagery
(Fig. 2). The rain dlstrlbutlon is also a good lndlcator of frontal location,
and rain amounts are generally wlthin a factor or two of what Is observed with
raln gauges on the coast. Furthermore, the onset of rain on the coast can often
be accurately forecast by slmple advectlon of the SMMRobserved rain areas.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
We have recently compared radar Images obtained on the west coast of
Washlngton durlng the Cycles project (Hobbs and Persson, 1982) with slmultaneous
SMMRraln rate patterns. Fig. 3 shows how frontal ralnbands Identlfled by the
radar are reflected in the isohyeths from SMMR.
The wlnter MONEX(Monsoon Experlment) provlded another opportunlty to compare
radar and SMMRimagery, and again certain mesoscale features can be identlfied
in both types of data. (Thls work IS done in cooperation wlth Robert Houze of
my department). We are also currently analyzlng a SMMRunderflight by the
Natlonal Center for Atmospherlc Research Electra alrcraft whlch I was able to
do on March 25, 1979 off the west coast of Washington. Of particular interest
is comparlson between the boundary layer wlnds obtained on the Electra and the
winds produced by the recent wind algorlthm of the Nimbus 7 SMMRproject (Fu, 1983).
FUTUREPLANS.
Durlng November and December 1980 the Storm Transfer and Response Experiment
(STREX) was carried out In the North Paclfic. It was a comprehensive atmospheric
and oceanographlc fleld experlment centered on weathershlp Papa at 50°N, 145°W,
wlth a second research vessel, the Oceanographer, located at 50°N, 140_W. The
experlment and the measurements are described by Fleagle et al. (1982). In this
data set are aircraft measurements of cloud parameters and atmospheric profiles,
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on a few occasionscoincidentwith SMMR overpasses. Radiosondeascentswere
frequentfrom the two ships and dropsondesurveysof the atmosphericstructure
were made from high flying aircraft. Severalbuoys were operated in the research
area. The most valuablesourceof surfacedata for SMMR is, however,likelyto
be the radar data obtainedby a high resolutionradar on the weathershipVancouver
at stationPapa. The radar has 2 km resolutionand a range of lO0 km. When the
"thirdyear" of Nimbus 7 SMMR data becomesavailablewe will: a) use the STREX
data to examinethe equalityof SMMR sea surfacetemperature,wind speed,water
vapor, cloud llquldwater and rain rate, and b) use SMMR data to meet the
objectivesof STREX, namely to producea compositepictureof the structureof
the variousportionsof an oceaniccycloneat various stages in its development
while far from continentalinfluences.
REFERENCES:
Fleagle,R. G., M. Miyake,J. F. Garrettand G. A. McBean, 1982: Storm transfer
and responseexperiment. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 6_33,6-14.
Fu, C. C., 1983: Analysisof SMMR RetrievalWind Speed. TechnicalReport,
Systemsand AppliedSciencesCorporation,Riverdale,MD, 35 pp.
Hobbs, P. V. and P. O. G. Persson,1982: The mesoscaleand microscalestructure
and organizationof clouds and precipitationin midlatitudecyclones. Part V:
The substructureof narrow cold-frontalrainbands. J. Atmos. Sci., 3__99,280-296.
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS:
We have contributedour rain rate resultsto the SMMR team paper:
Gloersen,P., D. J. Cavalieri,A. T. C. Chang,T. T. Wilheit,W. J. Campbell,
O.M. Johannessen,K. B. Katsaros,K. F. Kunzi, D. B. Ross, D. Staelin,
E. P. L. Windsor, F. T. Barath,P. Gudmandsen,E. Langhamand R. O. Ramseier,
1984: A summaryof resultsfrom the first Nimbus 7 SMMR observations.
J. Geophys. Res., 89, 5335-5344.
We are also preparingan articlefor the Journalof GeophysicalResearch-
Oceans SpecialCollectionfrom the InternationalUnion of Radio ScienceMeeting
in Israel,May 14-23, 1984.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS:
Katsaros,K. B. and R. M. Lewis, 1984: IntegratedWater Vapor, LiquidWater and
Rain Areas Observedwith the ScanningMultichannelMicrowaveRadiometeron
Nimbus 7. TechnicalReport,NASA ContractNAG 5-354,Dept. of Atmospheric
Sciences,ContributionNumber 717, Universityof Washington,Seattle.
A technicalreport on our mid-latitudecyclonework will appear in September
1984.
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CONFERENCEPUBLICATIONS:
Katsaros, K. B. and R. M. Lewis, 1984" Observlng Atmospherlc Water in Storms
wlth the Nimbus 7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radlometer. Preprlnt
Volume, Internatlonal Union of Radio Sclence Meeting, Israel, May 14-23,
1984.
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Figure i. SMMR values of integrated water vapor from a portion of orbit 1743,
valid at 0059 PST 27 February, 1979. Units are i0 km m-2. The
thin lines are contours at intervals of 0.2. The thick wavy lines
depict the northern and southern boundaries of the frontal cloud
band revealed by IR imagery (Fig. A.2.2). Also shown is the
loLatlon of the cold front as determined from independent data.
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Figure 3. SMMR-derived rainrates from part of orbit 1743 (mm/h). All the
scans are plotted but only every other plxel in the cross-track
direction is shown. The i mm/h contour has been drawn using all
of the data. And shown both oriented and to scale is a reproduction
on Fig. 9 of Hobbs and Persson (1982) depicting their analysis
of the surface cold front location near the coast (see insert)•
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FIDELITY OF SATELLITE SOUNDINGS
(0. Thompson-University of Maryland)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES
Two pattern recognltlon procedures are developed to provide improvements
to flrst guess flelds for satelllte temperature retrievals. The first ms a
technique whereby a radlometer measurement may be used to select one or more
nlstorlcal radiosonde temperature proflles as analog estlmates of amblent thermal
structure. The vertlcal scales of the analogs are those of radlosondes - the
vertlcal resolvlng power of the satelllte radlometer belng relevant only to a
declslon process. The analog selectlon process Is shown to be much more effec-
tive If Implemented In an orthogonallzed space of measurement Informatlon. The
second procedure is one whlch partltlons a priori dependent data into shape-
coherent pattern llbrames uslng structure informatTon Inherent In the data
Itself. Thls ms an alternatlve to tradltlonal partltlonlng schemes whereby
proxy classlflers such as season, locatlon and surface type are used.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
These pattern recognltlon technlques are showq to be able to reduce first
guess profile errors by nearly 50%, In an independent test of about 800 dlverse
retrlevals. The impact of pattern recognltlon on temperature retrleval error
Is assessed uslng regresslon and physlcal-lteratlve retmeval algorlthms. The
Influence of Improved flrst guess flelds Is markedly dlfferent on these two
types of algorithm. Pattern recognitlon is shown to have a strong, posltlve
Impact on the physlcal-lteratlve method but llttle slgnlflcant Impact on regres-
slon when evaluated In an overall batch sense. A case study suggests that a
small number of very poor retrlevals may partlcularly mash the potential beneflts
of pattern recognltlon on both methods.
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IV. SIMULATION OF FUTURE OBSERVING
SYSTEMS
Page intentionally left blank 
NOAA/NASAJOINT SIMULATIONOF AMTS AND HIRS
(J. Susskind-GSFCand D. Reuter-GSFC/USRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The joint NASA/NOAAAMTS/HIRS2soundingsimulationtest was designedto
compare the relativeaccuraciesof atmospherictemperatureprofilesretrieved
from HIRS2, the currentoperationalinfra-redtemperaturesounder,and AMTS, a
proposedadvanced high-spectralresolutioninfra-redsounder. The test compared
retrievalsgeneratedby GLAS, using their physicalretrievalalgorithm,and
NESDIS, using their operationalstatisticalregressionalgorithm,for both
instrumentsunder clear and cloudy conditions. In the cloudy portionof the
test, MSU data, correspondingto the microwavecomponentof the currentopera-
tional soundingsystem,was used in conjunctionwith both instrumentsto aid
in cloud filtering. The test has been completed.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The detailsof the test and the methods used by GLAS to analyzethe clear
and cloudy data are given in Susskindet al. (1983)and Reuter et al. (1983).
The methodsare quite similarto thosdus--_by GLAS in analysiso--_IRS2/MSU
TIROS-Ndata (Susskindet al., 1984). The resultsof the clear test, containing
400 simulatedglobal soun--n-dTngsbased on radiosondereportsfrom the SOP-1
(winter)and SOP-2 (summer)period of FGGE, are shown in Fig. 1. RMS errors of
layer mean atmospherictemperaturesare shown for 18 troposphericlayersand 4
stratosphericlayerswhose midpointsare indicatedin the chart. In addition,
RMS errors of surfaceskin temperatureare plottedat 1000mb.
The primaryreason for doing retrievalsfor both instrumentsusing both
techniqueswas to determinethe degree to which the relativeimprovementof one
instrumentover anotherwas method dependent. In addition,the test can be
used to compare two methods, thoughthe true test of method, at least for HIRS2,
is with real data. It is apparentfrom Fig. 1 that AMTS retrievalsabove 300 mb
tend to be about 1°C more accuratethan HIRS retrievals,relativelyindependent
of method, the physicalretrievalsbeing about .3° better than the statistical
retrievalsfor AMTS, but showingless improvementfor the HIRS. From 300-600
mb, the average improvementof AMTS over HIRS is about .3°C,again roughly
independentof method,with physicalretrievalsabout .2°C better for each
instrument. Beneath600 mb, the improvementof AMTS over HIRS is about 50%
larger using the physical retrievalscheme (.30C)compared to the statistical
scheme (.20C)and the differencein accuracy for retrievaltype is bigger than
for instrumenttype. A similarresult holds for the surfaceskin (ground)
temperatures.
The resultsfrom the cloudy portionof the test, containing40 land mid-
latitudewinter cases, are shown in Fig. 2. The same generaltrends hold for
the cloudy case except that the improvementof AMTS over HIRS, especiallyin
the lower troposphere,and of the physicalretrievalmethod over statistical
method, are considerablyenhancedin the cloudy cases. It shouldbe noted
that in the cloudy portionof the test, with cloud fractionrangingfrom 65%
to 95%, GLAS performedretrievalsin all 40 test cases, while NESDIS performed
retrievalsin only 36 cases out of 40, considering4 cases to be too cloudy to
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do retrievals. The resultsof the test are summarizedIn Table 1 showingRMS
temperatureerrors for 18 troposphericlayers,4 stratosphericlayers,and
surfaceskin temperature.
The resultsof the test are consistentwith our findingswith real HIRS2/
MSU data (Susskindet al., 1982) which indicatesthat the GLAS retrievalsare
more accuratethant--B-e-operationalNESDIS retrievals,especiallywith increasing
cloud cover. As a result of this test, NOAA has decidedthat physicallybased
retrievalsare indeedsuperiorto statisticallybased retrievalsand are beginning
to developa physicallybased system for operationaluse. In addition,NASA is
consideringdevelopmentof AMTS for a researchsatellitemission.
TABLE 1
NASA/NOAACOMPARISONTEST
Clear-ColumnCase (400 Cases)
Sounder-Retrieval AT°C AT°C AT°C
Troposphere Stratosphere SST
AMTS - PhysicalRelaxation 1.39 1.58 0.28
N4TS - StatisticalRegression 1.62 1.69 1.05
HIRS - PhysicalRelaxation 2.00 2.49 0.72
HIRS - StatisticalRegression 2.14 2.46 1.01
Cloudy Case (40 Cases)
Sounder-Retrieval AT°C AT°C AT°C
Troposphere Stratosphere SST
AMTS - PhysicalRelaxation 1.72 1.82 0.73
AMTS - StatisticalRegression* 1.97 1.95 1.82
HIRS - PhysicalRelaxation 2.36 3.03 1.06
HIRS - StatisticalRegression* 2.80 3.24 1.76
*36 Cases
CURRENTRESEARCHAND FUTUREPLANS:
Current researchinvolvesthe simulationof global radiancesfor both HIRS2
and AMTS, using realisticsurface,atmospheric,and cloud conditionsto be used
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to generateglobal retrievalswhich will be used in a simulationforecastimpact
test. The objectiveis to determinethe extent the improvedretrievalsof AMTS
will improveforecastingskill. Resultsare expected in FY85.
REFERENCES
Reuter,D., J. Susskind,and A. Dalcher,1982: Simulationstudiesof the
HIRS/MSUand AMTS/MSU satellitesoundingunits: Cloudy conditions. NASA
Tech. Memo. 84983, pp. 58-73.
Susskind,J., D. Reuter,and A. Dalcher,1983: Simulationcomparisonstudy of
the AMTS and HIRS2 sounders. NASA Tech. Memo. 84983, pp. 59-67.
Susskind,J., J. Rosenfield,D. Reuter and M. T. Chahine, 1984: Remote sensing
of weather and climateparametersfrom HIRS2/MSUon TIROS-N. J. Geophys. Res.,
89D, 4677-4697.
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Fig. 1. Vertical dlstrlbutlonof rms retrleval error for 400 clear soundings
averaged over all latltudes and both seasons. Values are plotted at
the mean log p for each layer.
Fig. 2. Vertlcal dlstr]butlonof rms retrieval error averaged over forty mld-
lat_tude cloud scenes for HIRS PHYS and 36 cloud scenes for HIRS STAT.
Values are plotted at the mean log p for each layer.
ECMWF/NMC/GLASJOINT SIMULATIONSTUDY
(R. Atl as-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE
A serles of slmulatlon experiments Is belng conducted as a cooperatlve
effort between the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),
the Natlonal Meteorologlcal Center (NMC), and the Goddard Laboratory for
Atmospheric Sclences (GLAS), to provide a quantitative assessment of the
potential impact of proposed observing systems on large scale numerical weather
predlctlon. Instruments to be slmulated include current conventional and
satelllte observlng systems, advanced passlve sounders such as the AMTSand
AMSU,and active LIDAR systems for the measurement of wind, temperature and
humidity profiles. In addltlon to determlnlng the potentlal impact of individual
observlng systems, the effect of coverage, resolution, accuracy and asslmllatlon
methodology w111 be studied.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
An analysls/forecast slmulatlon system has been developed which provldes
for a more realistic assessment of the potentlal impact of proposed observlng
systems than was posslble In earlier studles. Thls slmulation system conslsts
of four elements: I) An atmospheric model integration to provide a complete
record of the "true" state of the atmosphere (called nature). Thls record is
then used to fabrlcate observational reports and to evaluate analyses and
forecasts. 2) A conventlonal data asslmllation cycle that is used as the
"control experlment." The control experlment is like an operational forecast-
analysis cycle based on conventional observations, except that It makes use of
fabrlcated conventlonal data obtalned from the nature run to produce the analyzed
flelds. 3) A satelllte data assimilation that differs from the control in also
including fabrlcated satellite data incorporated in an intermittent or time-
continuous manner, in the forecast-analysis cycle. 4) Forecasts produced from
both control and satellite inltlal conditlons. Comparlson of these forecasts
wlth nature provldes an assessment of the impact of the satelllte data.
Prevlous slmulatlon studies have been characterized by the use of the same
model to s_mulate "nature" and to produce forecasts. This "idential twin"
problem can dlstort the concluslons derlved from such studies. In the present
study we attempt to mlnlmlze thls and other dlfficulties of earlier studles.
To avold the identlcal twin character of previous experiments, the high resolutlon
(1.875 ° x 1.875 ° x 15 level) ECMWFmodel has been used to generate the nature
run whlle the 4° x 5° x 9 level GLASmodel is being used for asslmilatlon and
forecasting. In addlt_on, the slmulatlon experiments are callbrated agalnst a
real data experlment.
A real data experiment, assesslng the Impact of the FGGEsatelllte observing
systems on analysls and forecasts from November 10-30, 1979 has been completed.
For the same perlod simulation experlments assessln_ the impact of slmulatedTIROS-N data, and LIDAR wind profiles of I-3 m sec accuracies were performed.
Prellmlnary results from these experiments indlcate that wind proflle data is
more effectlve in controlllng dnalysls errors than temperature data and that if
proposed accuracies and coverage for a LIDAR wlnd profiler can be achleved, then
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SouthernHemisphereanalysesand forecastsshould becomeabout as accurateas
those for the NorthernHemisphere.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Simulationexperimentsto assess the impact cloud-trackwinds and drifting
buoys alone and in combinationwith advancedpassivetemperatureand humidity
soundersare being conducted. The GLAS physicalretrievalsystem is being
used to realisticallysimulatepassiveretrievals. Other methods for more
realisticallysimulatingthe errors associatedwith conventionalobservations
are being explored.
FUTUREPLANS:
Differentobservingsystemconfigurationsand alternativecoveragesand
accuraciesfor proposedobservingsystemswill be studied.
JOURNALPUBLICATION:
Atlas, R., E. Kalnay,and M. Halem, 1984: The impact of satellitetemperature
sounding and wind data on numericalweather prediction. Acceptedfor publi-
cation by OpticalEngineerin9.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATION:
Atlas, R., E. Kalnay,J. Susskind,W. E. Baker, and M. Halem 1984: Simulation
studiesof the impact of advancedobservingsystemson numericalweather
prediction. Proceedingsof Conferenceon SatelliteMeteorolo_/Remote
Sensin9 Applications. June 25-29, ClearwaterBeach, Fla.
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SIMULATIONEXPERIMENTSON THE RELATIVEACCURACYOF INFERREDATMOSPHERIC
STATES FROM IDEALIZEDWIND AND TEMPERATUREPROFILINGSYSTEMS
(M. Halem-GSFCand R. Dlouhy-SigmaData)
INTRODUCTION:
The First GARP Global Experiment(FGGE) led to the planning,design and
implementatlonof a global observingsystemthat becamethe prototypefor the
systemsemployedoperationallyin the eighties. This observingsystemwas
malnly an outgrowthof technologiesand data analysisrequirementsdevelopedin
the early to mld-seventies. In recentyears, new technologysuch as coherent
CO2 LIDAR systemsand highly sensitlveIR detectorshave appearedwhich offer
the potentialof more accurateglobal space-borneobservingsystems. At the
same tlme, the adventof super computersopenedthe door to higher resolution
generalclrculatlonmodelingand more sophlsticateddata analysisschemes.
This comblnatlonof developmentssuggeststhe considerationof advancedspace-
borne systemsbetter suitedto meet the new emergingrequirements. The Global
Weather Experimentprovidesus with a new baselinefor assessingdata accuracy
and forecastlngcapab111tleswhich we can now use to study the incremental
performanceaffordedby such future systems.
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
We present,in thls review,a seriesof hlghly idealizedslmulation
experlmentsto determlnethe relativeaccuracyof inferredatmosphericstates
from a posslbleLIDAR wlnd profllingsystemcomparedwith similarlyidealized
temperatureand pressuresoundlngsystems. The experimentsare carrledout for
three dlstlnct representatlonsof the 'true'atmosphereto assess the valldlty
of the interpretationof the results. Three fieldsused in this study are
obtainedrespectivelyfrom: (I) a long, generalclrculationintegrationof the
GLAS 4th Order Model (4° x 5° Ion x 9 levels);(ii)a continuoussequenceof
real NMC operatlonalanalyslsand; (ili)a simulatedlong integrationfrom the
ECMWF hlgh resolutlon(1.875° lat x 1.875° Ion x 15 layers)operationalforecast
model. These fleldsare interpolatedto the grid resolutionof the GLAS model
and used to slmulatethe observedglc,bal analyzedfieldsof winds, temperature,
molstureand surfacepressure. The same interpolatedfieldsare also used for
verlflcationof forecastImpact.
The experlmentscompare flrst,the Inferred12 h forecastfleldsmade from
an asslmllatlonof complete,instantaneous,global fleldsof the primary
variables,I.e., w_nd, temperature,and surfacepressure,respectlvely. A
subsequentserlesof experimentscomparescomposltesystemsof the above basic
variables,_.e., w_nd and surfacepressure,temperatureand surfacepressure.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Resultsshow that the LIDAR wlnd fleldscan Infermost meteorologlcal
flelds in the extratroplcssignificantlymore accuratelythan can be inferred
from temperatureor pressureobservingsystems. The resultsobtalnedare
conslstentfor all three 'nature'fields. The 12 h forecasterrors in the
extratroplcsfrom wlnd data alone are almostas accurateas that obtainedfrom
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the completespecificationof all initialcondltlons. In troplcallatltudes,
only the LIDAR wind systemshowedthe capab111tyof Inferringuseful 12 h
forecastwinds. The experimentsindicatethat the accuracyof inferredstates
from temperaturedata are greatlyenhancedby the additionof surfacepressure
data more so than are the wind data flelds. The derlvedfleldsfor temperature
and surfacepressureare still consistentlyless accuratethan those of an
idealizedLIDAR wlnd systemalone. A by-productof these slmulationstudlesis
a measureof sensitlvltyto the 'nature'assumptlon. The identlcaltwin
experimentsusing the GLAS model and the GLAS 'nature'provldethe most optimistlc
performanceestlmates,while the resultsfrom real NMC data and ECMWF model
integration'natures'are much more slmllarto each other than to the Identical
twin.
Three major potentialsourcesof errors that Influencethe performanceof
the proposed LIDAR wind profilingsystemsare distributlonsand concentrations
of aerosols,availablepower for pulsingthe LIDAR and the effectsof clouds
and large-scaleprecipitations. Idealizedsimulationstudiesare also performed
to study their sensltivity. Two experimentsare performedIn which we assign
randomerror levelsof 3 m/s and 6 m/s to simulatethe potentialeffectsof
errors correspondingto 2 pulses or 10 pulses per grld area. These resultsare
then comparedwith the idealizedLIDAR wind profileaccuracies. Resultsof
experimentsIntroducingwind profilesonly down to cloud top are also presented.
Finally,an experimentassumingglobalaerosolconcentratlonsonly In the lower
troposphereshows the resultantimpacton forecastaccuracy.
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v. MODEL AND OBSERVED ENERGETICS
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THE USEOF AVAILABLE POTENTIALENERGYTO EVALUATETWOGLAS FGGEDATASETS
(L. H. Horn and T. L. Kohler-Dept. of Meteorology, University of
Wisconsln-Madison)
RESEA,RCHOBJECTIVE:
Meteorologlcal data derived from satellltes provided an essential component
of the FGGEdata sets, especlally in data sparse regions of the globe. Many
ongolng studles are investlgating the impact of satellite-derived observations
on objective analyses and numerical model predictions. Our project focuses on
how well the FGGEdata sets and resultlng numerical forecasts are able to define
the available potential energy of the atmosphere, and its relationship to synoptic
scale features such as extratropical cyclones.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Research durlng the first year of this grant involves computing the APE in
its zonal and eddy components in the FGGEand NOSATanalysis fields during SOP-I.
The APE computations are being performed for three domains: the entire globe,
and separately for both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. The APE variations
will also be related to extratropical cyclone activity during the period. Some
comparisons between the exact and approximate forms will also be made.
FUTUREPLANS:
While the flrst year research involves analysis fields, work in the second
year w111 include the APE computatlon for the FGGEand NOSATforecast fields,
and an assessment of the difference between the two sets of forecasts. Another
Important aspect of the forecast evaluations will be the determination of extra-
tropical cyclone tracks from the SOP-I forecast data, and comparing them against
thelr observed counterparts. These studies should aid in defining the ability
of FGGEsatellite data to improve numerical weather prediction forecasts.
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GENERATIONOF AVAILABLEPOTENTIALENERGYAND OTHERDIAGNOSTICSTUDIES
DURINGFGGE
(D.A. SalsteinandR. D. Rosen-Atmosphericand EnvironmentalResearch,Inc.)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Utilizinggriddedanalysesof the state of the atmosphereproducedby a
specialobjectiveanalysis system (Baker,1983) and the GLAS FourthOrder
General CirculationModel (Kalnayet al., 1983),we are currentlyexaminingthe
energy cycle of the atmosphere. T_ese analysesof a one month period during
the First SpecialObservingPeriod of FGGE are now being producedat GLAS.
Centralto their productionis the great care being undertakento archivethe
variousdiabaticheatingfields necessaryfor direct computationof the generation
of availablepotentialenergy (P).
The generation,G, of P due to total diabaticheatingand due to the indivi-
dual componentsof diabaticheatingwill be computed. We will also divide each
of these G terms into their zonal mean (M),transienteddy (TE) and standing
eddy (SE) componentsin the frameworkof Peixotoand Oort (1974):
G(PM) = f y ['r],,[_],,dm where [l']"= [T] - f [T] cos¢ de
G(PTE)= f y _ dm
G(PsE) = f y [Q*--_T_ ]dm
(T = temperature,dm = elementof mass, € = latitude,y = static stability,
= monthlymean, [ ] = zonal mean, ' = departurefrom monthly mean,
* = departurefrom zonal mean)
Compilationof the above terms will fill in gaps in the atmosphericenergy
cycle which, in the past, had only been estimatedas residuals.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
As a prelude to examining the generation of P, we have been using the GLAS
analyses during the same FGGEperiod to study the relative impact due to the
satellite-based and other special observing systems then in use. As part of
this assessment, we computed the three components of the kinetic energy (K) and
of the potentialenergy in additionto the conversion(C) between variousenergy
forms. The aforementionedcomputationswere performedfor (i) the GLAS analysis
incorporatingall availabledata (denotedFGGE), (ii)a parallelanalysis from
which satellite-derivedand specialdata were omitted (NOSAT)and (iii) a separate
type of analysisbased on rawinsondestationsalone (STATIONS). Hemispheric
values of these quantitiesare given in Table l, and more detailscan be found
in Salsteinand Rosen (1982). Lorenc and Swinbank (1984)have comparedvalues
in Salsteinand Rosen with other FGGE analyses.
We examinedthe basic flelds producedby the FGGE and NOSAT analyses,from
which the integratedquantitiesin Table l were divided. It was apparentthat
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by and large,the two sets of fields were quite close over much of the globe,
althoughlocallythe satellltesystemsled to distinctions,particularlyover
the SouthernHemisphereoceans. As one example,we show In Figure l the
temperaturefleld at 850 mb from (a) FGGE, (b) NOSAT, and (c) the difference
FGGE - NOSAT.
Upon examinlngthe differencesbetweenthe FGGE and NOSAT cases, the
questlonarose concerningwhetherthe GLAS model itselfwas playinga large
role in produclngfeatures in the analysis fields,independentof the assimilated
Input data. To answer that question,the GLAS model was run in a CLIMATEmode,
into whlch no observatlons were entered.
The results of this CLIMATErun are somewhat inconclusive. In many cases
the CLIMATEvalues are rather different from the FGGEand NOSATvalues, which
are themselves qulte close; this indicates that the model climate does not
dominate. Such a feature can be observed, for example in the u field at 200 mb,
for example (Figure 2), south of Australia. However, some unexpected influences
of the model cllmate were encountered, such as in the strong center in the-u_-v"r
fleld at 200 mb In the Paciflc off the coast of North America, apparent in the
FGGEand NOSATcases, but totally absent in the STATIONanalysis (Figure 3).
We are making use of the full FGGEflelds mentioned above in conjunction
wlth the dlabatlc heatlng and vertical motion fields produced by the GLASmodel
to complete the analysis of the atmospheric energy cycle.
REFERENCES:
Baker,W. E., 1983: Objectlveanalyslsand asslmilationof observationaldata
from FGGE. Mon. Wea. Rev., Ill, 328-342.
Kalnay,E., R. Balgovlnd,W. Chao, D. Edelmann,J. Pfaendtner,L. Takacs,and
K. Takano, 1983: Documentationof the GLAS fourth-ordergeneralcirculation
model. NASA Tech. Memo. 86064.
Lorenc, A. C. and R. Swlnbank, 1984: On the accuracy of general circulation
statlstlcs calculated from FGGEdata - a comparison of results from two
sets of analyses. Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., in press.
Pelxoto, J. P. and A. H. Oort, 1974: The annual distribution of atmospheric
energy on a planetary scale. J. Geoph_s. Res., 79, 2149-2159.
Salsteln, D. A. and R. D. Rosen, 1982: Impact of satellite data on large-scale
clrculatlon statistlcs as determined from GLAS analyses during FGGESOP-I.
Final report, NASAContract NAS5-26515.
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Table 1, Energy terms _|n untts of 105 a m-2) and energy conversion terms (inuntts on Wm" ) between 1000 and 100 mb. SHquantities restrictedto north of 68°S.
Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere
NOSAT FGGE STATION NOSAT FGGE
1_! 9.22 8.78 8.12 5.22 5.10
KTE 8.16 8.00 7.49 4.79 4.75
KSE 2.49 2.36 2.16 1.25 1.25
C(KTE.KM) .23 .21 .22 .48 .46
C(KSE,K H) .20 .2_ .08 .08 .07
PH 55.30 52.56 56.67 22.22 19.88
PTZ 5.81 5.11 6.40 1,41 2.05
PSE 4.90 4.59 7.57. 1.09 .79
C(PH,PTE) 2.04 1.86 1,39 1.21 .70
C(PH,PsE) 1_05 .99 1.07 .05 .1!
¢(PH,KH) .38 ,87 1.15 -.73 -.21
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FLgure I. Temperature in °C at 850 mb for the FGGE and NOSAT analyses and
their difference (FGCE - NOSAT).
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Figure 2. Zonal wind in m s-1 at 200 mb for the FGGE and NOSAT analyses, andfor the CLIMATE run.
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Figure 3. u'v' in m2s -2 at 200 mb for the FGGE and NOSAT analyses, and for the
CLIMATE run.
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COMPARISONOF FORECASTAND OBSERVEDENERGETICS
(W.E. Baker-GSFC,Y. Brin-SigmaData)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objectiveof this investigationis to performdiagnosticstudiesaimed
at furtheringthe understandingof the atmosphericgeneralcirculationand
providing importantinsightinto the NASA/Goddardanalysis/forecastsystem as
it continuesto evolve.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
An energeticsanalysisscheme has been developedto comparethe observed
kineticenergy balanceover North Americawith that derived from forecastfields
of the GLAS fourth order model for the 13-15 January 1979 cyclonecase. The
major findingsof that investigationare:
1) The observedand predictedkineticenergy and eddy conversionare in good
qualitativeagreement,althoughthe model eddy conversiontends to be 2 to 3
times strongerthan the observedvalues (see Figs. l and 2). The eddy conversion
being strongerin the 12 h forecastthan in observationsmay be due to a number
of factors (e.g. an imbalancefrom the initialdata, overestimationof the
releaseof availablepotentialenergy from the physicalparameterizations,
etc.) which we plan to investigate.
2) In agreementwith previousstudiesof cyclonicdisturbances(see Fig. 3)
verticalprofilesof kineticenergy generationand dissipationexhibit lower
and upper troposphericmaxima in both the forecastand observations.
3) An interestingtime lag is noted in the observationalanalysiswith the
maximum in the observedkineticenergy occurringat 0000 GMT 14 January over
the same region as the maximum eddy conversion12 h earlier (compareFig. la
with Fig. 2a).
FUTUREPLANS:
Futurework includesthe examinationof the forecasterror over North
America in terms of the energeticsutilizingthe limited-area,analysis scheme
previouslydeveloped. The observedenergeticswill be comparedwith those from
model forecastsin which the resolution,physics,or initialdata have been modified.
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS:
Baker,W. E., and Y. Brin, 1984: A comparisonof observed and forecastenergetics
over North America. Submittedto Quart.J. R. Meteor. Soc.
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Fig. I. Vertically integrated (surface to I00 mb) kinetic energy in 106jm-2 for 0000 GMT 14 January 1979.
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b. 24h forecast.
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Fig. 2. Vertically integrated (surface to 100 ab) eddy conversion in lOw m-2 for 1200 _ 13 January 1979.
Stippling indicates areas of negative conversion.
a. Observations (station analysis).
b. 12h forecast.
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line and the 12h forecast by a dashed line.
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ENERGYDIAGNOSTICSAND IMPACTSTUDIESOF FGGEGLOBALDATASETSANDGLAS
GCMSIMULATIONS
(D. R. Johnson-Unlv. of Wisconsin-Madison)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
1. To study the physical and dynamical structure of observed and GLASGCM
simulated atmospheres.
2. To assess the accuracy of analyses and predictlons and ascertain the utility
of observational systems implemented for FGGE.
3. To transfer software for both quasi-Lagrangian and Eulerian diagnostic
techniques to the NASA/GSF_computer for the diagnosis of atmosphemc
circulation and further develop these methods.
4. To study the exchange of mass, momentum, and energy wlthin the planetary
and secondary scales of atmospheric circulation during FGGE.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:(Numbers in [ ] refer to references)
I. Completion of an analysis and publication of a case study of favorable
impact of satellite data assimilation on model cyclone prediction [I].
2. Isolation of systematic biases in the vertical structure of SAT temperatures
which in all probability negatively impact the prediction of ocean cyclones
during periods of rapid barocllnic ampliflcation [2].
3. Access to CYBER205 and transfer of software for Eulerian and quasi-Lagranglan
diagnostic studies of atmospheric circulation.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
A primaryfocus of our current researchis the study of FGGE satellite
data on GLAS analysesof oceaniccyclonesover data sparseoceans. The objective
is to ascertainwhetherthe use of satellitedata in data sparse regionsimproves
analysesof the thermal and boundarylayer structureof oceaniccyclonesand
whether more accurateanalysesresults in improvednumericalweather predlction.
In the current FGGE research,two oceaniccycloneswhich developedin the
western Pacificand Atlanticoceans duringJanuary 1979 are analyzed. The
analyses describesatellitedata impacton temperatureand static stability,
availablepotentialenergy,and the developmentof the cyclones. Results show
sizabletemperatureimpactsof satellitedata throughoutthe troposphere.
Characteristicfeaturesof the satellltetemperatureimpact withln amplifying
oceaniccyclones includethe following: I) NOSAT thermaltroughs and ridges of
the surfaceto 500 mb thicknessare decreasedin amplitudethroughwarm SAT
temperatureimpactswithin NOSAT thermaltroughsand cold impactswithin thermal
ridges; 2) differencesin magnitudeor sign of the temperatureimpact occur
betweenthe upper troposphereand lower troposphere; 3) the amplitudeof the
cold SAT temperatureimpactwlthin the storm followsthe amplitudeof the low
troposphericthermalridge close to the cyclonecenter. The SAT temperature
impact also producesa sizable increasein troposphericstatlc stabilityin the
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central storm area and a notlceable decreased stab111ty in the cold troughs
both to the rear and ahead of the cyclone.
Although the net effect of area averaged satelllte temperature impact for
the storms is small, the assoclatlon of the warm and cold Impact on thermal
trough and rldge structures reduces the areal temperature and statlc stability
varlance withln the storm areas. For the Paclflc storm these impact statistlcs
Imply a nearly 10% reductlon of storm avallable potentlal energy, a slgniflcant
reductlon In vertlcal phase t11t of the baroclinic waves, and a potentlally
greater than 10-20% reddctlon of the barocllnlc growth rate of cyclone waves.
The decreased baroclinic ampllflcatlon is inferred from a stab111zatlon of the
hlghest lapse rates and a reductlon of the largest vertical thermal wlnd shears
in the low troposphere of the storm area. Overall the results stress the need
to identlfy features of satelllte Impact on analyses that have the potentlal to
negatively affect the numerlcal weather predlctlon of cyclone development.
In a study of the planetary scale dlstrlbutlon of vertlcal mass flux,
adlabatlc and dlabatlc components of m are being compared. The study is belng
conducted to determlne changes in the planetary scale clrculatlon that occur
during the Aslatlc monsoon during the FGGEyear. Results show that for perlod_
of several days the timed average dlabatlc component of m IS generally comparable
in magnltude wlth Its adlabatlc counterpart at the planetary scale. The alm of
thls research Is to ascertaln the relatlon between diabatlc processes and energy
transport at the planetary scale and to assess the importance of diabatic forcing
in the Inltlallzatlon of numerlcal predlctlon experlments. Another study is
focused towards the appllcatlon of avallable potentlal energy theory to planetary
clrculatlon processes and to study the atmospheric dlagnostlcs. The results
emphaslze that a varlable statlc stability factor ms Important In mlnlmlzing
errors used to approximate avallable energy both for theoretical, diagnostlc
and numerlcal work. In calculatlons of avallable energy wlth mountalns, the
form of topography and numerical methods used to evaluate the available energy
of the actual and reference state atmosphere are important factors to consider.
In thls flrst year, a part of our effort Is devoted to the transfer of
software to the NASA/GSFCcomputer and actlvatlon and checking of the software.
Software used In analyses of planetary and secondary scale circulatlons have
been developed at the Universlty of Wlsconsln through support of the Natlonal
Sclence Foundation. This software ms to be used for analyses of the observed
and GLASGCMslmulated atmospheres durlng the FGGEyear.
FUTUREPLANS.
With the completlon of the transfer of software for Eulerian and quasi-
Lagranglan dlagnostlcs and access to the NASACYBERcomputer, detailed studles
of the mass, momentum, and energy transport from GLAS FGGEanalyses and numerlcal
predlctlons w111 be inltlated. In conJunction with such analyses, the impact
of FGGESAT informatlon on energy transport wlthln cyclone waves will be assessed.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
[I] Vergin, J. M., D. R. Johnson, and R. Atlas, 1984: A quas1-Lagranglan
dlagnostlc case study of the effect of satellite soundlng data assimlla-
tlon on model cyclone predlctlon. Mon. Wea. Rev., 112, 725-739.
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[2] Gallimore,R. G. and D. R. Johnson,1984: A case study of satellitedata
impact on GLAS assimilationanalysesof ocean storm baroclinicstructure
during FGGE. In preparation.
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SPECTRALENERGETICSDIAGNOSESFORFGGESPECIAL OBSERVINGPERIODSAND
ENERGETICSANALYSESOF FORECASTEXPERIMENTSWITH GLASGCM
(E. C. Kung-ECK Research Consulting, Inc., Columbia, Missouri)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
This research aims at comprehensive energetics diagnoses in the spectral
domain with FGGEGLASanalysis and simulation data sets. Specifically, the
following three areas are identified as the areas of attention in this study:
I. Energetics characteristics of GLASGCMas they are reflected on the
FGGEanalysis data set.
2. Energetics description of GLASGCMforecast experiments.
3. Energetics response of GLASGCMclimatic simulation experiments.
These three are not isolated problems, but mutually related, interwoven subjects
of complexity. A systematic investigation in these areas is being attempted to
provide useful information for the study of long-range predictability and
further, for the study of long-range prediction.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Since this research project has just begun, research is necessarily in the
initial computational phase. However, the results from the initial analysis
are encouraging. To date, the spectral energetics have been computed with the SOP-I
Level lllb GLASanalysis data set and the 40-day climatic simulation data set
initialized at December 15, 1978.
The energetics computed with the analysis data for the period I/5/79 - 3/5/79
are taken as those of FGGESOP-I GLASversion Level lllb data, to be compared
with SOP-I energetics by other versions of FGGELevel lllb data. The energetics
computed with the simulation data for the partial period I/5/79 - 2/4/79 are taken
to indicate the model simulation energetics, whereas the energetics of the whole
simulation period 12/15/78 - 2/4/78 are utilized to study the forecast experiment.
Initial diagnosis of the computed energetics and associated fields of
motion indicate the following:
I. There are important differences in the field of motion, as exemplified
in the vertical field of motion, among different versions of FGGEanalysis data
sets.
2. There are significant differences in the spectral energetics among
different FGGEanalysis data sets as contrasted between GLASand GFDL versions
in the SOP-I energy flow diagram (Fig. I).
3. The difference in spectral energetics of the real atmosphere and
simulation experiment is also very significant_ as illustrated in the energy
flow diagram of Fig. 2.
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4. The developmentof synopticpatternsduring SOP-I in the Northern
Hemisphereare marked by a series of blockings. There are definitiveroles of
specific planetaryscale wave numbers in heat transportthrough the period.
The blocking-likepatternsalso developedin the simulationrun, but they are
quite differentin location,extent,strength and in their generalbehavior
(Fig. 3).
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The spectralenergeticsdifferencesbetween FGGE GLAS SOP-I analysisdata
and other versionsof analysisdata are cross examined in proper context of the
models and data assimilationprocedures. The differencebetweenGLAS SOP-I
analysisdata and GLAS simulationdata is also under systematicinvestigation
to evaluateenergeticsof model behaviorin long range prediction. The energetics
responsesof the model to initializationare studiedas part of this broad
problem. Energeticsfunctionsof specificplanetaryscale waves in the formation,
maintenanceand recess of blockingsare studiedin the synoptic-timeseries of
energeticsdetailsfor the real atmospherevs. simulatedatmosphere.
FUTURE PLANS:
Study wil] be extendedto SOP-2 with SOP-2 analysisand simulationdata
sets. Becauseof the basic dlfferenceof patternsin the generalcirculation
during SOP-I and SOP-2, the ongoingSOP-I study will have to be complemented
with the SOP-2 study.
Data from a series of forecast-simulationexperimentswith the GLAS GCM
will be examined in a systematicenergeticsdiagnosis. Such forecast-simulation
experimentsare expectedto be for the same SOP-I and SOP-2 periods initialized
by differentsets of sea surfacetemperature.
REFERENCES:
Kung, E. C., S. E. Mastersand J. A. M. Corte-Real,1983: Large-scaleenergy
transformationsin high latitudesof the NorthernHemisphere. J. Atmos. Sci.,
40, 1061-1072.
Masters, S. E., and E. C. Kung, 1983: Energeticsof the Aleutian Low area.
J. Meteor. Soc. Japan, 61, 51-59.
Kung, E. C., and H. Tanaka,1983: Energeticsanalysisof the global circulation
during the specialobservationperiodsof FGGE. J. Atmos Sci., 40, 2575-2592.
Kung, E. C., and H. Tanaka, 1984: Spectralcharacteristicsand meridional
variationsof energy transformationsduring the first and second special
observationperiodsof FGGE. J. Atmos. Sci., 41, (in press).
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Fig. 1 Energy flow dlagram of GLAS and Fig. 2 Energy flow dlagram of GLAS analysls
GFDL analysis data sets during SOP-I. data and slmulatlon experlment. Both for
the perlod from 1/5/79 to 2/4/79.
Fig. 3 Comparlson of blockmng h_gh development _n the observed atmosphere and simulated atmosphere.
The strip expresses the longitudinal extent of 500 mb ridge; and the number inside the strip, the
latmtude of the ridge. The slmulat_on _s from 1/5/79 to 2/4/79.
JET STREAMERRORSANDTROPOSPHERIC-STRATOSPHERICINTERACTIONSIN THEGLAS
GENERALCIRCULATIONMODEL
(J. Tenenbaum-SUNYPurchase)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
This project used the GLAS general clrculatlon model (GCM) to explore the
causes of erroneously weak shears above the subtropical jet In GCMs. Thls
problem has been seen over the past 15 years of general clrculatlon modeling
both as a weak vertlcal shear and as a cold polar stratosphere. Although recent
models now have closed zonal wlnd contours 7n their monthly Northern Hemlsphere
winter cllmatologles (Fig. I), the weak shears are st111 present in both wlnter,
summer, Northern, and Southern hemispheres. Numerous hypotheses have been
advanced to explain this failure including the rlgld top, poor vertlcal resolu-
tlon, incorrect modellng of radlatlve processes, and Incorrect model generatlon
of tropospheric waves. Although the NCAR Communlty Cllmate Model, illustrated
in Fig. I, has attempted to deal wlth many of these causes, especially radlatlve
processes, the problem Is st111 present.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS"
Our major recent accomplishment has been to document the wldespread nature
of the problem (Tenenbaum, 1982) and to show that the inltlal fallures occur In
a characterlstlc tlme of 4 days startlng above strong lnltlal state jets (Tenenbaum,
1982 and 1983). This failure mode occurs almost always above the East Asian
jet and In about one out of five cases off North Amerlca. The assoc_atlon wlth
jet streams is further illuminated by the strlklng alternatlon of error maxlma
wlth jet streaks shown in Fig. 2. Finally, In terms of forecastlng abllltles,
we have shown that the cases conducive to excess stratospheric winds at day 5
of the forecast have a characterlstlc large scale antlcyclonlc flow at day O,
and that the same anticyclonlc flow is also associated wlth poor day 5 forecast
skill scores over Europe.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Our speclflctasks are threefold. First,we are extendlngthe resultsof
Tenenbaum1982 and 1983 to more statlstlcallyIndependentcases. One of the
maln llmltatlonson our prior resultsIs that they deal wlth 27 cases startlng
at two day Intervalsdurlngthe FGGE wlnter (January- March, 1979). We are
currentlyrunnlngthe model for 15 addltionalcases, uslng 3 cases from each of
the past 5 winters. Second,we are explorlngthe SouthernHemlsphereand summer
seasonalresults. One of the suggestedcauses for weak shears,internalgravity
waves, are likely to show dlfferingeffectsdue to the substantiallydlfferent
dlStrlbutlons of orography and continentality in the Southern Hemlsphere.
Thlrd, we are explorlng other mechanlsms whlch could be produclng the weak
shears. Although previous work In thls area has been expressed in terms of
energetlcs, most recent work has been done _n terms of wave-mean flow interac-
tlons. One approach to the weak shear problem ms to argue that the model fore-
casts contain excessive wave-mean flow accelerations. Our current work explores
these interactlons as given by the Ellassen-Palm fluxes (Edmon et al., 1980),
thelr longltudlnally dependent form (Plumb, 1984), and _u, my, mT, and _KE.
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Our primarygoal here is to determinewhetherthe Eliassen-Palmtype fluxes,
which have been successfullyappliedto transientand stationarymeans, can also
be appliedas a diagnosticof short, 5 day forecastruns. As shown in Geller
et al., (1983),the atmospherehas limitedEliassen-Palmflux divergencenear
_tropospheric jets. We will study the correspondingvalues for the model. As
a baseline,we will examinethe fluxes of the model'smonthlymean climatology
using an approachsimilarto that of Andrewset al. (1983). Determiningthe
validityof the modeledcross-tropopausefluxes should indicatewhetherthe
weak shear problem is best approachedby studyingthe model'swave-meanflow
accelerationsor stratosphericenergy dissipations.
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Tenenbaum,J., 1982: Integratedand spectralenergeticsstudiesof the GLAS
generalcirculationmodel. Mon. Wea. Rev., llO, 962-980.
Tenenbaum,J., 1983: Stratosphericwind errors,initialstates and forecast
skill in the GLAS generalcirculationmodel. Mon. Wea. Rev., Ill, 1736-1745.
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[Submittedto J. Atmos. Sci.].
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Fig. I. Merldlonal cross-sectlons of the zonal wlnd (m/s) for the NCAR Community
Climate Model. The subtroplcal jets are all qualltatlvely well modelled
and yet all have weak shears upward and poleward of the core. Taken
from Pitcheret al. (1983).
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Fig. 2. Ensembleaverageover the 27 cases of the initialstate jet (a), 230-
120 mb, and the day 5 forecastwind speed error (b), 120-I0mb.
Unlts: m/s.
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ANALYSISOF DIABATIC HEATINGDURINGFGGE
(T.-C. Chen-lowa State University)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The objectiveof this projectis to examine: a) the maintenanceof momentum
and thermal fields In the SouthernHemisphere,and b) the diabaticheatingand
generationof availablepotentialenergy of the entire global atmosphere. The
data generatedby the GLAS FGGE III-b analysesfor SOP] and SOP2 are used for
this effort.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
It is observedthat the atmosphericcirculationof the Southern Hemisphere
exhlbits a double jet structure(subtropicaljet and polar jet) in winter and a
slngle jet in summer during the FGGEyear. The geographicdistributionof standard
deviationof the height field at 500 mb indicatesthat the major eddy activltles
occur In the downstreamside of the polar jet and polewardslde of the subtropic
jet In winter. However,the major eddy activitlesgo hand-in-handwith the jet
stream In summer. The momentumtransportis essentiallycarriedout by the trans-
lent eddies in both seasons.
The dlstrlbutionof the temperaturefield is more axisymmetricin the Southern
Hemispherethan in the NorthernHemisphere. The sensibleheat is mainly transported
polewardby transienteddies along the strongbarocliniczone where the jet streams
are located. In other seasons,it is shown from the geographicdistributionof
the dlvergenceof transienteddy sensibleheat flux that the Antarcticcontinent
acts as a heat sink to consumethe sensibleheat convergedtoward the polar area
from the middle and low latitudes.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
We are currentlyexaminingthe diabaticheatingover the entlre globe during
the FGGE SOP1 and SOP2 using the residualmethod. The generateddlabaticheating
will be used to evaluatethe generationof availablepotentialenergy. The compu-
tationsand analysesof primaryresultsare under way. In additlon,we are also
examlningthe generationof availablepotentialenergy in wavenumberdomain In such
a way that we can understandthe contributionfrom varioussides of atmospherlcmotion.
FUTUREPLANS:
Three tasks are plannedin our next research proposal. They are as follows.
l) to examinethe horizontalstructureof low-frequency(> ]O-dayperiod)and
hlgh-frequency(< ]O-day period)disturbancesin the SouthernHemisphereusing
the data of the GLAS FGGE III-b analyses,Australiananalyses,and the IGY; 2) to
examinedlagnosticallythe meridionaltransportof energy and enstrophyin the
spectraldomaln from the tropicsto midlatitudesin variousforecastexperiments
In such a way that we can understandbetter how the initialdata in the troplcs
affectthe forecastof ultralongwaves in midlatitudes;3) to examinethe fore-
castabllltyand predictabilityof barotropicand baroclinlcflows of the atmosphere.
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VI. DYNAMICS OF PLANETARY WAVES
Page intentionally left blank 
GLOBALSCALE DIAGNOSIS OF FGGE DATA
(J. Paegle-Unlv. of Utah)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Our research objective has been to perform descriptive global-scale
diagnoses of the GLAS FGGESOP-I analyses and to compare these dlagnoses agalnst
controlled, real-data Integratlons of the GLAS GCMas well as other data sets.
Speclflcally, we are:
l) Studying the effects of crltlcal latltudes;
2) Diagnosing the influence of troplca] wind data and latent heatlng upon
the GLAS GCM;
3) Investigating planetary wave structure on various time scales from the
diurnal to the monthly;
4) Comparing the GLAS analyses wlth other analyses.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS"
Our prlor SOP-I dlagnoses (Paegle and Baker, 1982a, 1982b) suggest the
followlng concluslons regardlng global-scale waves:
I) Because the dlvergent component of the merldlonal flow is not much
smaller than the rotational component, the global scale structures resemble
forced rather than free modes of linear theory.
2) The vertlcally reverslng structure indlcates that longltudinal heating
gradlents are probably important components of the forcing.
Short-term controlled GLASGCMIntegrations (Baker and Paegle, 1983) have
shown that:
3) The lncluslon of troplcal wlnd data in real data Integratlons of the
GLASGCMhas an Important influence In the mid-latltude prediction in both
hemlspheres.
4) The troplcal dlvergent wlnd reacts almost immedlately to alteratlon of
the troplca] latent heating, whlle the rotational wind reactlon requlres several
days. Furthermore, the presence or absence of zonally averaged easterlles
depends strongly upon the presence of troplcal latent heating.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The above results have provided dlrectlon for our current research. In
partlcular, In order to advance our understandlng of how much of the long-wave
structure is a consequence of troplcal latent heatlng, it ]s necessary to
descrlbe the full latent heatlng fields in some detail. Fortunately, the GLAS
SOP-I analyses contain estlmates of the heatlng. As a prellmlnary check of the
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rellab%lityof these fieldsin the tropics (wherelatent heatingmay account
for the strongestheatingrates)we are comparingGLAS heatinganalyseswlth
independentprecipitationobservations.
Precipitation
The tropicsare characterizedby local areas of heavy raln embeddedwithin
large regionswithout condensation.
Extremeprecipitationrates computedfrom precipitationdata Integrated
over successiveperiodsof SOP-I exceed 6 cm/day in the tropical South Paclfic
Ocean during the first 14 days. This maximumvalue resultsfrom the time average
of three distinctobservationpoints lying within one grid square. Peak rates
exceed 7 cm/day on the northeastcoast of Australiaduringthe secondperlods.
The latentheatingassociatedwith this precipitationrate is sufficlentto
warm the tropospherlccolumn from 850 mb to 20 mb by about 20°C/day.
Heating
Heatlng rates are analyzedfor the same perlodsas shown in the precipltation
data. These heatingrates are obtainedfrom the objectiveanalysisof the FGGE
data on a 4° x 5° latitude-longitudegrld by GLAS. The peak rates vary from
lO°C/dayin the first periodsto as much as 20°C/dayin the secondperiod. The
former regionis coincidentwith the tropicalprecipitationmaximumof the
first period but the second is over the IndianOcean in a regionlacklng rainfall
observations.
Detailedcomparisonswith the averagedoutgoinglong wave radiatlonderived
by NESS from the polar-orbitersatellitesshow littleagreementbetweenthe
high heatlng rates In the IndianOcean and the outgoinglong wave radlation.
It is to be noted that severaldays of data are missing from the satellites.
Therefore,we are now retrievingthe cloud track-windsof the level II-b data
sets residentat GLAS to check this featureagainstother independentobservations.
Detailedagreementbetweenthe condensationheating impliedby the preclplta-
tion rates and the GLAS estimatesof the heatingmay not be expectedbecauseof
the lack of precipitationdata over the oceans,representativenessproblemsof
stationprecipitationdata and the presenceof other sourcesof heatlng. Never-
theless,the precipitationdata does supportlatentheating rates that may locally
exceed 2O°C/day.
These extremeheating rates should produceverticalvelocltleson the
order of I0 cm/s (i.e.verticalmotionsof approxlmately300 mb/day) according
to scalingargumentsappliedto the thermodynamicequation. The vertlcalmotions
we have computed from the horizontaldlvergencefieldsassociatedwith the
flrst period are this strong.
Divergentand RotatlonalWinds
Stronglydivergent,upper troposphericoutflowis observedat the perlmeter
of hlghlyprecipitatingregionsof the tropics. Thls outflowshould connect
smoothlyto surroundlngreglonsof relatlvelyweak divergence,and the result
is a superpositlonof rotationaland divergentwind having ratherdlfferlng
origlns.
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It is of obvious interestto describethls superpos]tlon. One method of
quantifyingthls mlxtureIs to descrlbethe relativemagnltudeof the dlvergent
and rotatlonalcomponentsof the total wind fleld that projectsupon the long
waves. We have such an analyslsfor 15 January1979, a time when the South
PaClflCconvergencezone is partlcularlyactive. Thls analysiscontalnsthe
zonal mean and longltudlnalFouriermodes I-4.
_e displaythree dlfferentanalyses (ECMWF,GLAS, GFDL) of the data to
emphasizethat the strongestdivergentwlnd regionsare resolvedin dlfferent
objectlveanalysesof the raw data. The weaker dlvergentwlnds of the ECMWF
analysesprobably reflectthe flrst guess inltlallzatlonprocedurethat ]s
based upon an adlabatlcformulatlon. The GFDL Inltlallzationuses a d]abatlc
formulatlonat thls stage of the analyslsand the GLAS analyslsdoes not incor-
porate any expllclt inlt]allzatlonbalances. It is interestlngto note that
the rotationalwlnd fleld Is less sensitiveto the Initlallzationprocedure.
The var]atlonof the mer]d]onaldlvergentwlnd from 20°S to 20°N is about
as great as ]s the varlat]onof the rotatlonalmerldlonalwind in thls troplcal
belt. The amplltudeof each is about lO m/s to thls truncatlon. Thls ]s quite
dlfferentthan in the mld-latltudeswhere the dlvergentwind Is only a few m/s
and the rotatlonalwlnd may be much largerthan lO m/s. We concludethat
althoughthe reglonsof pronounceddivergenceare rather restricted,thelr
Influenceprojectsstronglyupon the global scale wind patternof the troplcs.
Furthermore,slnce the rotationaland divergencewind componentsof the large
scale waves are of slmllaramplltude,they are both approximatelyequally
observablein the tropics,at least for the long wave components. This ]s
d_stlnct from the mld-lat]tudeswhere the dlvergentwlnd fleld Is generallyweak
enough to be obscuredby observationalerror.
Controlledintegrationsof the GLAS GCM (Paegleand Baker, 1983) from thls
lnlt]a]state conflrmthe fact that the tropicaldlvergentwind field is sustalned
almost totallyby latent heatlng. Thls experlmentalso shows that the adjustment
of the tropicaldivergentwind to the heatlngrequiresless than one day, whlle
the rotatlonalwlnd requlresseveraldays, suggestlnga more rapld adjustment
mechanismand more rapldlypropagatlngmodes assoclatedwlth the former.
One posslbllltyIs that gravltyw_ves may dominatethe adjustmentof the
dlvergentwlnd. To the extentthat this is correct,and to the extent that the
dlvergentwlnd contrlbutesto the total troplcalwave fleld, ]t may be Inappro-
priate to study latitudinalwave connectlonsthroughthe troplcspurely in terms
of quasl-rotatlonalwave theory. S11va Dlas and Paegle (1984)have shown that
gravityand Kelvlnmodes are the maln contrlbutorsto the troplcaldlvergence
fleld In 3 week averagesof ECMWF level III-bdata sets.
TropicalData Impact
One of the fundamentalquestions]s whethertropicalcrltlcallatitudes
may trap tropicalwaves or merely be a responseto the tropicalwave sources.
Our observationaland modellngstudies (Paegleand Baker, 1982b, 1983) suggest
that troplcalwaves and the zonallyaveragedwesterlyflow increaseand decrease
simultaneously,making It difficultto assesscause-effect. To the extent
that tropicaleasterl_esdo _nh_bltmer_dlonalwave propagation,we may expect
less impactfor mld-latltudesout of reglonsof tropicaleasterlywlnds than
from reglonsof tropicalwesterlywinds. W_th this motivation,Dr. Wayman Baker
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has performeda series of assimilationexperlmentsdurlng February1979 that
are initializedwhen criticallatitudesfor stationaryRossbywaves were more
commonlyfound than duringJanuary. In the flrst experimentall available
troplcalwlnd data were used between20°S and 20°N. In the secondexperiment,
the troplcalwind data were retainedin regionsof westerliesand suppressedin
regionsof easterlles. In a thlrd experiment,tropicalwind data were retalned
in reglonsof easterllesand suppressedin regionsof westerlles. Finally,
all troplcalwind data were withheld in a fourthexperiment.
We have begun to analyzethe resultsof these forecasts. An exampleof the
initlallong wave and zonal flow rotationalwind differencebetweenassimilations
that retainall availabletroplcalwind data and those that neglectall or part
of the tropicalwind data is analyzed. It appearsthat the inclusionof tropical
easterlywlnds only In the asslmilationis more effectivein simulatingthe
initlalstate than is the inclusionof only tropicalwesterlies.
The largertropicaldifferencesat 72 h for the westerlydata retention
case with respectto the easterlydata retentioncase reflectthe larger initial
dlfferencesfor thls case. However,near the perimeterof the slgnificant
NorthernHemisphereinfluence(at about 44°N),the influenceof troplcaleasterlies
is about as great as is the influenceof tropicalwesterlies.
These experimentsdo not supporta major role for criticallatitudetrapping
with res#ectto merldlonalpropagationsin this GCM. We now conjecturethat
the observedassociationof equatorialwesterlieswith enhancedtropicaldivergent
flow is elther coincldentalor that the enhancedtroplcalwave sourcesproduce
the zonallyaveragedtropicalwesterlies. This questlonand the explanatlonof
the modes of troplcal-extra-tropicalwave interactionremalnto be clarifled,
and providefocus for our future researchplans.
FUTURE PLANS:
Our immedlateplans include:
l) Completlonof the study of the tropicaldata impacton the GLAS GCM.
2) Descrlptionof the heatlngflelds.
3) Projectionof the FGGE data upon the normalmodes of the prlmltlveequations.
4) Comparisonof the GLAS analyseswlth those of other data sets.
Some progressin steps one and two has been reportedhere. The computer
code for the normalmode decompositionhas also been developedand is necessary
to describethe relatlvegravltywave and Rossbywave projectlonupon the full
fleld. The gravltywave projectionis partlcularlyinfluencedby analyslsof
the dlvergence,that shows falrlysubstantlaldlfferencesbetweendlfferent
analyses.
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THEORETICALMODELING FOR NUMERICALWEATHER PREDICTION
(R. C. J. Somerville-ScrlppsInstitutionof Oceanography,
Univ. of Callforniaat San Diego)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The goal of this research is to utilizepredictabilitytheory and numerical
experimentationto identifyand understandsome of the dynamicalprocesses
which must be modeled more realisticallyif large-scalenumericalweather predic-
tions are to be improved. The emphasis in this research is on the use of rela-
tively simplemodels to explorethe propertiesof physicallycomprehensivegen-
eral circulationmodels (GCM's). The simplemodels lack the detailed realism
of GCM's, but may for many purposescapturethe essentialdynamics economically
and intelligibly. The role of the simplemodels is not to replacethe GCM but
to complementit and to help improveit. The primaryGCM employed in this work
is that of the NASA GoddardLaboratoryfor AtmosphericSciences (GLAS).
A principaltheme of this work is the use of predictabilitytheory to
evaluate the current skill of numericalweather predictionmodels and to suggest
means of improvingit. Despiterecentadvances,the skill of even the best
currentmodels in forecastingplanetarywaves at short and medium ranges is
still far short of the limit set by predictabilitytheory. Relativeto theore-
tical expectations,the major errors of large-scaleforecastsstill occur
preferentiallyin the ultralongwaves and occur on shortertime scales than
anticipatedtheoretically(Somerville,1980). This research is motivatedby
the need to understandthe causesof these errors and to find means of allevi-
ating them throughmodel improvementsand throughbetter specificationof initial
conditions.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
This researchhas been carriedout since May, 1982 with supportfrom NASA
Grant NAG5-236. In early work, a global linear quasi-geostrophicmodel and the
GLAS GCM were used to investigateseveralmechanismswhich are responsible
for the decay of large-scaleforecastskill in mid-latitudenumericalweather
predlctions. Five-dayforecastsfor an ensembleof cases were made using FGGE
data. We found that forecastskill dependscruciallyon the specificationof
the statlonaryforcing. A lack of stationaryforcingleads to spuriouswestward
propagationof the ultralongwaves. Forecastsmade with stationaryforcings
demved from climatologicaldata are superiorto those using forcings inferred
from observationsimmediatelyprecedingthe forecast period. Interhemispheric
forecastdifferenceswere analyzed,and the model errorswere comparedto errors
of a simple persistence-damped-to-climatologyschemeand to errors of the GLAS
GCM (Roadsand Somerville,1984).
CURRENTRESEARCH:
In more recent work supportedby Grant NAG5-236,not yet published,we
have compared simple statisticalmodels and no-skillcontrols (such as persistence
and climatology)with GLAS forecastsand an ensembleof lO0 forecastsfrom the
GCM of the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). We found
that the error spectraof the primitive-equationECMWF and GLAS models were
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slmlliar,except for some systematicerrors,to the spectraof the statistical
models. The performanceof the dynamicalmodels was clearly superiorat short
range,whlle a combinationof statisticaland dynamicalforecastswas best at
longerrange. Post-processinga dynamicalforecastby a linear regression
procedureanalogousto the operationalModel Output Statisticsalgorithmof
Glahn and Lowry (1972)can remove some systematicerror at sufficientlylong
range, principallyby dampingthe GCM resultstoward an appropriateclimatology.
A criticismof such an approachis that the forecastmaps tend to lose spatial
detail and to resemblesmooth climatologicalmaps ratherthan instantaneousweather.
Of course,this spectralevolutionsimplyreflectsthe resultof predictability
theorythat detallsare unpredlctableat long range.
FUTUREPLANS:
We proposeto developa spherical,spectral,two-layer,quasi-geostrophic
model, coded efficientlyfor the FloatingPoint SystemsFPS IOOE array processor
and VAX II/750 host super-minicomputerof the ScrippsClimateComputingFacility.
We intend to apply this model to the problemof incorporatingnon-linearities
efflcientlyin a statisticalmethodologyfor large-scalenumericalforecasting.
Lorenz (1977)used real-dataforecastswith the barotropicvorticltyequation
to test the effectsof incorporatingnon-linearityin a regressionscheme. A
great deal remalnsto be done to determineboth the potentialbenefits and the
optimalmeans of includingnonlinearprocessesin a statisticalapproach.
The spectralquasigeostrophicmodel can be used in conjunctionwith GCM
experlmentsto refineestimatesof the "errorbudgets"of present-daynumerical
weather predlctions,i.e., the sensitivityof forecaststo each of the many
possibledefects in both the forecastmodels and the specificationof initial
states. It is often not clear just which aspectsof "improved"model physics
contributeto a given incrementin forecastskill (Hollingsworth,et al., 1980).
By simulatlngpotentialforcingsdue to parameterizedphysics,we can estimate
thelr effect on forecasts(Roadsand Somerville,1984). In addition,cloud
radiationfeedbackparameterizationswhich are under developmentin the Scripps
ClimateResearchGroup and which are being verifiedwith satellitedata, will be
tested in the GLAS GCM.
In connectionwlth this work, we plan to compare resultsof predictability
studieswith the quasi-geostrophicmodel to those with GCM's. By introducing
slmulatederrorsof prescribedspectraland regionaldistribution,we can address
the question of the extent to which GCM forecasterrors are in fact due to
uncertalntiesin small spatialscales in the initialstate, as envisioned in
classicalpredlctabilitytheory. A topic closelyrelatedto the previousone
is the possibilitythat the effectsof systematicmodel errors can be mitlgated
not only by statistlcalpost-processingof model output,but by empirically
correctlngthe model durlng the courseof the integration.
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LARGE SCALE ROSSBY WAVES DURING FGGE
(R. S. Lindzen-MIT,D. M. Straus-GSFC,and B. Katz-Univ.of MD.)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The purposeof this researchis to explorethe behaviorand significance
of global-scalerotationalnormalmodes (free Rossbywaves) in the atmosphere.
Although these modes have receiveda great deal of attentionin the past (Rossby
et al., 1939; Madden,1978; Kasahara,1980; Salby, 1981a, 1981b; Ahlquist,1982),
_ck of accurateglobal data has severelyhamperedeffortsat estimating
the amplitudesand time dependenceof these waves in the real atmosphere. With
FGGE, the availabilityof accuratedata that is truly global in coveragepresents
an importantopportunityfor a better understandingof the role of Rossbywaves
in the atmosphere.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
In the resultsto be presented,emphasis is placed on the temporalevolu-
tion of the amplitudeand phase of the Rossbywaves, rather than on character-
istics of the time spectraof these waves. On the basis of previouswork
(Madden,1978; Kasahara,1980; Salby, 1981a, 1981b; Ahlquist,1982),we felt
it would be adequate to consider the 500 mb level in isolationfrom the others,
and that the Hough functions(whichare vector functionsof the horizontalwind
componentsand the height field)were good approximationsto the "true"eigen-
functions(normalmodes). Thus, the first steps of the analysisconsistedof
projectingthe 500 mb heightand wind data (obtainedfrom the ECMWF analyses)
onto Hough functionsfor each synoptictime. The seasonalcycle and time mean
were removedseparatelyfor each season,and all remainingeastwardpropagating
componentsremovedon a seasonalbasis; all remainingwestward propagating
componentswere retained.
A sampleof the resultsis given in Fig. 1, which shows the evolutionof
the amplitudeand phase of the (1,4)mode (zonalwavenumber 1, meridionalindex 3;
i.e., second symmetricmode for wavenumber1) as a functionof time for the
winter season. The amplitudescale gives the value of the geopotentialheight
at 66°N, the latitudewhere the (1,4) Hough mode is strongest. (The phase is
plottedonly when the amplitudeis above 20% of its maximum value). This mode
exhibits severalfeatureswhich all the modes have in common. The amplitude
evolutiontakes the form of a series of pulses of duration5-20 days, indicating
that the waves have an episodic nature,growingand decayingon time scales not
longer than a few wave periods,at most. The phase progresseswestward with a
phase speed remarkablyclose to that predictedby Kasahara (1980),given by the
dotted line.
This type of analysiswas carriedout for the followingmodes for all four
seasons: (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,4), (3,5), (3,6). On
the whole, the slope of the phase historylines agrees with the theoretical
predictionsof Kasahara (1980). However,this agreementdoes not always hold;
in fact, some disagreementis to be expectedbased on the discrepanciesbetween
the variable,latitude-heightprofileof the zonal wind occurringin nature and
the climatologicalbarotropiczonal wind assumedby Kasahara. However, in a
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given set of modes for the same zonal wavenumber(e.g. (1,2), (1,3) and (1,4)),
the phase speed of each mode, variableas it is, is still noticeablydifferent
from the phase speed of the neighboringmode.
As the meridionalindex of the mode increases,the amplitudesbecome
larger,and the time scale for their change generallyincreases. While episodes
of well definedwave propagationgenerallylast for at least one-halfof a wave
period, they rarely,if ever, endure for more than three wave periods.
It is of some interestto determinewhether the behaviorof these global
waves exhibits a large seasonaldependence. Examinationof all nine modes
across the four seasonsindicatesa remarkablestatisticalhomogeneitywith
respect to the time of year.
The total Rossbywave field consistingof the sum of the westard propaga-
ting componentsof all nine Hough modes can be fairly large. Figure 2 shows
the geopotentialheightof the Rossbywave field at 500 mb for 12Z on 12
January, 1979. The maximumamplitudeof 131 m is large enough to cause serious
errors in analyzedor forecastfields if these waves are not correctlyhandled
by a model. The high center of 131 meters at 65°N, 85°E can be followedas
far back in time as OZ on 9 January,when it was at 65:N, 125°E with an amplitude
of 78 m, and as far forwardas 12Z of 19 January,at 65°N, 30°E with amplitude
120 m. The total time span for which the height field remainsabove 100 m at
65°N, 85°E is about 3-i/2 days. Althoughthis is not long enough to meet the
usual criteria for persistentanomalies(Dole and Gordon, 1983), it suggests
that Rossby waves can contributeto such anomalies.
The evolutionof Rossbywaves as portrayedfrom the ECMWF analyseswere
compared to equivalentresultsobtained from data producedby the GLAS analysis
scheme (Baker et al., 1981) for the three months of May-July,1979. The corre-
spondencebetween--6_--t-ITeevolutionof both amplitudeand phase is generallyvery
good, confirmingthat the picturepresentedof the evolutionof global scale
Rossby waves is not an artifactof the analysis scheme.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Currently,we are studyingthe verticalstructureof the Rossbywaves, as
well as documentingthe variances(both in space and time) involvedwith the
total Rossbywave field. We find that modes are well definedup to at least
lO0 mb, and that the verticalstructureis (as expected)barotropic,at least in
the sense that the wave phases slope very littlewith altitude. The amplitudes
generallyincreasestronglywith altitude,but in a manner somewhatmore complex
than suggestedby the simple (no mean wind) theory. The variancesof the Rossby
wave field tend to be a much more significantfractionof the observedvariances
in the SouthernHemispherethan they are in the NorthernHemisphereduring the
December1978-February1979 season. The geographicalpatternof time variance
of the Rossby wave field shows very little longitudinalstructure,indicating
essentiallyno geographicalpreferencefor the growth of these waves.
FUTUREPLANS:
In the future,we plan to examinethe role of global scale Rossbywaves
in the problemof numericalweather prediction. Are the Rossbywaves which occur
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in nature properlymaintainedby the numericalmodel? Do models tend to generate
their own, spuriouswaves due to imbalancesbetween the naturallyoccurringand
modeled stationarywave distribution? Finally,how much of the root mean-squared
forecasterror can be explainedby failureto accuratelypredict the Rossby wave
field? These questionswill be studiedby analyzinga number of forecastscarried
out with the GLAS 4th order GCM, forecastswhose initialconditionswill be chosen
to sample the range of Rossby wave amplitudespresentin nature.
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Figure 1. Amplitude and phase of (1,4) Hough mode dumng winter. The amplitude is given by the solid
line, with the corresponding scale on the right, while the phase ]s given by the dotted line,
with the corresponding scale on the left. Twocycles of the phase are plotted. The dashed
line corresponds to the phase evnlutlon that would occur were the Hough function to propagate
uniformly westward with the period given by Kasahara (1980). The phase ]s omitted whenever the
amplltudefallsbelow 20% of its maxlmumvalue•(Jq
Figure 2. Geopotentlalhelght fleld conslstlng of the sum of all nlne westward propagatlng
Hough modes at 500 mb for 12Z of 12 January, 1979. Contour Interval of 20 m.
PLANETARYSCALEINTERACTIONS
(W.K.-M.Lau-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
To study atmosphericteleconnectionsin the medium to long (I0-90days) time
scales focusingon the interactionsbetweenextratropicalcirculationand
tropicalconvection.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
In a continuingeffort to study short-termclimatevariabilityand atmos-
pheric teleconnectionas inferredfrom satelliteobservedoutgoinglongwave
radiation,we have examined the low frequencyvariability(LFV) of tropical
and extratropicalcloud fluctuationover the Pacific. We found that during
the Northernwinter, the LFV of tropicalcloud fluctuationis dominatedby a
40-50 day dipole-likeoscillationlinkingconvectionover Indonesiaand the
equatorialcentralPacific. Eastwardpropagatingsignalsappearingas outbursts
of convectivecloud clustersoriginatingfrom the IndianOcean appear to
periodicallyfeed energy into this dipole oscillation.
Also found are cloud featuresappearingover East Asia and subsequently
over the eastern North Pacificwhich vary coherentlywith the tropicaldipole
anomaly. Based on our analysisand an a priori phenomenologicalmodel (Lau
et al., 1983),we believe that the cloud fluctuationsare associatedwith two
space/timeextendednormal modes of tropical-extratropicalinteractionsover
the Pacific involvinga couplingbetween the tropicaldipole convective
heatinganomalywith cold surgesover East Asia, and blocking over the eastern
North Pacificrespectively. A typicalsequenceof tropical-extratropical
interactioncan be describedby a combinationof the spatialand temporal
variationassociatedwith these two normalmodes. We tentativelyhypothesize
that the tropicsand extratropicsmay both play an importantrole in the make-up
of the 40-50 day oscillationover the Pacific. In the tropics, this oscilla-
tion is manifestedas fluctuationsin convectiveheating,and in the midlati-
tudes, most likely in the form of two-dimensionaldispersiveRossby waves.
In conjunctionwith the above satellitedata analysis,we found further
supportingevidencesof the above hypothesisusing conventionaldata. Speci-
fically,we have establisheda connectionbetweenextratropical500 and 200 mb
geopotentialheight field and the Pacificdipole-likeconvectiveheating
anomalystudies. Two specificobservationsshould be highlighted. First,
an upstreamwavetrainover Eurasiais found to precedeconvectionover Indonesia.
The orientationand evolutionof this wavetrainindicateda predominantly
midlatitude-to-tropicsenergy propagation. Subsequently,wavetrainsignals
indicatingboth polewardand equatorwardenergy propagationare found down-
stream over the Pacific-NorthAmerica region. Second,convectionover the
equatorialcentralPacific is precededby a blocking-like,large geopotential
height anomalyover the easternNorth Pacificand is simultaneouslycorrp_ated
with a downstreamwavetrainover the Pacific-NorthAmericasectorwhere a
polewardenergy propagationis indicated. Hence, an extratropicalanomaly
appearsto be precursorto convectionat both poles of the dipole heating
pattern, suggestingthat in the medium range time scale,these convections
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are at leastpartiallyforcedby mldlatltudesystems.Yet, the tropicsis
by no meansa passivepartnerin the aboveprocess. The polewardenergy
fluxfromthe tropicalcentralPacificis an indicationof a feedbackfrom
thetropics. The morphologyof the interactionovera completeoscillation
cyclerevealsa couplingbetweentropicalconvectionoverthe Pacificand a
possiblyglobalcirculationmode coveringtheentirenorthernMldlatltudes.
Theseresultsare alsoconsistentwithrecenttheoriesof atmospherictele-
connections.
FUTURE PLANS:
Weplan to extend the studies described above to cover a longer (> 7 years)
data period and to study possible mtdlatttude-troptcal interactions in-general
as a coupling between global normal modesand tropical convection.
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A STUDY OF THE ADEQUACYOF QUASI-GEOSTROPHICDYNAMICS FOR MODELING THE
EFFECTOF FRONTALCYCLONESON THE LARGERSCALE FLOW
(S. Mudrlck-Dept.of AtmosphericScience,Universityof Missouri-Columbia)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The major objectivesof this study are summarizedas follows: l) To test
the valldityof quasl-geostrophic(QG) dynamics,comparedto primitiveequation
(PE) dynamics,for modelingthe effect of cyclonewaves on the larger scale
flow, and 2) To study the formationof frontalcyclonesand the dynamicsof
occludedfrontogenesis.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
In order to extend the realismof the initialconditionsover those used
in earlierwork of this nature (seeMudrick, 1982, hereaftercalled M), In
particular,in order to includestrong surfacefrontalzones in the initial
conditions,a horizontalresolutionon the order of I00 km between gridpoints
is needed. (A discussionof the finlte-difference,dry, mid-latitudebeta
plane models used appearsIn M). In order to allow for integrationsof up to
two weeks simulatedtime and to keep the logisticsand cost of the runs feasible,
the horizontaldomain of the models must be reducedcomparedto those used in M.
Based on work concernlng"polarlows" (seeMullen, 1982),the tropospheric
static stabilitywas reducedand was also allowedto vary in differenttropospheric
layers. The previouswork, describedin M, has used a "standardatmosphere"
temperaturelapse rate. Stratosphericstabilityremainsunchanged.
The use of one of these "reducedstability"cases, with no surfacefrontal
zone presentand with a similarzonal flow to those describedin M, resultedin the
discoveryof "normalmode" perturbationsthat possessthe followingcharacteristics:
l) Their horizontalwavelengthis smallerthan those previouslyused, one
being 1800 km comparedwlth the 3600 and 4800 km wavelengthperturbationsused
in M. (The smallerhorizontalscale seems more realistic,comparedto typical
atmospherlccyclones,as well as allowingfor the reducedhorizontaldomain
mentionedabove).
2) The maximumdisturbanceamplitudefor the reducedstabilityperturbations
is In the upper tropospherewhereas short wavelengthperturbationspossessing
standard atmosphericstabilityare quite shallow. Thus the reducedstability
perturbationsmay producedeeper,strongerfrontalevolutionthan in M.
3) They possessgrowth rates severaltimes greaterthan those perturbations
used in M, hence they evolve and mature more quickly,also increasingrealism
as well as saving computationaltime.
Using an 1800 km wavelengthperturbationcombinedwith a basic state
possessingreducedtroposphericstability,model integrationswere made using
the PE model, with and without surfacefriction,and the QG model, without
friction. The channelwidth was taken as 2100 km, allowinga spacingof 75 km
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betweengridpointsto be used. There were I0 verticallevels,as in M.
With respectto the researchobjectives,the "reducedstability"integratlons
have been partiallysuccessful. The QG run appearsto evolve more dlfferently,
comparedto the PE run, than for any of the situatlonsdescribedin M. Thls Is
true wlth respectto the horizontaleddy heat fluxes. Unfortunatelythe 1200 km
channelwldth was too narrow;after three days the QG run becomessemously affected
by the lateralwalls, the QG potentialvortlcityno longerbelng conserved. The
runs thereforeneed to be repeatedwith a wider channel,as discussedbelow.
Whlle this was not a "frontalcyclone" since no surfacefrontalzone was
present initlally,the 75 km resolutionallowedstrong surfacefrontalzones
"occludedfront." Since the second researchobjectiveconcernsthe dynamlcsof
occludedfrontogenesis,the PE runs providedan opportunityto study the effect
of surfacefrictionupon the process. In addltion,It appearsthat upper
troposphericfrontogenesismay also be presentin these runs. More about these
integratlonsappears below.
During the pemod of this grant I have acquireda "Visual50" terminal and
a 1200 BAUD modem, throughwhlch I can communicatewith the Universityof
Missouri mainframecomputersvia a telephoneline. My entlre computeroperatlon
is now being convertedto "no cards,"runningfrom magnetictape and data sets
stored on disk devices. None of this conversionto excludecards nor the purchase
of the terminal has includedNASA grant monies but much time has been required
to reprogrammyself to the new mode (for me) of operation.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Work continueson the conversionof all the programsto the "no card" mode.
Plans are being made to rerun the reducedstabilityPE versus QG Integrations
using a wide channel and thus a more coarse resolution(perhapslO0 km instead
of 75 km). The QG integrationmust completea full "llfe cycle" withoutbelng
affectedappreciablyby the channelwalls.
Resultsfrom the 75 km PE runs are belng analyzedwith respectto the
evolutionof the occludedfrontal regions. Programsremaln to be writtenfor
this purpose. In addition,the upper troposphericfrontaldevelopmentw111 be
examlned.
FUTUREPLANS:
In some ways the reducedstabilltyintegratlonsdescribedabove resemble
the no molsture polar low developmentdiscussedby Mullen (1982). It is planned
to modify the basic state so as to more resemblehis case, ultlmatelywith the
presenceof a surfacefrontal zone in the initialconditions. Strong surface
fronts will be includedin other inltialconditions,also. Surfacefrictionmay
be Includedin the QG model formulation.
I w111 spend a sabbaticalyear at the State Universityof New York at
Albany from approximatelySeptember1984 to June 1985. During thls time I plan
to pursuethis work using the facilitiesthere, under this grant.
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There have been no journal,technicalnor conferencepublicationsresulting
from this grant so far.
REFERENCES:
Mullen,S. L., 1982: Cyclonedevelopmentin polar air streamsover the wintertime
continent. Mon. Wea. Rev., llO, 1664-1676.
Mudrick,S. E., 1982: A study of the adequacyof quasi-geostrophicdynamicsfor
modelingthe effect of cyclonewaves on the larger scale flow. J. Atmos. Sci.,
3__99,2414-2430.
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VII. FGGE DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES
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NUMERICALPREDICTIONOFTHEPRESIDENT'SDAYCYCLONE
(R. Atlas-GSFC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
Numerical-dlagnostic studies of major anomalous weather events are being
conducted in order to investigate the relevant physlcal processes associated
with the events and the role of satellite observing systems in the analysls and
prediction of these phenomena. One component of this study has been concerned
with the numerical prediction of intense coastal and oceanic cyclogenesis. The
specific objectives of this research are: (I) to assess the accuracy of GLAS
model predictions of cyclogenesis, (2) to determine the importance of large
scale dynamical processes and dlabatic heating to the prediction, and (3) to
evaluate the sensitivity of the model predictlons to the initlal conditions.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A series of experiments related to the President's Day Cyclone of 18-19
February 1979 has been performed. This storm was significant because of the
severity of the weather it produced and the failure of the operational models
in use at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) to adequately predict the
intensity of cyclogenesis. For example, the Limited-Area Fine Mesh (LFM-II)
model's 12, 24, 35 and 48 h forecasts which verified at 1200 GMT19 February
1979 all displayed serious errors In the predictlon of this cyclone and asso-
ciated heavy precipitatlon. The 12 h forecast predicted the low to be too weak
and south of Its observed positlon; the 24 h forecast predicted a much weaker
low; and the 36 h forecast indicated only a trough with no closed cyclone center.
The GLASmodel 36 h forecast from the GLASanalysls at 0000 GMT18 February
correctly predicted intense coastal cyclogenesis and heavy precipitatlon (Fig. la).
When this forecast was repeated without surface heat and moisture fluxes, only
an inverted trough developed along the east coast (Fig. Ib), while an experlment
without surface heat and moisture fluxes falled to predict any cyclonlc develop-
ment (Fig. Ic). An extended-range forecast from 0000 GMT16 February as well as
forecasts from the GLAS FGGEdata analysis or the NMCanalysls at 0000 GMT
18 February interpolated to the GLASgrld (not shown) predicted weaker coastal
low development.
Detailedexaminationof these forecastsshowedthat dlabatic heatlng
resultingfrom oceanicfluxes signlficantlycontrlbutedto the generationof
low level cyclonic vorticltyand the intensiflcationand slow rate movement of
an upper level ridge over the westernAtlantic. As an upper level short-wave
trough approachedthis ridge, diabaticheatingassociatedwith the releaseof
latentheat intensified,and the gradlentof vorticity,vortlcityadvectlon,
upper level divergence,and upward verticalmotion (Fig. 2) In advanceof the
trough were greatlyincreased,providingstrong large-scaleforcingfor the
surfacecyclogenesis.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Current research on thls case is almed at assesslng the detailed effects
of FGGEsatellite soundlng and cloud track wlnd data to the model predlctlons.
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Differences betweenanalyses with and without FGGEdata as well as the prognostic
evaluation of these differences are being evaluated.
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS:
Atlas, R., 1982: The growth of prognosticdifferencesbetween GLAS model
forecastsfrom SAT and NOSAT initialconditions. MOn. Wea. Rev., llO,
887-882.
Vergin,J., D. Johnson, and R. Atlas, 1984: A quasi-lagrangiandiagnostic
study of the effect of satellitesoundingdata assimilationon model
cyclone prediction. Mon. Wea. Rev.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS:
Atlas, R. and R. Rosenberg,1982: Numericalpredictionof the Mid-Atlantlc
states cycloneof 18-19 February1979. NASA Tech. Memo. 83992, 53 pp.
Atlas, R. 1982: A numericalinvestigationof intensecoastalcyclogenesis.
ResearchActivitiesin Atmosphericand OceanicModelling.3, p. 5.44.
Atlas, R. and R. Rosenberg,1983: Case studiesof coastalcyclogenesis.
NASA Tech. Memo. 84983, 13-17.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATION:
Atlas, R., 1984: The effect of physicalparameterizationsand initialdata on
the numericalpredictionof the President'sDay Cyclone. Proceedingsof
Tenth Conferenceon WeatherForecastingand Analysis. June 25-29,
clearwaterBeach, Fla.
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Fiq .  1. GLAS model 36h sea l e v e l  pressure (so l  i d  l i n e s )  and 1000-500 mb thickness (dashed l i n e s )  forecasts  v a l i d  1200 GMT 19 February 1979 w i t h  f u l l  physics 
( a ) ,  no surface moisture f l u x  (b ) ,  and no surface heat  o r  moisture f luxes 
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Fig. 2. Change in 500 mb vertical velocity in advance of the
upper level trough.
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OBSERVATIONAL-NUMERICALSTUDYOF MARITIMEEXTRATROPICALCYCLONESUSING
FGGEDATA
(C. H. Wash and R. L. Elsberry-Naval Postgraduate School)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The objective of this research is to better understand the development,
maturation and decay of maritime extratropical cyclones using a combined observa-
tlonal and numerical modellng approach. The research will use FGGELevel lll-b
analysls for diagnostic studies and for predictlons. A better understanding of
maritlme cyclogenesis via diagnostic studies of observed and numerical data w111
contribute to the GARPobjectlves of improving models for weather predlction and
increaslng predlctability over oceanic regions.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Three cases of explosive cyclogenesis during the FGGESOP-I have been studled
diagnostlcally using storm-following budgets derived from the ECMWFand GLAS
level lll-b analyses. The flrst case is the Presidents' Day storm of 18-20 February
1979, whlch was an intense subsynoptic coastal development. The second is a
larger-scale system which develops over the northwestern Paclflc during 12-16
January 1979. The final case is a polar-type cyclogenesis that formed south of
Iceland during 25-27 January 1979. The latter two cases were selected because:
I) relatively good surface (ship) and upper level (satellite and aircraft)
data coverage,
2) explosive development; and
3) straight flow aloft (500 mb), which suggests mlnimal upper level support
for cyclogenesis as in type A category of Petterssen and Smebye (1971).
Mass, vorticity and angular momentumbudgets for the moving storm environment
were computed for each case. Results are contained in Naval Postgraduate School
theses by Conant, Calland and Cook and in papers by Wash and Calland (1984) and Wash
and Cook (1984) submitted to Monthly Weather Review. Key results from these
studies include: I) demonstration that the FGGEanalyses can be used to explore
oceanlc circulations; 2) isolation of the role of upper level jet streaks In the
lnitiatlon of the exploslve period in all three cases, and 3) 11lustration of
the lower tropospheric destabllization during each rapid deepening period, which
IS prlmarily due to sensible heating of the cold air by the warmer ocean surface.
Whlle the budget calculations were successful with the FGGEanalyses at the
normal synoptlc times (00 and 12 GMT) the budgets with 06 and 18 GMEanalysls dld
not succeed. The problem appears to be related to a spurious warming near the
storm center In both ECMWFand GLAS analyses, and is especially pronounced in the
ECMWFanalyses. The GLAS analyses satisfactorlly resolve the important synoptlc
characteristics of these cyclones even though the resolution (4° x 5° ) is inferior
to that of ECMWF.
The physics package of the Navy global forecast model (adopted from the UCLA
GCM)was successfully utilized in a semi-prognostic mode to estimate diabatic
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componentsof oceaniccyclonesystems. Fieldsof sensibleand latent heat fluxes,
radiationalheatingand inferredcloud structureswere computedfrom the ECMWF
analysesand Navy operationalsea surfacetemperatures. The west Pacificcyclone
case and five cases of post-frontalconvectiveclusters in the northeastPacific
during December 1978 and January 1979 have been studiedthus far.
The diabaticestimatesfor the west Pacificcase were includedin a thermo-
dynamic (dry staticenergy)budget by Bosse (1984),who computedstorm-environment
estimatesof sensibleand latent heatingduring the explosivedeepeningperiod.
A similarbudget study for one of the post-frontalconvectiveclustercases is
nearingcompletion.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Thermodynamicbudgetsand fields of diabaticterms are being computed for the
polar low and Presidents'Day case. Resultsfrom all three cyclonecases should
validatethe semi-prognosticmethod and providea survey of dlabatic heatingin
polar,open-oceanand east coast situations.
Diagnosticresearchhas moved from the ECMWF analysesto the study of GLAS
model forecastsfor the northwestPaclficand Atlantic polar cyclone cases. Both
synopticand diagnosticstudiesof the GLAS forecastsfrom satellite(SAT) and no
satellite(NOSAT)analyseson the Pacificcase are underway. Preliminaryresults
show the NOSAT forecast is superiorto that from the SAT analysisin predicting
the storm positions. We are particularlyinterestedin understandingthe differ-
ences in forecastfrom SAT and NOSAT analyses in individualstorm cases as a
guide in interpretingforecastimpact experimentssuch as Halem et al. (1982)
and others.
Diagnosticstudiesare also being made on secondarylow developmentsobserved
in numericalsimulationsthat appear to be similarto the FGGE cases. The numer-
ically simulatedstorm data providean opportunityto close the budgetsto high
accuracy. The relativesizes of the variousbudget terms may then provideguidance
for interpretingless completebudgetsbased on observationsover relatlvelydata-
sparse oceanic regions. Where budgetsbased on both kinds of data agree, we have
additionalconfidencein the physicalinterpretations.
FUTUREPLANS:
We are submittinga new proposalfor additionaloceaniccyclogenesisstudies
using FGGE data. Our previouswork indicatesthe strengthof the upper level
forcing (from n,_bileshort-wavetroughsand jet streams)and the degree of stability
in the low troposphereare criticalfactorsin explosivecyclogenesis. We wish to
generalizeupon our case study resultsand focus specificallyon these factors
for a number of explosivecyclogenesiscases during SOP-I period. Storm-environ-
ment upper level vorticityadvection,or other measuresof upper level forcing
and stabilitycriteriafor the low tropospherewill be studiedfor the new cases
to determineindicesand thresholdsthat suggestexplosiveoceaniccyclogenesis
potential. FGGE forecastsof these systemswill be exploredto the maximumextent
possibleto discoverthe role the specialobservatlonsystemsplay in improving
forecastsof these systems. In addition,new optimal interpolation(OI)analyses
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from GLAS and hlgher resolutionmodel forecasts(2° x 2.5° mesh) will be compared
to previouswork to isolatethe improvementsof the new approaches.
The proposedresearch is directedtoward the goal of achievinga better
understandingof rapid oceaniccyclogenesis. We wish to produce researchresults
which w111 help guide the planningand executingof future cyclonefleld programs
such as GALE (winter,1986) and STORM East and West (1990's).
JOURNALPUBLICATIONS:
Uccelllni,L., P. Kocin, R. Petersen,C. Wash and K. Brill, 1984: The Presidents'
Day Cycloneof 18-19 February1979: Synopticoverviewand analyslsof the
subtropicaljet streak influencingthe pre-cyclogeneticperiod. Mon. Wea. Rev.,
II__22,31-55.
Uccelllni,L., D. Keyser,C. Wash and K. Brill, 1984: The Presidents'Day Cyclone
of 18-19 February1979: Influenceof a tropopausefold on rapld cyclogenesis.
Submittedto Mon. Wea. Rev.
Wash, C. and W. Calland, 1984: Diagnosticsof explosivecyclogenesisduring
FGGE, Part I: West Pacificcycloneof 12-16 January 1979. Submittedto
Mon. Wea. Rev.
Wash, C. and W. Cook, 1984: Diagnosticsof exploslvecyclogenesisduring FGGE,
Part II: North AtlanticCase of 26-27 January 1979. Submittedto Mon.
Wea. Rev.
TECHNICALPUBLICATIONS:
W1nnlnghoff,F. and R. E1sberry,1983: Some Aspectsof Post-FrontalConvective
Areas Along the West Coast of the United States. Naval PostgraduateSchool
TechnlcalReport NPS63-84-005.
Conant,P., CAPT, USAF, 1982: A Study of East-CoastCyclogenesisusing Quasl-
LagrangianDiagnostics. NPS M.S. Thesis,June 1982.
Calland,W., LCDR, USN, 1983: Quasi-LagrangianDiagnosticsAppliedto North
PacificExtratropicalExplosiveCyclogenesis. NPS M. S. Thesls,June 1983.
Cook, W., LT, USN, 1983: A Quasi-LagrangianDlagnostlcInvestigationof Rapld
Cyclogeneslsin Polar Air Stream. NPS M. S. Thesis,September1983.
Bosse,T., LT, USN, 1984: Estimationsof DlabatlcHeatingfor an Explosive-
DeveloplngMaritime Cyclone. M. S. Thesis,March 1984.
Ebersole,K., LT, USN, 1984: DiagnosticStudy of NASA Model Forecastsof
ExplosiveCyclogenesis. NPS M. S. Thesis,scheduledcompletionSeptember1984.
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FGGE, West PacificCycloneof 12-16 January1979. Preprintsfor the lOth
Conferenceon Weather Forecastin9 and Analysis,ClearwaterBeach, Fla.,
pp 608-613.
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AIR-SEA INTERACTIONDURINGCOLDAIR OUTBREAKS
(S. Chou-GSFC, Y. Yeh-GSFC/USRA,and J. Firestone-GSC)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
I) To analyze the NOAAP-3 alrcraft data set measured dur]ng the MASEX
experiment to study the dynamics and the evolutlon of the Marine Atmospher]c
Boundary layer (MABL) during cold air outbreaks.
2) To further develop and valldate Chou-Atlas (1982) remote senslng tech-
nique for ocean-air heat and molsture fluxes from the results of (I).
3) To study the cllmatology of cold alr outbreaks along the east coast of
the Unlted States.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
I) The MASEXexperlment was conducted over the western Atlantlc Ocean
during the perlod 16-20 January 1983 (four fllght days). The experiment was
based at the Wallops Fllght Faclllty and Involved three alrcraft (NOAAP-3,
NASAP-3, and NASAElectra) to carry varlous Instruments. Several computer
programs for analyzing the three types of the NOAAP-3 data (l-sec, gust probe,
and dropsonde data) have been developed.
2) The NOAA-7AVHRRsatelllte cloud plctures includlng the NOAAP-3
measurement locations have been produced for the four MASEXfllght days (16, 18,
19, and 20 January 1983). These plctures are to be comblned wlth the NOAAP-3
data set to study the MABLprocesses.
3) The NOAAP-3 l-sec and 20 Hz gust probe data, dropsonde measurements,
and lldar data (on the NASAElectra alrcraft) on 20 January 1983 (Fig. I) have
been comblned to study the organlzed convectlon and the effects of the coastal
shape and the SST pattern on the development of the MABLdurlng cold alr out-
breaks. The preliminary analysls Indlcated that the SST pattern and the coastal
shape caused the MABLto deepen eastward and southward, whlch Is In good
agreement with the suggestion of Atlas et al. (1983). Also, good agreements
were found between the lldar data and the _AA P-3 and dropsonde date, e.g.,
the boundary heights, the domlnant scales of motlon, and the heat flux ratlo
between the top of MABLand the sea surface.
4) The PBL helght measured by l]dar was found to be in good agreement
with that measured by the dropsonde temperature profile. Assumlng a llnear heat
flux proflle in the clear PBL, the heat flux ratio between the PBL top and the
surface may be estlmated from the ratio of the entralnment zone to the complete|y
mixed boundary layer height. The heat flux ratlo estlmated by lldar measurements
was found to be in good agreement wlth that derlved from the gust probe data.
Sensible heat flux proflle determlned from the gust probe data appeared to
be llnear in the subcloud layer. The llnear extrapolated heat flux at the
Inversion base was about 10% of that at the surface. The zero heat flux was
found to be at 0.9 ZI (inverslon base). This is in good agreement wlth Lenchow(1974).
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CURRENTRESEARCH:
l) Currently, the work is focused on the analysis of the turbulent struc-
ture, the budgets of the turbulent kinetic energy, and the sensible and latent
heat fluxes within the MABLfor 20 January 1983. A power spectrum program
using the correlation function and the Turkey spectral windows has been developed
to analyze the gust probe data. The spectra and cospectra of wind, temperature,
and water vapor density are used to study the dominant scale of motion respon-
sible for heat and moisture transports. The physical processes in the MABL
capping inversion layer, including the effects of the wind shear and the temper-
ature lapse rate on the mixing processes are also under investigation. The
results will be used to develop a new remote sensing technique for ocean-air
heat and moisture fluxes.
2) Turbulent structures and budgets for 20 January 1983 are being compared
with other observationalstudies (e.g.,Willis and Deardorff 1974; Lenschowet al.,
1980; Caugheyand Wyngaard, 1979; Kaimal et al., 1976).
FUTUREPLANS:
l) Analysissimilarto that of 20 January 1983 will be extendedto the
other three MASEX flight days (16, 18, and 19 January 1983). On 18 January
1983, the measurementswere made across the Gulf stream. It was found that the
boundary layer deepenedsharplyafter crossingthe Gulf stream. The effect of
the Gulf streamon the MABL developmentwill be studied. On 19 January 1983,
the mechanismfor the open cell will be studiedand the resultswill be compared
with those of AMTEX (AirMass TransformExperiment).
2) The effect of the ocean wave on the MABL evolutionwill be studied
from the relationshipbetweenthe offshorevariationin the surfaceheat flux
and that in the ocean waves.
3) The resultswill be used to verify and furtherdevelopthe Chou-Atlas
(]982)remotesensingtechniquefor the ocean-airheat and moisture fluxes.
4) Participationin GALE (Genesisof Atlantic Lows Experiment)to study
the air-sea interactionand boundary layer processesin relationto the coastal
frontogenesisand cyclogensisis planned.
CONFERENCEPRESENTATIONS:
Atlas, D., S. H. Chou, and B. Walters, 1984: Air-sea interactionduringcold
air outbreaks: New insightsand remote sensing. 5th Conf. Ocean-Atmosphere
Interaction,Amer. Meteor.Soc., Miami Beach, FI.
Melfi, S. H., J. Spinhirne,S. H. Chou, and S. Palm, 1984: Lidar observations
of organizedconvectionover the ocean. 5th Conf. Ocean-Atmosphere
Interaction,Amer. Meteor.Soc., Miami Beach, FI.
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Melfl, S. H., J. Splnhirne, S. H. Chou, and S. Palm, 1984: Lidar observatlons
of organized convection over the ocean.
Chou, S. H., D. Atlas, Y. N. Yeh, and J. Firestone, 1984: Marine atmospheric
boundary layer during cold air outbreak on 20 January 1983. I: Mean Condltions.
1984: Marine atmospheric boundary layer during cold air outbreak
on 20 _anuary 1983. II: Turbulence budgets.
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Fig.I. The NOAAWP-3D and the NASA Electrameasurementlocationsand the
cloud pictureof 20 January1983measuredby the NOAA-7AVHRRCh. 2
(0.7- l.l _) at 1821GMT. Dropsondelocationsare markedby Sl, S2,
and S3. Lidarflighttracksare markedby I to 5. Severalflight
leveldata are measuredby the NOAAWP-3Dat the box ABCD.
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"CAGE" REGIONALENERGYBUDGETSFROMTHE GLAS4TH ORDERMODEL
(G. F. Herman, M. A. Alexander-Dept. of Meteorology, University
of Wisconsln, S. D. Schubert-GSFC/RRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The amount of heat transferred poleward by the oceans, and the rate of
energy exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean are two fundamental para-
meters that are required in order to understand the role of the oceans in clima-
tic anomalles. Several methods have been employed in the past in an attempt
to infer their values. These include: Direct measurements of ocean transports
and surface fluxes, inferring the ocean transport by integrating observed or
calculated surface fluxes; and residual methods employing the net radiation
at the top of the atmosphere, and the divergence of the atmospheric energy
fluxes (e.g., ICSU-WMO,1982). This latter method was employed in the recent
Northern Hemispheric heat balance of Oort and Vonder Haar (1976).
A s_gnlflcantllmitatlonto the residualapproach is that large gaps exist
in the conventionalobservlngsystem,particularlyover the oceans and in high
latitudes. The use of the GLAS analyslsand forecastmodels in conjunction
wlth satellite-derivedtemperatureprofilesprovldesthe basis for obtaining
potentlallyhighly accuratedeterminationsof the atmospherlcdivergenceterms
over the ocean.
Thls paper Is a report of our preliminaryattemptto use the 4th order model
as a dlagnostlctool for ocean energy balancestudies. The work is part of a
long term projectto developtechniquesfor applyingmodel-generatedanalyses,
or observatlonallyconstraineddiagnostics,in weatherand climatestudies.
Our use of GLAS analysesin dlagnostlcstudiesdates to the Data SystemsTest
(DST)perlod,when the analyseswere used in a study of the global heat balance
(e.g.,Schubertand Herman, 1981). They have also been employedto determine
global cloud clrculationstatistics(e.g.,LeMunyon,1984),and are currently
belng used to drlve agriculturalproductionmodels.
The goal of this study is to assessthe accuracyof reglonalenergy balance
calculatlonsobtainedfrom the 4th-ordermodel, determinethe impact of satelllte
data on the calculations,and determinetheir utilityfor ocean energy transport
studles.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Summaryof Calculations
The vertlcally-integrated,time and areally-averagedtotal energy content
of a region of the atmosphereextendingfrom the surfaceto the top of the
atmosphere is wrltten
_A > + <S--Q>: -<D1v (FA + FQ)> + <FLH>+ <FsH> + <RNEA>_ <Rs--->+ <p--> (1)
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where the storageterms for total kinetic,potential,and internalenergy (SA)
and latentenergy (SQ) are
p*
+ + dp> (2)<SA+ SQ> = < f @_ g
Po
where K is the horizontalkineticenergY,I/2 v • v; T, temperature,q specific
humidity;CD heat capacityat constantpressure;L, latent heat of vaporization;
and v, horizontalvelocityvector. The flux terms in (1) are given by
<FA + FQ> Ip*= < v • (K + CpT + € +Lq) v dp> (3)
Po " g
where € is the geopotential,gZ. A frictionaltermF = < _ v • F d__P__>, where
-g
F is the frictionalforce, may also be appendedto (1), but this is usuallyassumed
to be of second order. The other terms are FLH and FSH, the evaporativeand
sensibleheat fluxes at the surface;and RNEA and RS, the net radiationat the
top of the atmosphere. The overbarrefersto a time mean, _ _ ( ) dt, and the
T
angularbracketsto an areal average,_ H ( ) a2 cos @ d_ d¢, where a is
the radius of the earth, € latitude,and _ longitude.
In obtainlng(1) the vertically-lntegratedcondensatlonalheatingterm was
replacedwlth the water vapor equation,and the radiativeflux divergenceterm
was integratedto yield RNEA - RS as the net radiativeheatingof the column.
E_quation(1) can be used in severalways. First,if the storageterm <SA>
and <SQ> are known, the surfaceenergy fluxes are obtainedas residuals. Alterna-
tively_ if the model-generatedvaluesof <FLH> and <FsH> are provided,then com-
paring them with the residualsserves as a check on the validityof constructing
budgetsfrom model-generateddata. Finally,we may considerthe energy budget
of the earth-atmospheresystem,
<TO> + <_L> + <_A> + <_Q> = -<Div (FA + FQ + FO)> + <RNEA> (4)
where <S--o->and <S-_>are the storageterms for ocean and land, respectively,and
F0 is the ocean energy flux. If the storageterms can be evaluatedor legitimately
neglected,then knowingthe net radiationand the atmosphericfluxes allows the
divergenceof the ocean fluxes to be inferred.
Flux Calculations
We have evaluatedall of the terms in (1) using early versionsof the GLAS
FGGE IIIb analysis (run #1791),and analyseswith satellitedata deleted (#2280).
We are now in the processof completingthe most recent versionsof the full
FGGE analysis (#2760)and its NOSAT counterpart(#2739). The data were obtained
from the analysistapes at 6 hr intervalswith the sampllngbeing done just prior
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to the tlme of the data Insertlon. The time perlod over whlch we average is
5 January - 5 March 1979.
The reglons over whlch we evaluate the energy budgets are 111ustrated In
Fig. I. Inltlally we focus on selected north Atlantlc and north Paclflc reglons,
and Europe, although we ultlmately Intend to extend the calculatlon globally as
shown.
Our results for these reglons are shown in Table I. Several polnts are
apparent. The storage terms are small, although In some cases they are roughly
the same magnltude as the water vapor dlvergence term. The budget is domlnated
by the surface fluxes, net radlation, and horlzontal atmospherlc dlvergence.
Settlng aslde the Issue of Interannual varlabllity, these results are conslstent
wlth the I_74-76 wlntertlme values of Alestalo (1981), where over Europe values
of -92 Wm-L were obtalned for <D1v FA> and <Div FQ>.
Also of Interest Is the generally good agreement between the surface fluxes
obtalned by the GCMand those obtalned wlth the resldual approach. In uslng
analyzed f_elds in a budget study, caution IS requlred because conservatlon of
heat or molsture _s not Imposed durlng the 4-dlmenslonal asslmllat_on procedure
(e.g., Kalnay and Baker, 1983). The generally good agreement between the model
generated surface fluxes and the residual fluxes indlcates that excesslve vlola-
tlon of the atmosphere's conservatlon condltlons dld not occur during the ass_ml-
latlon cycle.
Finally, there is clear evldence of large dlfferences in the areal-averaged
dlvergences that are assoclated wlth the use of the satelllte temperature sounder
data. Over Europe, where the conventional synoptlc network Is qulte dense, there
Is genera|ly very llttle dlfference between the two systems. However, over the
data-sparse north Atlantlc and North PaclflC reglons, the dlfferences between the
two data sets are as large as factors of 2-3. Clearly, the ocean energy fluxes
computed wlth the SAT and NOSATdata sets llkewlse would be dlfferent.
CURRENTRESEARCHAND FUTUREPLANS:
The work reported here Is a test of the 4th order model's usefulness for
reglonal energy balance studles In several Northern Hemlsphere reglons. It Is
a stralghtforward task to extend the analysis to other reglons of the global
oceans. We are now carrylng out these calculations for 12° latltude bands for
both the wlnter and summer Speclal Obserwng Perlods. It w111 also be carrled
out for all of 1979 when those analyses become avallable.
Thls research IS part of a broader program to understand the general role
of synoptlc scale processes In the general clrculatlon. Our early work focused
on the dlagnostlcs of dlabatic heatlng and the atmospherlc heat balance (Schubert
and Herman, 1981, Winston, 1980) and on the structure of quasl-stdtlonary features
of the general clrculatlon (Schubert, 1984). As a means of further 111ustratlng
the role of dlabatlc processes in barocllnlC events we have constructed a
llnearlzed verslon of the 4th order model whlch uses a monthly averaged February
cllmatology as its baslc state. Thls llnear nodel w111 be used in a serles of
process/no process experlments deslgned to study the role of varlous physlcal
processes, Including orographlc Interactlons, In synoptlc scale baroclln_c
development.
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CO
Fig. i. Northern Hemisphere regional energy balance study areas. (i) Far North Pacific
(2) Central North Pacific (3) North Atlantic (4) Europe.
A separatelineof work recentlyinitlatedinvestigatesthe applicab111ty
of GLAS modeldiagnosticsto agriculturalpredlctlonproblems. In partlcular,
we are studylngthe predlctabilityof agriculturallyimportantquantities,
especlallyprecipitation,sollmolsture,surfacetemperature,and surface
radiation. We are investigatlngthe Implicatlonsof errorsIn 4th ordermodel
forecastson soll moisture,evapotranspiratlon,andyield predlctionIn several
major crop producingreglons.
Table 1
Terms In Re91onal Ener_ Balances (Watts m-2_*
<SA> <SQ> <D1v FA> <D1v FQ><FLH> + <FSH> Resldual <FLH> <RNEA>- <Rs>I
<FsH> + <F> IReglons !
I. Far North 0.6 0.7 26.0 -16.1 161 137 126 1
Paclflc (-0.9)I(-0.4)(55.2) (-28.9)
2. Central 1.8 O.l 49.4 3.4 160 ll2 57.6
and North (-O.l) (-2.4) (17.1) (14.8)
Paclflc
3. North -0.9 -0.2 82.5 4.2 237 214 127
Atlantlc (-0.4)(-7.5) (70.4) (-l.O)
4. Europe 13.3 2.7 -71.6 -23.5 82.0 44.8 124
(12.0) (3.0)(-65.2)(-30.6)
*Flux dlvergence terms are computed with mass balance correctlon Included.
Values obtalned during the NOSAT experlment are shown in parentheses.
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STRUCTUREANDENERGETICSOF MEDIUM-SCALEATMOSPHERICWAVESIN THESOUTHERN
HEMISPHERESUMMER
(W. J. Randel, J. L. Stanford-lowa State University)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
Medlum-scale waves (zonal wavenumbers 4-7) frequently dominate Southern
Hemlsphere (SH) summer circulation patterns (Salby, 1982; Hamilton, 1983; Kalnay
and Paegle, 1983, Randel and Stanford, 19831,. This work is an observational
study that focuses on characterizlng their temporal and spatial characteristics,
along with detailing forclng mechanlsms responsible for their formation.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
NMCanalyses have been used to study medium-scale waves during three SH
summers: 1978-79, 1979-80, and 1980-81. The SH summer medium-scale waves are
observed to exhlblt remarkably regular eastward phase progression, and wave
maxima can often be traced continuously around the globe. Frequent downstream
development of exlstlng wave patterns is observed. The medium-scale waves at
tlmes appear to be longltudlnally localized features; at other times they
resemble truly global-scale modes. F1g. 1 shows the summer-to-summer variation
in spacetime power spectra of memdlonal geostrophic wind at 45°S and 200 mb.
The tlme-mean wave structure is found to be consistent with basic-state
propagatlon characterlstlcs and the conservation of wave activity. There is a
tendency for background wlnd structure to restrlct wave propagation, as shown
In Fig. 2. Here the seasonal mean medlum-scale wave Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux vector,
->
F = F0 = -(a coseps)
Fz = ( f R a coSOPs/H) _/N 2
whlch is proportlonal to the wave group velocity, is plotted along with contours
of the 'refractlve index'
Qk,c = [q-y/(_-c) - f2/4H2N2 - k2/a2cos20]/ sln20 ,
based on the seasonal mean zonal wind structure and typlcal medium-scale wave
parameters. (Here all symbols have their usual meaning). Wave propagation is
observed only In the reglons of positive 'refractive index'; in particular, no
vertlcal propagatlon is observed above 150 mb. In addition, the vectors are
observed to turn equatorwards, Into regions of larger refractive index.
From energetics studies it is found that wave-zonal-mean exchange is a
valld concept for descrlblng the SH summer clrculation, and that the flow
vac111ated between perlods of hlghly perturbed and zonally symmetric states.
The medlum-scale waves result from nonlinear baroclinlc instabilities, and
exhlblt a well-deflned life cycle of barocllnic growth, maturity, and barotropic
decay. Fig. 3 dlsplays the llfe-cycle energetics for a particular case study,
whlle Fig. 4 shows the llfe-cycle averaged EP flux diagram. Both of these
flgures are in excellent agreement with models of global-scale baroclinlc waves
by Simmons and Hosklns (1978).
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Fig. I. Space-timespectralpower densityof geostrophicmerldlonalwind at
45% latitudeand 200 mb for a) 1978-79,b) ]979-80,c) 1980-81.
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Life-cycleof a baroclinlcwave: This study has producedthe followlng
plctureof the medium-scalewave life-cycle. A stronginitialzonal mean
temperaturegradlentis assoclatedwlth a baroclinicallygrowingwave. The
wave's polewardheat flux, found initlallyin the lowestlevels,radiatesupward,
reaching large valuesseveraldays later In the upper levels. Reductionof the
strong merldlonaltemperaturegradientin the lower troposphereis associated
wlth smallerheat fluxesthere, and baroclln]cgrowthrate decreases.
K=5 C=5 M/S
30-
LATITUDE SOUTH
Fig. 2. Contoursof the 'refractiveindex'Qk (fork=5 and c=]O m/s) along
wlth the seasonallyaveragedmedlum-scalewave EP flux vectors.
Heavy dashedllne Is the cmtical line, where u-- c. Shading
indicatesregionswhere Qk < O. This shows the agreementbetween
observedwave propagationcharacteristicsand that expecteddue to
the backgroundwind structure.
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The wave reaches ItS largest amplltude approxlmately one day after its
maxlmumbaroclinlc growth rate. At maturlty, the heat flux is predominantly in
the upper levels, and the wave beglns propagating strongly equatorward. Thls
equatorward propagatlon is presumably due to the latitudinal phase shlft induced
in the wave by latltudlnal shears of the background zonal flow, as dlscussed by
Simmons and Hoskins (1978). The barotroplc decay reaches a maxlmumapproxlmately
two days followlng the wave amplltude maxlmum, resultlng In a strengthenlng of
the zonal mean jet. The final jet is more barotroplc than that found inltially.
In conclusion, the relatlve zonal symmetry of the SH mldlatltudes provldes
a good laboratory for testlng theoretical results. It Is found that thls
symmetry Is responsible for many of the observed medlum-scale wave characterlstlcs.
FUTUREPLANS:
The energetlcs of llnear interference between statlonary and translent
medium-scale waves will be investigated more completely. In addltion, because
the SH clrculation features frequently exhibit wave-packet-llke character, it
seems Important, In addition to Fourler zonal analyses, to study case hlstorles
of indlvldual vortices and thelr associated clrculations. SH rawlnsonde data
w111 be studled in conjunctlon wlth geosynchronous and polar-orbltlng satelllte
cloud Imagery.
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INVESTIGATIONOF CLOUDFEEDBACKIN THE GLASMODEL
(W.-C. Wang-Atmospheric and Envlronmental Research, Inc.)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The research program is almed at Improving our understanding of the cloud-
radiation interactions through the use of the GLASGCM. We have performed two
studles. The flrst is to conduct impact studies of the non-black cirrus cloud.
Experiments were run to examlne the effects on thermal radiatlon budget and
their subsequent influences on model slmulations. The second study is to examlne
the effect of thermal radiation parameterlzation on GLASmodel simulatlons by
comparing model results between the Wu-Kaplan's scheme and the Wang's scheme.
The former scheme is the one currently being used in the GLASmodel while the
latter, whlch includes the multiple scattering effect due to aerosols and clrrus
clouds and the temperature-dependent absorption by atmospheric water vapor,
carbon dioxide and ozone, has been used In cllmate models (Wang et al., 1984).
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A revlew of the theoretlcal and observational studles of clrrus clouds has
been performed to provide Information for more reallstic treatments of cirrus
in the general clrculation models. Based on the revlew, one tlme-step (see
Fig. I) and ten-day (see Figs. 2 and 3) model simulations have been conducted
to investigate the differences In the longwave radlation flux between the black
and transparent clrrus treatment in the Infrared. For both experiments substantial
difference in the outgolng longwave flux at the top of the atmosphere is found
(Wang and Kaplan, 1983). For the ten-day simulations, the dlfferences in the
convective, supersaturatlon and total cloudiness, temperature, and senslble
and latent heat fluxes are also examined on various temporal and spatial scales.
Although the cause-and-effect is difflcult to identlfy, the results (see Fig. 4
for temperature change and Fig. 5 for changes of convective and total cloudlness
during wlnter slmulations) clearly suggest that on the time scale of a few
days and longer cloud-radiatlon lnteractlons play an important role.
Sensltlvlty study of the longwave radlation flux to dlfferent longwave
radiation parameterizations has been performed by comparing the calculated
fluxes between the Wu-Kaplan's scheme used in the present GLASmodel and the
Wang's schemes used In Wanget al. (1976, 1984) for climate studies. The two
schemes dlffer in the methodology as well as the treatment of gaseous absorptlon.
One-time step model calculations have been carried out and the differences in
the radlatlon fluxes between the two schemes are found to be qulte substantial,
especially at the surface (see Figs. 6 and 7). However, the subsequent differ-
ences in the model responses to the dlfferent longwave radlatlon parameterlzations
remain to be Investigated.
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Figure i. Change of flux due to the change of the treatments of cirrus
from black to transparent in the infrared. The threshold
temperature for cirrus formation is T* = -20°C. Values
shown correspond to an increase for upward flux at 10 mb
and a decrease for downward flux at the surface. The data
of January 9, 1979 are used for the calculations.
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Figure 2. Zonal and ten-day averaged net longwave radiation flux at i0 mb.
The observations are monthly mean at satellite levels.
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Figure 3. Same as in Fig. 2 except at ground.
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DIAGNOSTICSOF RAINFALLANOMALIESIN THE NORDESTEDURING THE GLOBALWEATHER
EXPERIMENT
(D. N. Sikdar-Dept.of Geological/GeophysicalSciences,Universityof
Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
INTRODUCTION:
The rainy season of NortheastBrazil (hereaftercalled Nordeste)is narrowly
centeredaround March/Apriland is relatedto the southernmost seasonalmigra-
tion of the lower troposphericconfluenceaxis over the adjacenteasterntropical
Atlantic.
Rainfall variationsand anomaliesin the Nordestehave been studiedsince
1950 (Namias,1972; Ramos, 1975; Hastenrathand Heller,1977; Kousky,1980;
Moura and Shukla, 1981; Chu, 1983). Yet, our knowledgeof the influencesof
troposphericcirculationson drought/floodphenomenaover the Nordeste is
incomplete,mainly due to lack of adequateobservations. This gap has been
narrowedby the specialobservingsystems- satellite,ships, buoys and aircraft -
taken during the operationalphase of the GlobalWeather Experlmentwhich ran
from December 1978 to November 1979. The data collectedduring this entire
year, known as the FGGEyear allowsfor extensivediagnosisof large-scale
circulationfeaturesassociatedwith rainfa]lvariationsin the Nordeste.
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The generalobjectiveof this three year researchprogramis to diagnosti-
cally investigatethe behaviorof the atmosphere-oceansystem in the tropics
in relationto extremelylow rainfallevents observedin Nordesteduring 1979.
The observationalbasis for this study includesthe FGGE level IIIb data set,
satellite imagesfrom SMS/GOES,sea surfacetemperaturedata from the FGGE
level IIb and rainfallrecordsover land.
The present study examinesthe relationshipof the daily variabilityof
large-scalepressure,cloudinessand upper level wind patternsover the Brazil-
Atlantic sector duringMarch/April1979 to rainfallanomaliesin northern
Nordeste. The experimentdividesthe rainy season (March/April)of 1979 into
wet and dry days, then compositesbright cloudiness,sea level pressure,and
upper level wind fieldswith respectto persistentrainfallepisodes. Wet and
dry anomaliesare analyzedalong with seasonalmean conditions.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
A. CompositingCriteria
During March/Aprilof 1979, rainfalltotals for severalstations in Nordeste
were found to be less than 55% of the normal amounts (UnitedStatesWeather
Bureau,ESSA/NOAA,19_O). NorthernNordeste's'dry region'is primarilyinland
from the coasts and is roughlyequivalentto the regionboundedby the 200 mm
isolineof total precipitationfor March/April1979, excludingnortheastcoasts
(Fig. l). Precipitationtotals for 33 stationsover the Nordestewere plotted
and analyzeddaily for the months of March and April (61 days) using data from
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the National Climatlc Center in Asheville, NC. Ten stations were uniformly
distributed withln the dry region. Station separations average roughly 270 km.
The statlons are Teresina, Crateus, Quixeramobim, Floriano, Crato, Compina
Srande, Guibues, Paulo Alfonso and Xique Xique. Figure 2 is an example of a
histogram plot of daily rainfall at Quixeramobim (82586) for March and April.
Precipitatlon totals for the stations were summedover the dry region and
dlsplayed in a tlme serles histogram (Fig. 3).
Each day of the two month rainy season was tagged as either wet or dry.
The definltion of a wet/dry day followed two conditions, (l) more than two
stations wlthin the dry reglon with recorded precipltatlon, greater than 1 mm,
(2) less than three statlons with recorded precipitation, but total preclplta-
tion greater than I0 mm. If either condition (I) or (2) is met, the day is
tagged as wet, otherwise the day is tagged as dry. Figure 3 shows the ten
station total precipitation In the dry region (dry totals are dotted) for March
and April 1979. Figures 4 and 5 are example rainfall analyses for a dry and
wet day respectively. As a further specification, in order to isolate rainfall
assoclated wlth large-scale systems, only days within a precipitation episode
(either wet or dry) of three successive days or longer are used for composlting.
Therefore, only rainfall accompanying more persistent weather systems are
identlfied. All anomaly flelds In this study are based on the above criteria.
B. Percent Bright Cloudiness
Cloud amounts were estlmated in 5° latitude-longltude areas from GOES-EAST
Infrared full disk plctures for the reglon bounded by 20°N to 20°S and 20°E to
70°E. Estlmates were made three times daily at 00, 12 and 18 GMTfor March/April.
On occaslon the O0 or 12 GMTpicture was missing In whlch case the 06 GMTplcture
was substltuted. The procedure excluded cloudiness that appeared dull gray to
the eye. The possible effect of this low brightness cutoff was to exclude
cloud regions conslstlng prlmarily of stratus or small cumulus. Cloud amounts
were then averaged to obtaln dally means. Daily mean bright cloud amounts were
averaged for a seasonal mean as well as for wet/dry anomalles.
I) Seasonal Mean
Figure 6 shows the dlstrlbutlon of bright cloud amount over the Braz11-
Atlantlc sector for March/April 1979. Maximumcloudiness (greater than 40%)
occurs over the Amazon basin and between the equator and 5°N over the tropical
Atlantic associated with the ITCZ. Minimum cloudiness (less than 20%) is seen
over the North Atlantlc Ocean north of IO°N and over eastern Nordeste extendlng
over the South Atlantic Ocean. These minimum brightness areas are assoclated
with the subtropical hlghs of both hemispheres.
2) Wet/Dry Anomalies
Figure 7a dlsplays the cloudiness departures for the composlte of dry days
in the northern Nordeste. The anomaly map Indicates a maximumof negative
anomalles over western Nordeste. Also a small positive anomaly north of the
equator centered on 30°W is noted. The negative anomalies are due to the
northwestward shift of the South Atlantlc High (SAH). Durlng the wet days,
cloudlness on the equatorward side of the SAH increases (Fig. 7b). Maxlmum
posltlve anomalles are found over southerr Nordeste and south of the equator at
30°W. Therefore, the rainy days in northern Nordeste are characterized by
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positivebright cloud anomaliesover southernNordestearldover the Atlantic
south of the equator. In contrast,the bright cloudinesspatternduringthe
dry days featuresnegativeanomaliesover western Nordesteand positiveanomalies
over the Atlantic north of the equator.
C. Sea Level Pressure (SLP)
The O0 and 12 GMT SLP were averagedfor gettingdaily mean fieldsand then
averaged for a seasonalmean as well as for wet/dryepisodes.
l) SeasonalMean
Figure 8 is an analysisof the seasonalmean sea level pressuresover the
region. Lowest pressuresare found over the continents. Over Africa the minimum
pressuresare north of the equatorand over South Americathey are along the
equator. Over the Atlanticthe equatorwardextensionsof both subtropicalhighs
are evident. Over the Nordestethere is a weak north-southpressuregradient
with the lower pressuresin the north.
2) Wet/Dry Anomalies
Figure 9a depictsthe SLP departuresfor compositeof dry days in the
northernNordeste. The anomalyfield is weak indicatingonly small departures
from the mean. Largestpositiveanomaliesare locatedover the easternsouth
Atlantic and over northernAfrica. Largestnegativeanomaliesare found north
of the CaribbeanSea. The wet anomalyfield is significantlystronger (Fig. 9b).
Strong negativeanomaliesare locatedover the western south Atlanticand over
northwesternAfrica. Accordingto a diagnosticstudy by Chu (]983),wet years
were marked by negativeSLP departuresover the subtropicalsouth Atlantic.
D. Upper-levelWind Fields
As with the SLP, the upper level winds were obtainedfrom the level ]lib
data set.
l) Zonal and MerldlonalWinds
A comparisonof dry and wet compositeof u-componentfor three tropospheric
leve]s (200, 500 and 850 mb) shows little differencesat both 200 and 500 mb.
However, a significantdifferenceis observedat 850 mb (Fig. lOa,b). During
wet days at 850 mb, relativelystrong easterliesare found over the subtropical
south Atlanticand over the Amazon basin. This velocitypatternappears favorable
for advection,a large quantityof moisturefrom the south Atlantic over Nordeste.
In contrastduring the dry days, easterliesover the western south Atlantic are
relativelyweak.
The meridionalwind field for both dry and wet compositeswere computedat
three troposphericlevels. Again the most noteworthydifferencesbetweenwet
and dry compositesoccur at 850 mb (Fig. 11a,b). A core of southerlywinds is
locatedover the coast of Nordestefor both composites,however,during the dry
compositethe speeds are stronger. The strengthof the southeasterliesover
northernNordesteduring dry days may inhibitthe southwardmovement of the ITCZ.
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2) Vertlcalp-veloclty
Using the dally averagedwlnd components,verticalvelocltyhas been com-
puted using the klnematicmethod. Figure 12a,b shows both dry and wet compo-
sites of m at 850 mb. At all levelsand for both composltesthere IS subsldence
over the Nordeste. At 850 mb there Is a southwestwardshlft towardsthe coast
of the Nordesteof maximumupwardmotlon from the dry to the wet composite.
The core of maxlmum posltlveomega Is assoclatedwlth the ITCZ.
The analyses presented here are prellmlnary.
E. Temperature and Molsture Fields
At presentthe temperatureand moistureflelds at 500, 850 and I000 mb are
belng processedfor both seasonalmean and anomaly fields.
We have identlfled large-scale dally variatlons in both brlght cloudlness
and SLP over the Brazll Atlantlc sector durlng March/Aprl] 1979. Maxlmumbright
cloudlness assoclated wlth the ITCZ showed a southward shlft durlng the wet
composltes. This southward shlft of the ITCZ was also noted In the m field.
Anomalies of sea level pressures lndlcate a weakenlng In the equatorward
extension of the SAHdurlng wet days. This weakening in turn allows for a
southward shlft of the ITCZ over northern Braz11.
Also, the 850 mb zonal wlnd speed increases durlng the wet days whlch
allows for an increase in molsture transport from the tropical Atlantic.
CURRENTRESEARCH.
Currentlywe are analyzingthe posltlonof the surfaceconfluenceaxis,
maximumconvergenceband and SST over the troplcalAtlantic. Compositecharts
of horlzontaldlvergenceand relatlvevortlcltyare being prepared. In order
to Identlfypreferredmodes of atmosphericcirculationIn relationto preclpl-
tatlon anomalleswe are analyzlngdally mean values of SLP and 500 mb heights
over the Brazll troplcalAtlanticsector. The time serles of large-scale
cloudlnessare belng analyzedusing spectraltechnlquesto isolatedomlnant
modes of oscillation,If any, relatedto rainfallvarlatlons. Prellmlnary
resultsw111 llkelybe communlcatedto a journalin early 1985.
FUTUREPLANS:
Analysis of dally charts of velocltypotential,stream functlonand temper-
ature will be done to depict systematlcallythe existenceof local merldlonal
clrculatlonover the Nordeste. By comparlngthe variationsof velocltypotentlal
flelds betweenwet and dry days, It may be possibleto test the sensltlvltyof
upper tropospherlcoutflowover the subtroplcs. Water vapor transportsw_ll be
evaluatedsince the fluctuationin thls flux are Intimatelyrelatedto problems
of floods and droughts. We also proposeto complete heat and moisturebudgets
over the Nordesteand surroundingareas during the anomalousralnfalleplsodes
wlth a vlew towardsdetermlnlngquantltatlvelythe horlzontaland vertlcal
dlstrlbutlonsof tropospherlcheat sourcesand sinks and towardsIdentlfylng
the heatlngmechanlsmsoperatlngIn the reglon duringthe 1979 ralny season.
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RAIN VOLUME ESTIMATION OVER AREAS USING SATELLITE AND RADAR DATA 
(A. A. Doneaud, J. R. M i l l e r ,  Jr., L. R. Johnson-South Dakota School of 
Mines and Technology, T. H. Vonder Haar and P. Laybe-Colorado S ta te  Un i ve r s i t y )  
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: 
The main o b j e c t i v e  o f  t he  research grant i s  t o  apply s a t e l l i t e  data t o  a 
r ecen t l y  developed radar  technique used t o  est imate convect ive r a i n  volumes 
over areas on a d ry  environment ( the  northern Great P la ins) .  Cal led t h e  Area 
t ime i n t e g r a l  technique, i t  provides a means o f  es t imat ing  t o t a l  r a i n  volumes 
over f i x e d  and f l o a t i n g  t a r g e t  areas o f  t he  order o f  1,000 t o  100,000 km2 f o r  
c l u s t e r s  l a s t i n g  >40 min (Doneaud e t  al., 1984a).l The bas is  o f  t h e  method 1s 
t h e  ex is tence o f  a s t rong co r re l a t i onbe tween  t h e  area coverage (>25 dBz) i n t e -  
g ra ted  over t h e  l i f e t i m e  o f  the  storm (ATI) and t h e  r a i n  volume. 
One key element i n  t h i s  new simple technique i s  t h a t  i t  does no t  r e q u i r e  
t h e  cons idera t ion  of t he  s t r uc tu re  o f  the  radar i n t e n s i t i e s  i n s i d e  t he  area 
coverage (as, f o r  instance, t he  Z-R technique) t o  generate r a i n  volumes, bu t  
on l y  considers t he  r a i n  event per se. This f a c t  might reduce o r  e l im ina te  some 
sources o f  e r r o r  i n  apply ing t he  technique t o  sate1 l i t e  data. 
The second key element i s  t h a t  t h e  AT1 once determined can be converted t o  
t o t a l  r a i n  volume by us ing a constant fac to r  (average r a i n  r a t e )  f o r  a g iven 
locale.  This procedure has been emphasized i n  a recent paper (Doneaud e t  al. ,  
1984b).2 It was found t h a t  i f  t he  e n t i r e  storm dura t ion  i s  c o n s i d e r e d , t h e  
average r a i n  r a te ,  i n  a f i r s t  approximation, cou ld  be taken as independent o f  
t he  r a i n  volume o r  t he  ATI. S i m i l a r l y  we propose t h a t  once radiance thresholds 
a re  determined by us ing v i s i b l e  (VIS) and i n f r a red  ( IR)  in fo rmat ion  in tegra ted  
over a s torm's  l i f e t i m e ,  t h e  d i g i t a l  u n i t  th resho ld  should e x h i b i t  very l i t t l e  
v a r i a t i o n  among storms i f  adjustments are made f o r  reg ional  d i f ferences.  
Recently t he  AT1 technique was examined by us ing F lo r i da  FACE I 1  data (Lopez 
e t  al., 198313 and t h e  same s t rong  c o r r e l a t i o n  was found between AT1 and t h e  r a i n  
m, thus suggesting t h e  u t ~ l i t y  o f  t h i s  technique f o r  d i f f e r e n t  geographic 
1 oca t i  ons. 
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
The work s t a r t e d  i n  January 1984. Some pre l im inary  remarks are presented 
i n  the  next sect ion.  No s i g n i f i c a n t  acco~npl ishments cou ld  y e t  be reported. 
CURRENT RESEARCH: 
The work i s  based on radar  data co l l ec ted  dur ing  t h e  summer of 1981 i n  
Bowman and Parshal l  , North Dakota, as a p a r t  o f  t he  Nor th  Dakota Cloud Mod1 f~ ca- 
t i o n  - Program (NDCMP) and on radar  (Mi les  C ~ t y )  and r a p i d  scan sat?l l i te'-data 
See pub l i ca t i on  l i s t .  
2 See pub l i ca t i on  l ~ s t .  
Lopez, R. E., J. Thomas, D. 0. Blanchard and R. L. Hol le,  1983: Est imat ion 
of r a i n f a l l  over an extended res i on  us inq on ly  measurements o f  the area 
covered by radar  echoes. prepr;nts 2 ls t "~on f ' .  Radar Meteor., Edmonton, 
Canada, Amer. Meteor. Soc. , 681-686. 
collectedduring the same summer as a part of the CooperativeConvective Preci-
pitationExperiment(CCOPE). The radar and satellitedata were processed-at
the South-DakotaSchool of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T)and at the Colorado
S_tateUniversity (CSU),respectively.
Radar data were recordedwheneverthere was convectiveactivitywithin
about 150 km range, roughlyevery lO min. Seven days with one to two convective
clustersfor which both radar and rapid scan GOES satellitedata are available
were selected. The selectioncriteriawere: a) The cluster has to be indivi-
dualizedfrom other cloud systemsof the time period; b) The entirecluster
lifespanmust be recordedin at least one of the visibleand infraredrapid
scan modes; c) Radar data from Miles City, Bowman,and/or Parshall are available
for a similartime span. Cells bigger than a cumuluscloud but smallerthan a
typicalmesoscaleconvectivecomplexwere considered"clusters."
The analysisof both radar and satellitedata was performedfor one of the
12 June clusters;analysisof three other clusters (12 June and 2 July 1981)
is in progress. Digitalprintoutsof the dBz-valuesat low tilt angles were
preparedby conversionof radialto rectangularcoordinatesystem. The rain
volume for each clusterwas computedusing an optimizedZ-R relationship,
Z = 155R1.88,4 based on data from this region. GOES-Westsatelliterapid
scan data were remappedfrom the satellitecoordinatesystem into a Lambert
conformalprojectionso that the radar PPI data and the satellitedata are in
the same perspective. Radar computedareas greaterthan 25 dBz have been used
to delineatethe areas of rainfall. The radar PPI clusterfeatureshave been
used to identifya radar sector of interest(Fig. I) upon which to "focus"
using the satellitedata. The computedradar data (see Table l) were then used
to determineinfraredtemperatureand visiblebrightnessthresholdsby comparison
with computed areas in the satellitedata for each value of infraredtemperature
and vlsiblebrightness. However,since radar and VISSR data respondto different
characteristicsof clouds at dlfferentatmosphericlevels,and because of small
tlme differencesbetweenthese data sets, a satellitesector of interestwas
establishedby applyingsmall adjustmentsto the radar sector manually (to avoid
cloud featuressuspectedof not being detectedby the radar). The brightness
and temperaturevalues withinthe satellite_ectorwere countedand multiplied
by the ground resolutlonpixel area (2.47km_) to obtainthe area for each
count value.
Thirteen consecutlvetime steps with radar and satellitedata were considered
during the 3-hr evolutionof 12 June analyzedcluster (TableI). Satellitetimes
were chosen to be as close to the radar times as possible.
Using the aforementionedtechnique,graphsof cumulativearea versuscount
values were obtainedfor every time step. From these graphs and the computed
radar area, the thresholdsfor count valueswere determinedby inspection.
Four of the graphs, two VIS and two IR (the beginningtime of the clusterand
the time of the maximumecho area) are presentedin Fig. 2A,B,C,D. The echo
area and the respectivecount value thresholdare also shown in these graphs.
The echo areas and the correspondingthresholdcounts (VIS and IR) are listed
in Table l, for every time step. The step-by-stepevolutionof the echo areas
4 Smlth, P. L., Jr., D. E. Caln and A. S. Dennls, 1975: Derlvation of a Z-R
relatlonshlp by computer optimizatlon and its use in measuring daily areal
rainfall. Preprlnts 16th Radar Meteor. Conf., Houston, TX, Amer. Meteor. Soc.,
461-466.
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Fig. I: Bowman radar PPI wlth delineatedsector of Interest.
thresholdcounts (VIS and IR) are llsted in Table 1, for every tlme step. The step-
by-step evolutlonof the echo areas and of the thresholdcount values are exhiblting
simllartrends, althoughthere are time lags between radar and satellltedata for
most of the tlme steps. It Is Importantto note that both VIS and IR thresholdcount
values have a spectrumof varlatlonduringthe storm lifetlmefrom 50.59 to 57.46 and
from -20.05°Cto -40.45°C,respectlvely. Thls makes the selectlonof one or two
thresholdsto dellneatethe raln area for portlonsof the storm qulte dlfficult.
TABLE I
Satellite Data 12 June 1981 BowmanRadar Data
Threshold count value
Maxlmu_ dlgltal _emperature of [R of area whlch Area Cum Area Raln Cum Rain dBz MAX*
T,ne count value maxlmum count matches radar area Tlme >25 dBz >25 dBz Vol Vol MAX Radar Ht
_M_-- VJslble Infrared _C _ Infrared/_C GM-_- _ T _ _ -- T
(I) (2) (3) (43 (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (I0) (II) (12) (13)
1629 54 ]82 -37 2 51 16 179 60/-34 8 1627 1062 1062 692 692 47 8 3
638 55 182 -37 2 50 81 178 86/-34 06 1638 1367 2429 797 1489 47 9 4
1641 55 182 -37 2 50 59 179 17/34 37 1649 1569 3998 1007 2496 46 I0 1
1702 56 183 -38 2 52 12 180 64/-35 84 1702 1820 5818 1551 4047 56 ii 3
1711 55 183 -38 2 51 94 179 20/-34 40 1716 2182 8000 2116 6163 61 II 6
II32 60 182 -37 2 53 69 179 18/-34 38 1732 1789 9789 1847 8010 61 12 0
1739 60 184 -39 2 53 39 179 53/-34 73 1745 1431 11220 1178 9188 55 12 2
1/59 59 186 -41 2 64 35 182 22/-37 42 1756 1097 12317 826 10014 52 10 3
1811 60 189 -44 2 54 32 163 69/-24 05 1811 985 13302 1029 11043 53 10 3
1829 61 195 -50 2 55 80 185 25/-40 45 1828 964 14266 632 11675 46 10 0
1838 61 195 -50 2 54 69 169 24/-27 82 1838 2698 16964 163/ 13312 47 10 4
1841 61 194 -49 2 55 07 172 43/-29 42 1848 2002 18966 1039 14351 48 I0 6
-'" 1859 2000 20966 1423 15774 52 11 0
.... 1915 361 21327 225 15999 43 8 7
1929 62 158 -22 2 57 46 153 70/-20 05 1925 300 21627 131 16130 45 8 8
*dBz )20
2O5
12 JUNE 1981 1529 GMT /VISIBLE Vt_)tSt.f.g g-
<
COUNTVALUE COUNTVALUE
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Flg. 2: Cumulative area (km2) vs. count value.
Figure 3 exhibitsthe summationof the cumulativearea versus count values for
the 3-hr storm period. The summedcumulativeareas representthe spectrumof Area
Time Integral (ATI)s values for differentcount values. The thresholds54.7 in VIS
and I78.9 (--34.15%) in IR representingthe ATI of this cluster are within the
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FIg. 3: Area time integralfor visible (A) and infrared (B) count values.
SATI: The echo area >25 dBz integratedover the storm lifetime,
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Fig. 4: The life-
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as viewed by GOES
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images and by
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North Dakota,
location. X
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and of the thresholdcount valuesare exhibitingslmilartrends,althoughthere
are tlme lagsbetweenradarand satellitedatafor mostof the time steps. It
is importantto notethat bothVIS and IR thresholdcountvalueshavea spectrum
of variationduringthe stormlifetimefrom 50.59to 57.46and from -20.05°Cto
-40.45%, respectively.Thismakesthe selectionof one or two thresholdsto
delineatethe rainarea for portionsof the stormquitedlfficult.
Figure3 exhibitsthe summationof the cumulativearea versuscount values
for the 3-hrstormperiod. The summedcumulativeareas representthe spectrum
of Area Time Integral(ATI)5 valuesfor differentcount values. The thresholds
54.7 in VIS and 178.9 (- -34.15°C)in IR representingthe ATI of thiscluster
are withinthe rangeof thresholdsthroughoutthe time periods. If, for several
clusters,suchthresholdsdo not exhibitlargevariations,then a techniqueof
delineatingATI'sand estimatingtotalclusterrainvolumesusingsatellitedata
may emerge (similarto the ATI techniqueusingradardata).
The step-by-stepradarreturns>25 dBz for one of the 12 June clusters,as
well as the correspondingsatelliteVIS and IR features,are displayedin Fig.4.
A visuallnspectlonof the imagesemphasizedthe multlcellularstructureof the
clusterand the particularevolutionof someindividualcellsduringthe cluster's
llfetlme. An extendeddiscussionof the imagesas well as of other radar/satellite
comparatlvegraphsare presentedin a manuscriptacceptedfor inclusionin the
preprlntvolumeof the 22ndConferenceon RadarMeteorology,I0-13September
1984,Zurich,Switzerland.
This one case analysls suggests that the direction taken to study the possi-
bility to extend the ATI technique to the use of satellite data is promising.
The Infrared count value (178.9 or -34,15°C) and the visible count value (54.7)
correspondlngto the ATI values are situated between the step-by-stepcount
values (defined to match the echo areas of intensities >25 dBz).
An analysis of the cloud top ascent rates showed maximum rates of about
one order of magnltude smaller in this North Dakota storm than compared to an
Oklahoma storm reported by other authors. The evolution during the storm life-
time of the area of radar echoes and the IR temperature threshold exhibited
similar trends. The analysis of the evolution of the echo area (km2) at 5-dBz
threshold intervals, confirmed that the decay rate of strong reflectivityareas
decreased much faster than weaker reflectivityareas.
FUTUREPLANS:
The rangeof varlationsof the VIS and IR thresholdsdeterminedusing
summedcumulativeareahas to be establlshedby considerlngseveralclusters.
If llttlevariationsof satellitedeterminedATI valuesare found,thatmay
permitthe use of satellitedataas inputto the ATI technlque. Such varlations
mlght alsobe reducedif onlythe growingstageof the clusteris considered.
Ten to twelvecasescouldbe consideredusingthe 1981 set of rapidscan satellite
data. Comparativeanalysesof developmentsof severalclouds,and radar-echo
parametersw111 also be performed(i.e.,cloudtop ascentratesversusechotop
ascentrates). Furtherinvestigationsmay extendthe analysisto a more humid
and warmercllmateif the resultsin thlsdry midwestregionare significant.A
posslbllltyw11l be to exploreradarand rapidscansatellitedatataken over
one extenslveregionin Oklahomain 1985 (TheOklahomaExperiment).
5ATI: The echoarea >25 dBz integratedoverthe stormllfetime.
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volume of the 22nd Conf. on Radar Meteor., 10-13 September 1984, Zurich,
Swltzerland.
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APPLICATIONOF THE BOUNDEDERIVATIVEINITIALIZATION METHOD
(F. H. M. Semazzi)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The objective of this research work is to develop a data insertion scheme
based on the Bounded Derivative Method (BDM). The investigation is comprised of
three principal phases.
Phase I. To examine the impact of the BDMas an initialization tool using
real data and the GLASfourth order global barotropic model.
Phase 2. To design and implement a data insertion scheme based on the BDM
using the GLASfourth order global barotropic model.
Phase 3. To extend the treatment in phase 1 and 2 to the GLASGCM.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Following Semazzi (1983) two constraints on initial data are derived. The
first constraint based on the BDMis an equation for calculating initial diver-
gence. The second constraint yields an additional equation of elliptic type
for computing the initial height field. This equation is more general than
the balance equation first proposed by Charney (1955). It also has more terms
which include the contributions of initial divergence and orography.
The comparison in Fig. 1 demonstrates that the BDMeffectively suppresses
high frequency motions in this case of real data. A comparison between Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 indicates that both the BDMand the Nonlinear Normal Mode method (NNM)
have consistent impact on the numerical integration results. This observation
has two important implications. First, in a practical sense, it confirms the
results of earlier theoretical studies where the two methods were compared.
Secondly, the agreement with the well established NNMdemonstrates the suitability
of applying the BDMto real data, a factor which is of vital importance to the
next phase of this work during which the method is applied to the data insertion
problem.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The currentresearcheffort is aimed at developinga data insertionscheme
based on the BDM. The experimentsare of the identicaltwin kind. The control
experimentstarts from balanced synopticdata. The second experimentstarts
from climatologyand data is continuouslyassimilatedinto the forecastfrom the
controlexperiment. The insertiondata coverageand frequencyof insertionare
designedto simulatea polar orbitersatellitedata source.
FUTURE PLANS:
Phase 3 which is outlinedabove.
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REFERENCES:
Charney,J., 1955: The use of the primitiveequationsof motion in numerical
prediction. Tellus, 7, 22-26.
Semazzi,H. F. M., 1983: On the boundedderivativeinitlalIzationmethod.
Ph.D thesis (NairobiUniversity).
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Fig. 1 Height (m) as a functionof time (hours)at (60°W,40°S). Solid curve
is the unlnitfalizedcase. Dottedcurve is the BDM case.
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Fig. 2 Height (m) as a functionof time (hours)at (60°W,40°S). Solid curve
is the uninitializedcase. Dottedcurve is the NNM case.
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IMPLICITNUMERICALMETHODSIN METEOROLOGY
(J.Augenbaum-GSFC/RRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVE:
The computatlonalefficiencyof currentprimitiveequationmodels - explicit
or semi-explicitin time, spectralfinite-differenceor finite-elementin space
is 11mitedby a stabilltycriterionon the size of the time step. The major
objectiveof the research (project)is to developa fully implicitfinite-
dlfferencemodel,whose time step is chosen solely to resolveaccuratelythe
physicalflow of interest. The method is based on an operatorfactorization
which reducesthe dimensionalityof the implicitapproach: at each time step
only (spatially)one-dimensionalblock-tridiagonallinear systemsmust be solved.
The scheme uses two time levelsand is second-orderaccuratein time. Compact
implicitspatia]differencesare used,yielding fourth-orderaccuracyboth
verticallyand horizontally.
In addition,a significantobjectiveof the project is to developand Imple-
ment a fully interactivecomputercode where the user will have a choice of
models, wlth variouslevelsof accuracyand sophlstlcation,which are imbedded,
as subsetsof the fully implicit3D code.
The currentdesign of the code providesfor the followingoptions:
I. Solve 3-D baroclinicprimitiveequationsor any 2-D subset,Including
shallowwater and verticalsllce models.
2. Temporaldiscretizatlon: implicitor explicitsecond-orderscheme.
3. Horlzontaldiscretization: fourth-orderimplicitor explicit,or second-
order explicit.
4. Verticaldlscretlzation: fourth-orderimpllcltor second order explicit.
5. Grld system: nonstaggereduniformor nonuniformIn any direction.
6. Can solve the forced systemL(I_)= L(_o) where No is any linear combina-
tion of Hough harmonics.
7. Interactiveinput,output,and graphicsavallable.
This researchis being carriedout in collaborationwith Drs. S. Cohn (NYU),
D. Dee (PUCRJ/BRAZIL),E. Isaacson (NYU),E. Kalnay (GLAS),and D. Marchesin
(PUCRJ/BRAZIL)and with the assistanceof G. Hsu (NYU) and ArlindaSilva de Moraes
(PUCRJ/BRAZIL).
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
I. The overalldesign of the completecode has been formulatedso that
the explicit3D versionand all 2 dimensionalversionsare included
as subsetsof the 3D implicitcode.
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2. General purposesoftwarepackageshave been developedto allow the user
to interactivelyspecifythe optionshe wants for a given model run.
These generalpurposesoftwarepackageshave widespreadapplicability
and can easily be integratedinto any partialdifferentialequation
solver.
3. The explicit2 and 3 dimensionalversionsof the code is writtenand
extensivetestingand debugginghas recentlybegun.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
Current researchcentersaround two main areas:
I. A detailedmathematicalanalysisof the stabilityand accuracyof the
implicitscheme.
2. Numerlcaltestingand debuggingof the variousversionsof the code.
Specifically,we are conductinga detailedmathematicaland numericalstudy
of the factorizationerror for a linearizedbarotropicprimitiveequationmodel
when large time steps are used. We are also conductinga mathematicalinvesti-
gation to prove the unconditionalstabilityof the 3D Implicitschemefor the
linearizedbaroclinicprimitiveequations.
Testingand debuggingof the shallowwater versionof the code is continuing.
This is being accomplishedby using equationsforced by a right hand side con-
sistingof prescribedlinear combinationsof Hough harmonics. These forced
equationshave exact solutionswhich can be easily computedand comparedto the
computed solutionsto diagnose codingerrors. The forced solutionsare also
being used for accuracystudiesof the variousnumericalschemes.
Testingand debuggingof the 3D codes will begin as soon as the shallow
water versionsare sufficientlydebugged. Since the subroutinesused in the
shallowwater versionmake up most of the 3D code, when the shallowwater codes
are debugged,the 3D codes will themselvesbe almost completelydebugged.
At this point the model will interfacewith the GLAS physicsand GLAS
data sets for direct comparisonsand accuracytests.
FUTUREPLANS:
In the future,a vector versionof the implicitschemewill be developed
to run on the Cyber 205.
Also, a full documentationof the entire code will be written.
PUBLICATIONSAND REFERENCES:
Augenbaum,J., S. Cohn and D. Marchesin,1984: The Effectsof Compact Implicit
Differencingin a BaroclinicPrimitiveEquationModel. ResearchReview
1983, NASA Tech. Memo 86053, 87-90.
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Fully ImplictScheme for the BaroclinicPrimitiveEquations: ShallowWater
Models. (In preparation).
Cohn, S., D. Dee, D. Marchesln,1982: Baroclinicmodels with fourth-order
verticalaccuracy: Preliminaryreport. SegundoCongressoBrasileiro
de Meteorologia,proceedingsto appear. SociodadeBrasileirode Meterologia,
Oct., 1982.
Marchesln,D., 1984: Using exact solutionsto developan implicitschemefor
the baroclinicprimitiveequations. Mon. Wea. Rev., ll2, 269-277.
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INTERANNUALVARIABILITY IN THE OBSERVEDCIRCULATION
(Glenn H. White-GSFC/RRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
To increase our understanding of variability in the atmospheric circulation.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
a) An observational study, with Prof. B. J. Hoskins, of the relative
roles of translent eddies and the time-mean flow in maintaining the momentum
balance and in forcing vertical motion has illuminated the role of time-mean
secondary circulations forced by transient eddies. These secondary circulations
transport westerly momentumfrom the upper to the lower troposphere in the
storm tracks, accelerating surface westerlies and making the time-mean flow
more barotroplc.
b) An observational study, with Dr. K. C. Mo, of teleconnections in the
Southern Hemisphere revealed a zonal wavenumber 3 pattern of low-frequency
variabillty in the wintertime midlatitudes and a land-ocean "seesaw" during
summer.
c) An observational comparison of the Northern Hemisphere winters of
1980-81 and 1981-82 found substantial differences in circulation patterns, but
little evidence of substantial changes in tropical heating. The circulation
changes may have been associated with substantial changes in low-frequency
transient eddies in the Pacific, perhaps related to barotropic instability in
the exit region of the Asian jet. Changes in the baroclinicity of the low-level
flow appeared to be associated with changes in the storm tracks, while changes
in the transient eddies appeared to play a minor role in interannual differences
in the zonal momentumbalance or in the forcing of vertical motion.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
A simulatlon of the atmospheric circulation by the UCLAgeneral circulation
model (GCM) is being compared to observations. Results suggest that the time-
mean structure of the Northern Hemisphere wintertime circulation is reproduced
fairly well in the GCMand that transient eddies in the GCMare qualitatively
similar to observed transient eddles and have similar relationships to the time-
mean flow. Low-frequency transient eddies (periods longer than I0 days) are
significantly weaker in the GCMthan in observations. Blocks appear in the GCM
and appear to be supported by transient eddies of baroclinic time scales, as is
seen in observations.
FUTUREPLANS:
a) Further investigations into the UCLAGCMsimulation will compare the
time-averaged zonal momentumbudget and omega equation in the model to those
observed. Blocking events, interannual variability and the effect of sea-
surface temperature anomalies will also be investigated in the GCM. A similar
investlgation into the simulatlon of the atmosphere by the GLASGCMis also
planned.
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b) Furtherinvestlgatlonsinto interannualvarlabllltyare planned,
using severalyears of circulationstatistlcsand FGGE analyses. Possible
relationshipsbetweenthe barocllnicltyof the tlme-meanflow and the storm
tracks and betweenbarotropicinstab111tyand Interannualvarlabllltyof the
seasonal mean flow will be investigated. FGGE analysesw111 be used to examlne
the momentum budget and patternsof vertlcalmotion and dlabatlcheatlng.
JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS:
Mo, K.-C., and G. H. Whlte, 1984: Teleconnectionsin the SouthernHemlsphere.
Submittedto Mon. Wea. Rev.
White, G. H., and B. J. Hoskins, 1984: An observationalstudy of the role of
transienteddles in malntainingthe seasonalmean circulation. In preparation.
White, G. H., 1984: Two contrastingNorthernHemlspherewlnters, 1980-81and
1981-82. In preparatlon.
CONFERENCEPUBLICATIONS:
White, G. H., 1983: An observationalstudy of the relatlveroles of the tlme-
mean flow and transienteddies in interannualvarlabillty. Presentedat
the IAMAP-WMOSymposiumon Maintenanceof the Quasi-statlonaryComponents
of the Flow in the Atmosphereand in AtmosphericModels, Parls, France,
Aug. 29-Sept.2, 1983.
Mo, K.-C., and G. H. White, 1984: Teleconnectlonsin the SouthernHemlsphere.
Presentedat the 1984 StansteadSeminar,Lennoxville,Quebec,Canada,
July 9-13, 1984.
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LINEAR STUDIESOF STATIONARY,EXTRATROPICALANOMALIESIN THE TROPOSPHERE
(J. L. Kinter III-GSFC/RRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
The Paclfic-North American pattern (PNA) has received a great deal of
attention in the recent literature as one of the dominant spatial modes of
variability in the extratropical, winter troposphere of the Northern Hemisphere
on time scales of one month to one season. The pattern, with four "centers of
action" in the north Pacificand over North Amerlca (flgure1), was identified
by Wallaceand Gutzler (1981,hereinafterreferredto as WG) in the monthly
mean 500 mb geopotentialheight anomalies. Horel and Wallace (1981)noticeda
similar spatialpattern in correlationsof 700 mb geopotentialheight with
equatorialPaciflc sea surfacetemperatureand the Southern Oscillationindex.
Patternsresemblingthe PNA have also been identifiedin genera!circula-
tion model (GCM) experlments. These have fallen into two categorles:experiments
with anomalousforcingand those without. Lau (1981) found that the internal
variabilityin a 15-yearintegrationof the medium resolutionGeophysicalFluid
DynamicsLaboratoryspectralmodel without anomalousForcinghas a spatial
patternqulte similarto the PNA. In the category of experlmentsincluding
anomalousforcing,severalGCM studieshave identifiedmodes of variability
quite similarto the PNA resultingfrom anomaloustropicalsea surfacetempera-
ture (SST) boundaryconditions. Most recently,Shukla and Wallace (1983),
Blackmon,et al. (1983)and Suarez (1984,personalcommunication)have noticed
PNA-likeresponsesto equatorialPacificSST anomalies.
In the categoryof experimentsincludlnganomalousforcing, severalGCM
studieshave indicatedthat there are free and forcedmodes which may be con-
sideredto correspondto the PNA. Simmonset al. (1983)examined the normal
modes of the barotropicvorticityequationon--n-l_FTesphere linearizedabout the
zonallyvarying 300 mb observedclimatologicalmean flow. They found that the
fastestgrowlng (unstable)mode resemblesthe PNA in one phase and anotherof
the WG teleconnectionsin anotherphase. Blackmon,et al. (1984) have inter-
preted their findingsregardingobservedvariabilityon intermediatetime
scales (10-30days) as a possiblemanifestationof this mechanism.
Alternatively,the PNA may be considereda forcedmode response. Using
the barotropicvorticityequationon a sphere,linearizedabout a zonally
symmetricbasic state, Branstator(1984)showed that variationsin the planetary
wave responseto climatologicalforcingassociatedwith observed changesin
the zonal mean flow have a PNA-likespatialstructure. The mechanismcausing
the observedchanges in the basic state is not considered,but may be associated
with fluctuationsin the Hadley and Walkercirculationsdue to variationsin
tropical forcing. It is the objectiveof this projectto identifythe full
physicalmechanismfor PNA variability.
SIGNIFICANTACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The work describedherein is similarto that of Branstator (1984)in that
the same model is used. However,the Forcing,rather than being derivedas a
residualfrom the observedclimatologicalplanetarywaves, Is topographlc
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forcing. Further,the variationsin the mean state, ratherthan being cor .ed
from the empiricalorthogonalfunctionanalysisof the observed,zonal mean
zonal winds, are computedby compositing(afterWG) the zonal winds only in
the 180 degree longitudesectorto the west of the PNA region. That is, posi-
tive and negativePNA compositezonal winds are averagedin the sector 90E -
180 - 90W to obtain baslc states. The steady,linear solutionis then computed
for each basic state, and the differenceof the two is calculated. The resulting
dlfferencepattern is shown in figure2. The solutiondifferencehas a correla-
tion coefficientof 0.500 with the observeddifferencein figure 1. A nonlinear
extensionof this result,in which the zonal mean flow is preventedfrom deviating
from the observedcomposite,shows a very similar solutionwell correlated
wlth the observedcompositedifference(Figure3).
CURRENTRESEARCH:
The resultswith barotroplcmodels are being expanded in three ways.
First, a multilevel,primitiveequationsmodel is being utilized in an effort
to identlfythe dominantmodes of variabilityin the baroclinicatmosphere
and to compare such modes wlth the PNA. Second,furtherexperimentswith the
nonlinearbarotropicmodel are plannedto examinethe roles of free and forced
modes in that model'svariability. In one experiment,the most unstablemode
of Simmonset al. (1983)will be used as the initialcondition,and its evolu-
tlon will bes--sTu-died.Anotherexperimentis plannedin which the zonally
symmetricparts of variousphases of the most unstablemode will be used as
basic states in the nonlinearmodel to examine the forced solutionsfor such
mean flows. Third, the implicationsfor atmosphericblocking will be explored
in experimentsdesignedto measure the degree of Rossby wave focusingachieved
by variouszonallyvaryingbasic states.
FUTUREPLANS:
After these simplemodel tests have been carriedout, the underlying
themes will be testedin a GCM. In particular,diagnosticanalysesof energy
transfersbetween the basic state and planetarywaves under variousconditions
(e.g., seasonalforcingvs. anomalousforcing)will be instructiveand will
enhanceunderstandingof the variabilityof the basic state as well as
planetarywave variability.
REFERENCES:
Blackmon,M. L., J. E. Geisler,and E. J. Pitcher,1983: A generalcirculation
model study of Januaryclimateanomalypatternsassociatedwith lnterannual
varlatlonof equatorialPaciflc sea surfacetemperatures. J. Atmos. Sc1.,
40, 1410-1425.
, Y.-H. Lee and J. M. Wallace, 1984: Horizontalstructureof 500 mb
_-e-ight fluctuationswith long, intermediateand short time scales.To appearin J. Atmos. Sci.
Branstator,G., 1984: The relationshipbetweenzonal mean flow and quasi-sta-
tionarywaves in the midtroposphere. Submittedto J. Atmos. Sci.
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associatedwith the SouthernOscillation. Mon. Wea. Rev., 109, 813-829.
Lau, N.-C., 1981: A diagnosticstudy of recurrentmeteorologicalanomalies
appearingin a 15-yearsimulationwith the GFDL generalcirculationmodel.
Mon. Wea. Rev., 109, 2287-2311.
Skukla,J. and J. M. Wallace, 1983: Numericalsimulationof the atmospheric
responseto equatorialPacificsea surfacetemperatureanomalies. J. Atmos.
Sci., 40, 1613-1630.
Simmons,A. J., G. W. Branstatorand J. M. Wallace, 1983: Barotropicwave propa-
gation, instabilityand atmosphericteleconnectionpatterns. J. Atmos. Sci.,
40, 1363-1392.
Wallace,J. M. and D. S. Gutzler, 1981: Teleconnectionsin the geopotential
height field during the NorthernHemispherewinter. Mon. Wea. Rev., 109,
784-812.
JOURNALPUBLICATION:
Kinter,J. L., 1984: Planetary-scalewaves and blockingpatterns in barotropic
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barotropicatmosphere. IAMAP Symposiumon Blockingand AtmosphericPredic-
tion: Programmeand Abstracts{Hamburg,F.R.G.,August 15-27, 1983).
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d,fference
...... PACIFIC-NORTH AMERICAN
PATTERN
F1qure I Winter monthly mean, Paclflc-North h_erican pattern
teleconnectlonindex composite, 300 ng}geopotentlalhelght. At upper
left is the negative index composite,at upper right is the positive
Index composlte (both with a contour |nterval of 120 geopotential
meters), and at lower left is the differenceof the two (with a contour
interval of _(lgeopotentlalmeters).
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Figure 2 Eddy geopotentialheight solutionof the steady,linear barotropic
vorticityequationon a spherewith PNA (positiveminus negative)composite
sectormean zonal winds as basic state. The sectorchosen for the basic state
is 90E - 180 - 90W.
Figure 3 As in figure2 except for time mean of nonlinearintegrationof the
shallowwater equationson a sphere. The zonallysymmetricbasic state is
forced to remain near its initialcondition.
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MIXEDLAYERSANDSATELLITERETRIEVALS
(R. Boers-GSFC/RRA)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES.
As part of the process to determlne whether it Is posslble so retry, eve
boundary layer structure wlth the current soundlng technlques, temperature
retrlevals were performed for radlosonde proflles that showed temperature
Inverslons. It was found that when temperature inversions exceed 8-10 ° C a
retrleval w111 indeed show a temperature increase wlth helght over a llmlted
vertlcal dlstance. For weaker lnverslons retrleved temperatures are generally
smoothly decreaslng wlth helght. It ms, however, Imposslble to determ, r_ _e
actual mlxed layer helght from the retrlevals. A typlcal inverslon proflle and
retrl eval i s shown i n fl gure l.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
We investigated whether the water vapor channels could be used in observlng
mlxed layer structure, Temperature inverslons are accompanied by slgnlflcant
drops in relative humldlty. While thls effect IS very pronounced In parts of
the trade wlnd reglmes wlth relatlve humldlty drops of up to 60%, It Is wlde-
spread in other areas of the ocean as well. We performed a slmulatlon experlulent
In whlch brlghtness temperatures were computed for smooth temperature and
humldlty proflles and compared with those computed from inverslon proflles.
To simulate dlfferent atmospherlc condltlons a varlety of lnverslon strengths
and relatlve humldlty jumps were chosen. The results showed that brlghtness
temperatures for water vapor channels lO-12 were markedly warmer for the Inversion
proflles than for the smooth profiles. Thls was due to the enhanced water vapor
emlsslon close to the surface relatlve to the alr above the Inverslon. Thls
enhanced emlss_on results in a maxlmum of the sensltlv_ty function closer to
the surface. An example of the change in sensltlvlty func_lon for the water
vapor channels Is shown I n flgure 2.
We proceeded by examlnlng a set of 800 randomly selected oceanlc temperatare
profiles for the exlstence of temperature lnverslons. Approximately half of
the proflles conta!ned some type of inversion indlcatlng that it is a commonly
found feature. Brightness temperatures were computed for thls set oF inverslon
proflles. Based on the computed brlghtness temperatures a water vapor and
temperature retrleval was performed followed by a computatlon of brlghtness
temperatures from the retrlevals. Attempts were made wlth no success _o seek
relatlons between various observed temperature and humldlty parameters and
the brlghtness temperature computed form the orlglnal proflles. We proceeded
by subtractlng the brlghtness temperatures based on the retrlevals from the
brlghtness temperatures based on the observed profiles. No slgnal was found
that could systematlcally dlfferentlate between varlous types of lnverslon
strengths and humldlty drops. The reason for thls Is that water vapor _s a
hlghly variable functlon of height. Frequently secondary maxima _n water ,apor
content are found well above the mlxed layer. Combined w_th the natural varia-
bility of the temperature profiles it produces a very complex functional depen-
dence of water vapor brlghtness temperature on temperature.
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FUTUREPLANS:
Addltlonal tests are planned to discern mixed layer structure with the
current sounding techniques. Those tests will involve the determination of
atmospheric stability criteria for retrievals to discern the existence of
stratlflcatlon. Also model computations are planned that allow for the
development of mixed layer structure in retrievals in accordance with observed
brlghtness temperatures.
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THE INFLUENCEOF SYNOPTICSCALESONLOW-FREQUENCYMODESOF VARIABILITY
(S. D. Schubert)
RESEARCHOBJECTIVES:
An important factor Influenclng our ab111ty to extend the present day range
of useful weather forecasts is our poor understandlng of the nature of atmosphemc
modes havlng tlme scales of approximately one week to several months. The basic
goal of thls research is to study the factors llmlting the predictabillty of
these modes. The present analysis centers on the role of synoptic scales in
the evolutlon of low frequency modes.
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
The Inltlal focus of thls study has been on model analysis and predlctabi_Ity
studies uslng an equivalent barotroplc empirlcal orthogonal function (EOF) mod_
descrlbed In Schubert (1984b). An extenslve set of lO-day forecasts has been
produced for the 12 component verslon of the model. Comparisons with observed
data show apparently useful forecasts for Indlvidual wlnters (Schubert, 1984c).
However, when averaged over I0 winters, the Improvement over persistence was
marglnal and only one of the EOF's (resembling North Atlantic blocking) showed
a stat_stlcally slgnlflcant Improvement. These results suggest the need for a
more reallstlc model whlch Includes shorter tlme scale baroclinic processes
and spatial modes capable of efflclently representing the charactemstic struc-
tures assoclated with barocllnlc Instab111ty.
CURRENTRESEARCH:
A natural extension of the equlvalent barotroplc model Is the 2-1evel model
(Lorenz, 1960) wrltten here as
v2 _ = J(v 2 _ + f,_) + J(v 2 T, _) + .... (la)
_t
(_2 _ r)_ = J(V 2 _ + f, T) + j(v2 T, _) + .... (ib)
_t
wlth an appropmate dlagnostlc relatlonshlp for the dlvergent wind fleld. The
sum and dlfference stream function at the 2 levels is given by _ and T, respec-
tlvely. In its flnal form thls model is wmtLen as a set of quadratically
nonllnear prognostic equatlons for the EOFcoefflcients. The EOF's are computed
frofn I0 wlnters of the stream function anomaly field at 500 mb (_ (500)) and
the shear fleld (_) deflned as (_ (200) - _ (700))/2. The EOF's are computed
separately for data flltered by a band pass f11ter (T < 6 days) and low pass
f11ter (I0 < T < 90 days). The filter _s Identical to that described in Blackmon
and Lau (1980).
Figure la shows an example of the band pass EOF's. The spatial distribution
of EOF2 _s domlnated by zonal wave numbers 6, 7 and 8 concentrated over the
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North Atlantlcand the east coast of North Amerlca. This mode is very similar
to some of the band pass correlationmaps of Blackmonet at. (1984). Figure Ib
shows the correspondlngshear field (T) for this mode. Note the approximate
90° phase shlft Indlcatinga barocllnlCstructure.
Currentlyonly the barotroplcInteractions(J(V2_,_))have been computed
for the 25 componentEOF model consistingof the flrst 12 low pass EOF's and
the first 13 band pass EOF's. An Inspectionof these interactioncoefflcients
shows that the secondEOF (alsothe thlrd,which IS a 90° phase shiftedversion
of EOF 2) Interactsvery efflclentlywith the ninth (NorthAtlantlc blocking)
low pass EOF (seeSchubert,1984a for a descriptionof the ninth low pass EOF).
The sense of thls Interactionis to enhancethe anticyclonicflow in this region.
Thls is In contrastto the Interactionof EOF 9 wlth the other low frequency
modes whlch tend to destroythe antlcyclonicflow.
FUTUREPLANS:
Futurework Involvesa contlnuatlonof the EOF model analysiswlth partlcular
emphaslson the shear components. These resultswill be used to diagnosethe
forecastsof the GLAS fourth order generalcirculatlonmodel.
REFERENCES:
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Figure I. The spatial pattern of a) the _ fleld and
30 30 b) the shear fleld (_) for EOF 2 computed
,,, ,,, from band pass filtered data. Also shown
_ _=._ IS the spectral dlstrlbutlon of the _ fleld.
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